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Foreword

FOREWORD The past year has been a very productive one at LAMPF. The facility has
operated extremely well and, thanks to the effort of Bob Macek and the members
of MP-5, there is a clear understanding of the improvements needed to bring the
PSR to its design capability.

Just about one year ago there was enormous concern about the viability
of our large neutrino oscillation experiment (Exp. 645). You will recall that
the LAMPF beam-stop provides a unique and powerful source of neutrinos.
As shown in Fig. 1, the negative pions produced by the stopping protons are
absorbed by a variety of nuclear processes. The decay chain of the remaining
positive pions produces muon neutrinos, antineutrinos, and electron neutrinos.
The electron antineutrir.o is conspicuously absent. The electron antineutrino can
be readily detected by the inverse beta decay process

+ P e+ +n

At higher energy where neutrino beams are created by decay-in-flight, beams
cannot be created with a purity much better than 1%. Additionally, if one is
looking for oscillation into an electron-neutrino or antineutrino at high energy,
there is a background generated from the reaction

The resulting electromagnetic shower from diffracn'vely-produced TOS can be
mistaken for an electron-neutrino event.

ve + A —• e + X .

Thus, an experiment such as Exp. 645 is, in principle, more sensitive than higher-
energy studies. Figure 2 shows the Exp. 645 set-up at the LAMPF beam stop.
The detector itself is a 20-toii sandwich array made up of 40 planes. These planes
consist of a scintilla tor plane with vertical and horizontal proportional drift cham-
bers to measure the location of successive hits. The detector trigger requires the
firing of at least three successive scinrillator planes with no coincident event oc-
curring in the liquid scinrillator shield that surrounds the detector. Because of
the relatively large duty factor at LAMPF (9%), the principal difficulty in carrying
out a sensitive neutrino oscillation experiment is the background arising from
neutral cosmic rays and beam-generated neutrons. The neutron flux from the
beam must be attenuated by a factor of e39(1017) in order to achieve sufficient
sensitivity. Thus, we were sorely perplexed last November when the rate in the
detector was some 103 times larger than expected. Diligent work on the part
of the experimenters., especially Joey Donahue, plus calling upon the LAMPF
corporate memory revealed that back about 1970 when LAMPF was being built
a pipe viewing the beam stop through two meters of steel was put in place and
then buried in the fill. Figure 3 shows that the end of the long rube terminated
some seven meters in front of the Exp. 645 detector. The tube has now been
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sealed with a concrete plug and the neutron flux at the detector has vanished.
This is great news for Exp. 645, but equally important, it shows that we really
know how to compute neutron attenuation. Hence, we can proceed confidently
with the LCD proposal now that the neutron rates are properly accounted for.
Exp. 645 has now run for some 45 days without seeing any positive evidence for
v oscillation and is fixing the lowest limits yet observed for this phenomenon.
Interestingly, our results apparently conflict with data still under analysis that
were taken at the BNL/AGS. Continued running of Exp. 645 is a high priority
until a background^ limit is encountered, or human endurance fails.

Enormous progress over a relatively short time has been made in bring-
ing the Neutron-Time-of-Flight (NTOF) system into operation. Starting after
the beam was shut off last December, John McClelland and his team have: (1)
put together a complex beam line, (2) provided the shielding and a structure to
house it, and (3) set up the targetry and an initial flight path with a working
detector and analysis system. They have also learned how to retune the LAMPF
bearn so that for less than maximum energies the last resonators in the linac
are tuned to produce minimum time-spread in the neutrons arrival time at the
detector. Figure 4 shows a spectrum they achieved this week on the 15N(p, n)15O

3 5 0 3 5 2 3 5 4 3 5 8 3 5 8 3 6 0 3 8 2 3 6 * 3 6 6 3 6 6 3 7 0

Tlme-of-Flight (nsec)

Fig. 4. The l5N(p, n)15O yield observed at LAMPF. The peaks from left to right
are the 15O ground state, the 6.18,3/2~ state in 1SO, and the 12N ground state.
The latter is due to a12C impurity in the 15N target.
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reaction at 450 MeV. Figure 5 shows how well they are doing in the normaliza-
tion of the yield. The agreement with previous data looks excellent. It is also
very interesting to note how the data track over three orders of magnitude in
cross section, even with significant variation in incident energy. All this work
was accomplished within budget and on a very ambitious schedule. They are
to be congratulated for an excellent job! We expect to learn a great deal from
NTOF about the role of spin- and isospin-degrees-of-freedom in nuclear struc-
ture as well as the nuclear-medium modifications of the free nucleon-nucleon
interaction. »

One of the exciting and contentious activities going on over the past year
has been the search for a bound T = 2, B - 2 system. (T is the system isospin
and B is the baryon number.) Figure 6 shows the known B = 2 systems. To
be bound, the mass of the T = 2 system must lie below that of two nucieons
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plus a pion. In such a case, the Tz = 2 and - 2 members of the isospin multiplet
will decay weakly with a lifetime somewhere between 10~10 and 10~8 s. The
stable members of such a system are (ppx+) and {nnv~) which would decay via

(1)

and
(nnir~)-*e~ + ve + nn . (2)

Two proposals, Exps. 979 and 981, were presented in 1985. Both proposed to
pursue this improbable piece of exotica via the pion double charge exchange
reaction

nna— v '
Exp. 979 gathered some data in the 1985 running cycle and completed the anal-
ysis this spring. At that time they brought forth some weak evidence for a peak
below (NNic) threshold in the Or+,5r~) reaction. They were granted additional
time on two occasions to improve the data, resulting in supportive but not con-
vincing data. The cross section for this bound state, if it exists, is small <<10
nb/sr). The results to that time were presented to the PAC at its August 24-27,
1987, meeting. The PAC endorsed the high physics interest in this research and
assigned a large block of time on EPICS to Exp. 979 for a long and hopefully
definitive run on (K+, ir~). If positive results were forthcoming, the plan was to
allocate more beam time in this calendar year for additional study into the na-
ture of this possible bound state. Unfortunately, the results obtained by Exp. 979,
while continuing to suggest a state some 15 MeV below the ppjr+ threshold, were
not sufficiently convincing to merit further additional running. The preliminary

XI
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spectra associated with this recent run are shown in Fig. 7. As you can see, the
data are suggestive of a peak. However, even if there is a peak, it need not be
due to the process depicted in Eq. (3). The observed cross section is small and
the targetry difficult. It is very desirable to set up a coincidence experiment that
would be definitive at the level of a single event. I encourage vou to think about
it and propose such an experiment. It is a very exciting possibility! Should one
prove that such a bound state existed, the reason for its binding would have to
be found in hadron physics, as quark gluon degrees-of-freedom cannot produce
such an object.

The last development I would like to showcase at this time is a major advance
in high-flux, low-energy neutron counting. The Los Alamos Neutron Scattering
Center (LANSCE) provides an intense source of thermal and epithermal neutrons
created from short pulses (0.3 fi/s) of 800-MeV protons from the Proton Storage
Ring (PSR). Thus, the arrival time of a neutron at a detector is a direct measure of
its energy. Dave Bowman, MP-4, and Charlie Bowman, P-3, have recently shown
how to measure the neutron flux without having to count individual neutrons.
If one employs a 6Ii doped scintillator and simply measures the photomultiplier
output current as a function of time, the result is the sample's neutron scatter-
ing cross sectior as a function of energy. Figure 8(a) shows the total cross section

xu
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for n + 165Ho as a function of energy. Figure 8(b) shows what the Bowmans
observe in just 0.4 s using the LANSCE neutron source. The system shows long-
term stability as can be seen in the higher statistics spectrum obtained in one
hour of running, Fig. 9. This new tool greatly enhances one's ability to carry out
very sensitive symmetry tests and measurements of symmetry breaking using
neutrons from 1 to 500 eV. Table I lists the parity and time reversal violating
interactions that can be investigated with polarized neutrons and/or polarized
targets. It is expected that the above developments will allow the observation of
several hundred parity violating resonances which evidence a sizable asymmetry
due to small s-wave admixtures into dominantly p-wave resonances. With such
a large sample of resonances, reliable statistical procedures can be employed to
extract a useful hadronic weak interaction.
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Fig. 9. High statistics run of 165Ho + n yield as measured at PSR-LANSCE.
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Table L Fundamental Symmetry Measurements with Neutrons.

Parity Violating

HnA = £ K, £K

Time Reversal Odd—Parity Conserving

HnA = (Z.JxK)U K)

Time Reversal Odd—Parity Violating

Thus, you see, there continue to be very exciting possibilities for research
and development at LAMPF. There is great promise for future research. The
ingenuity and dedication of our users are absolutely crucial as the scientific
stimulus to our enterprise and I continue to both applaud and support your
efforts.

Before closing, let me address the future beyond next year. Thinking about
and planning for the future is one of the most important responsibilities of the
LAMPF Director. The most crucial input into this task is the physics ideas,
enthusiasm, and specific proposals generated within the scientific community.
Workshops are one of the most effective ways for consolidating the community's
previous experience and developing new ideas for future directions. In August
we had two related workshops on the use of pion beams. The first was arranged
by Ben Nefkins on Physics with T),p,and u>: A New Role for Meson Factories. The
second was organized by Jerry Peterson and Dan Strottman on Pion Nucleus
Physics: Future Directions and New Facilities at LAMPF.

The proceedings of these very interesting meetings will soon be available. I
hope you will avail yourselves of them and read them carefully. At these meet-
ings, strong and cogent arguments for moving to higher pion energies than are
presently available at LAMPF were presented. The investigation of many new
aspects of pion-nucleus interactions can be carried out by upgrading present
LAMPF capability. I believe we should do this. To put together a sensible pro-
gram of pion-nudeon physics, pion-kaon hypernuclear physics, and eta research

xv
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requires a high-quality, intense-pion beam at nearly 1 GeV. At present it is not
economically attractive to undertake boosting the LAMPF pion energy to 1 GeV.
However, the research program indicated at Ex = 1 GeV is attractive and should
not wait for a full blown kaon factory before it is at least explored. The present
possiblities are: the Japanese Hadron Project, the AGS, and an as yet unforeseen
modest energy upgrade of one of the three existing pion factories.

I spent time in Russia recently looking into the progress of the Institute for
Nuclear Research—Los Alamos National Laboratory collaboration in a gallium
solar neutrino measurement. The experiment is to be carried out in the Baksan
Valley Cosmic Ray Observatory in the Caucasus Mountain range. The Institute
for Nuclear Research of the USSR Academy of Sciences is the same Institute that
is constructing the Meson Factory at Troitsk. There have been several delays in
completion of this facility. As a result, Soviet scientists at the Institute have a real
interest in becoming involved in LAMPF experiments. There are many excellent
researchers at the Institute for Nuclear Research and I hope that those of you
contemplating large projects will think about possible Soviet involvement. They
have much to bring to our research efforts. As you know, Soviet scientists have
proved to be strong and reliable colleagues at Fermilab and CERN.

In closing, let me say a few words about a recent development. On Octo-
ber 28, a Canadian delegation approached the Department of Energy and the
National Science Foundation seeking rather substantial ($75.0 M over 5 years)
United States commitment to help support an upgrade of TRIUMF to the statas
of a kaon factory. From a scientific point of view, this approach is timely as the
major nations involved in nuclear and particle science need to set the future di-
rection of this subject. It is clear to everyone here that at least one high-intensity,
high-energy facility is required if we are to continue pressing on the limits of the
minimal standard model and investigating the possiblities of usefully applying
QCD to hadronic physics. The United States government has not yet worked
out a procedure to address the Canadian request. We believe the Los Alamos
plan termed an Advanced Haa/on Facility is scientifically and technically more
attractive than the TRTUMF proposal and we shall be strongly pushing this point
of view. However, should the United States not come up with any clear plan
of how it will effectively upgrade the existing LAMPF facility, supporting the
Canadian approach may be the most scientifically responsible course-of-aetion.

Gerald T. Garvey
Director of LAMPF
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LAMPF USERS GROUP

Annual Meeting

Twenty-First Annual
Meeting

The Twenty-First Annual Meeting of the LAMPF Users Group, Inc., was
held in Los Alamos on November 9-10,1987, with 150 attendees. Chairman June
Matthews (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) presided at the first session,
which included the following presentations:

"Research at Los Alamos," Siegfried Hecker, Director;
"LAMPF Status and Future," Gerald Garvey, Director of LAMPF;
"MP-Division Report," Donald Hagerman, MP-Division Leader; and
"The Associated Western Universities Program," Thomas Squires, Director

(AWU).

The Louis Rosen Prize was presented to James McDonough (Temple Uni-
versity) for his thesis entitled, "A Search for the C-Noninvariant Decay ir° —
3y," and June Matthews provided the "Annual Users Group Report," including
the election results. Peter Riley (University of Texas) is Chairman-Elect of the
Board of Directors; new members are Gary Kyle (New Mexico State University)
and John McClelland (Los Alamos).

The afternoon session was conducted by incoming Chairman Stanley Haivna
(Stanford University). The following talks were given during the session:

"Report from Washington," David Hendrie (Department of Energy);
"Pion-Nucleus Interactions," Michael Thies (Free University);
"Highlights of August 17-21 Meeting on Pion-Nucleus Physics: Future Di-

rections and New Facilities at LAMPF," R. Jerry Peterson (University of
Colorado);

"Highlights of August 14 and 15 Workshops on Physics with Light Mesons
and Pion-Nucleus Physics," Bernard Nefkens (University of California);

"Higher Energy Pions at LAMPF," David Ernst (Texas A&M University);
"The MEGA Experiment," Martin Cooper (Los Alamos); and
"Neutrino Physics at LAMPF," Hywel White (Los Alamos).

On the second day of the meeting the various working groups met during
the morning session. The afternoon session was conducted by the new Chairman-
Elect Peter Riley (University of Texas). The following talks were given during
the session:

"The Medium Energy Nuclear Data Library Project," Denise George (Los
Alamos);

"Spin Physics—Polarization and Relativity," Lanny Ray (University of
Texas); and

"Results of the CYGNUS Experiment," Darragh Nagle (Los Alamos).
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Committees Board of Directors

The Board of Directors comprises a Liaison Officer and seven members
elected by the LAMPF Users Group, Inc., whose interests they represent and pro-
mote. They concern themselves with LAMPF programs, policies, future plans,
and especially with how users are treated at LAMPF. The Board also nominates
new members for the Program Advisory Committee (PAC). Users should address
problems and suggestions to individual Board members.

The 1988 membership and term expiration dates are listed below.

Terms Expiring in 1989
Stanley Hanna (Chairman)
Stanford University

Gary Kyle
New Mexico State University

John McClelland
Los Alamos

Terms Expiring in 1990
Peter Riley

(Chairman-Elect)
University of Texas

James Bradbury
(Liaison Officer)

Los Alamos

Terms Expiring in 1988
Joseph Ginocchio
Los Alamos

June Matthews
(Past Chairman)

MIT

R. Jerry Peterson
University of Colorado

Experimental Facilities Panel

The Board of Directors, acting upon a LUGI decision, has created an Exper-
imental Facilities Panel (EFP) from the membership, which replaces the former
Technical Advisory Panel. This panel provides technical recommendations to the
Board of Directors and LAMPF management about the development of experi-
mental facilities and support activities. The chairman of the Board of Directors
will also act as chairman of the EFP. The EFP consists of not more than fifteen (15)
members, each of whom serve for two (2) years, chosen so that approximately
half of the panel consists of continuing members each year, and so that the major
experimental facilities and beam channels ai-e represented. The duties of the EFP
members are to (1) solicit information from the Users and from LAMPF staff on
problems, suggested improvements, and future developments; (2) disseminate
such information to the Users; (3) report on User activities, problems, and sug-
gestions at meetings of the EFP; and (4) chair working group meetings at the
annual Users Meeting. The EFP will meet at least twice a year, and members of
the Board of Directors and the Liaison Officer are to be members ex officio.

Members and term expiration dates are listed below.
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Terms Expiring in 1988
Peter Doe—Neutrino Facilities Greg Smith—Member-at-Large
University of California, Irvine TRIUMF

Ralph Minehart—LEP Evan Sugarbaker—NTOF
University of Virginia O h i ° State University

Harold Spinka—NPL Terms Expiring in 1990
Argonne National Laboratory George Burleson—

Polarized Targets
Edward J. Stephenson- N e w M e d c o S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y

Member-at-Large
Indiana University Frank Clinard—Materials Science

Los Alamos
Terms Expiring in 1989

Martin Cooper—SMC Kevin Jones—HRS
Los Alamos Los Alamos

Peter Gram—P3 Christopher Morris—EPICS
Los Alamos Los Alamos

Thomas Kozlowski— Jan Wouters—Nuclear Chemistry
Computer Facilities Los Alamos

Los Alamos

Bernhard Mecking—
Member-at-Large

CEBAF

Working Groups Chairmen
High-Resolution Spectrometer (HRS) High-Energy Pion Channel (P3)

Sirish Nanda Michael Sadler
CEBAF Abilene Christian University

Neutrino Facilities Nucleon Physics Laboratory (NPL)
Roger Carlini Upgrade/Medium-Resolution
Los Alamos Spectrometer (MRS)

Stopped-Muon Channel (SMC) G e o i 8 e G k s s

Martin Cooper T e x a s A & M University
Los Alamos Computer Facilities

Nuclear Chemistry Kok-Heong McNaughton
Lon-Chang Liu University of Texas
Los Alamos Solid-State Physics and Materials

Energetic Pion Channel and Science
Spectrometer (EPICS) R o n L i v a k

David Oakley Los A l a m o s

University of Texas
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Low-Energy Pion Channel (LEP)
James Knudson
Los Alamos

Neutron Time of Flight (NTOF)
Evan Sugarbaker
Ohio State University

Polarized Targets
George Burleson
New Mexico State University
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Workshops LAMPF workshops and meetings in 1987:

MEGA Collaboration Meeting
January 25-27,1987

Program Advisory Committee (PAC)
February 1-6, 1987

International Workshop on Hadron Facility
Technology
(Santa Fe, New Mexico)
February 2-6,1987

MEGA Collaboration Meeting
(Houston, Texas)
May 11-12,1987

Eleventh International Workshop on Weak Interactions
(Santa Fe, New Mexico)
June 15-19, 1987

MEGA Collaboration Meeting
August 3 ^ , 1987

Physics with Eta, Rho, and Omega—A New
Role for Meson Factories
August 14, 1987

Pi N (2)—The Second International Workshop
on Pion-Nuclear Physics
August 15, 1987

Workshop on Pion-Nucleus Physics: Future
Directions and New Facilities at LAMPF
August 17-21,1987

Program Advisory Committee (PAC)
August 23-27, 1987

LAMPF Users Meeting
November 9-10,1987
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The following LAMPF workshops are scheduled in 1988:

MEGA Collaboration Meeting
(Stanford,. California)
January 11-12,1988

Program Advisory Committee
January 25-29,1988

AHF Accelerator Design Workshop
February 22-27,1988

Nuclear and Particle Physics on the Light Cone
July 18-22,1988
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Visitors Center During this report period, 510 research guests worked on LAMPF-related
activities or participated in experiments at LAMPF; of these, 223 were foreign
visitors.

LAMPF Users Group Membership

Membership
Non-Laboratory
Los Alamos National Laboratory.

TOTAL

Institutional Distribution
Membership by Institutions

Los Alamos National Laboratory.
National or Government Laboratories.
U.S. Universities
Industry
Foreign
Hospitals
Nonaffiliated

TOTAL.

Number of Institutions
National or Government Laboratories.
U.S. Universities
Industry
Foreign
Hospitals
Nonaffiliated

TOTAL.

Regional Breakdown
East

Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Washington DC,
Massachusetts, New York, Connecticut, Vermont,
Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Maine

Midwest
Ohio, Missouri, Kansas, Indiana, Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa, Minnesota

South
Maryland, Virginia, Tennessee, Arkansas, West Virginia,
Kentucky, North Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana,
Georgia, Florida, South Carolina

732
198
930

198
80

454
20

164
7
7

930

16
111
17
89
7
3

243

128

121

87
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Visitors Center

Southwest, Mountain
Montana, Idaho, Utah, Wyoming, Arizona, Colorado,
New Mexico (excluding Los Alamos), Oklahoma, Texas

West
Alaska, Hawaii, Nevada, Washington, Oregon, California.

Foreign
Los Alamos National Laboratory

TOTAL

149

83
164
198

930

10
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EXPERIMENTS 665, 770, AND
960 — BR

NP Scattering
Experiments at Line
BR

Argonne, Texas A&M Univ.,
Los Alamos, New Mexico
State Univ., Univ. of
Montana, and Washington
State Univ.

Spokespersons: G. Burkson,
ft W»gn$r, H. Splnka, K. F.
Johnson, »nd L C. Northcim*

Participants: W. ft Dialer, D.
Grosnlck, D. Hill, J. HoUlezer, K.
Johnson, D. Lopieno, Y. Ohashi,
T. Shlma, H Shimlzu, H Splnka,
ft Stanek, D. Underwood, ft
Wagner, A. Yokosawa, T. S.
Bhatla, G. Glass, J. C. Helbert,
ft A. Kenellck, S. Nath, L C.
Horthcllfie, ft Damjanovlch,
J. J. Jarmer, U. £ Beddo, G.
R. Burleson, J. A. Fmicttt, C
A. Fontenla, R. W. Garnett,
G. Kyle, M W. Rawool, A K
Jeppesen, and G. E. Triperd

The most recent experiments performed at the BR area are a series of mea-
surements of two-spin asymmetries, CLL, CSL, and Css in the neutron-proton
elastic scattering with a polarized beam and target. In these experiments we
have systematically studied the np elastic scattering by measuring the two-spin
asymmetries over a wide scattering angular range at LAMPF beam energies. In
Exps. 665 and 770, the scattering angles covered were about 80 through 180° in
the cm. frame at the beam energies of 500, 650, and 800 MeV.

The results of the analyses for the CLL and CSL measurements are plotted
in comparison with available phase shift analysis (PSA) in Fig. 1. The prelimi-
nary results of CLL and CSL measured in Exp. 665 were published in Physical
Review Letters 59,1645 (1987). The phase shift predictions shown in Fig. 1 were
obtained from Arndf s phase shift program available at the LAMPF Data Acqui-
sition Center. The good agreement of the data and PSA predictions came as a
surprise to some of our experimenters, considering the fact that there exist fewer
np data than pp data available to do the phase shift analysis. The data analysis
is continuing.

SO 100 120 140 ISO 180 BO 100 120 MO ISO ISO

Fig. 1. The solid, broken, and dotted lines are Arndt's, Hoshizaki's, and
Basque's predictions, respectively.

We are currently measuring AaJot(np) l£<rj°l = <7-Jot( ^ ) - o-Tot{ =»)]
which is the difference in the total cross section for spin parallel and antiparallel
states in neutron-proton scattering with a longitudinally polarized beam and
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target (Exp. 960). It should be noted that A(rTot scales the spin effect for both
the elastic channel and inelastic channels.
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EXPERIMENT 815 — EPB

Evidence Against
Broad Dibaryons

Univ. of London, Los
Alamos, Univ. of Surrey,
Univ. of Manitoba, and
Univ. of Texas

Spokesman: III W. UcNaughton
(Los AlMmos)

Participants: ft. L Shyplt, D. V.
Bugg, 0. M Laa, ft R. Silbar,
H ML Stawatt, A. S. Clough, C.
L Hollas, K. H. UcNaughton, P.
Rllay, and C. A. Davis

There has been considerable speculation on the existence of dibaryon
resonances1 in the mass range 2110 to 2250 MeV/c.2 A recent review has been
given by Locher et al.2 It is generally agreed that if dibaryon resonances exist
they must be highly inelastic, with 80 to 90% branching ratio to NNir (which is
dominantly NA). Unambiguous identification of a resonance would, therefore,
be a large and rapid phase increase with laboratory energy in a partial wave for
NN -»• NA. Prime candidates are 1D2,

 3F3, and 3P2.
Experiment 815 measured spin-correlation parameters AIL, ASL, A N L , AN0'

ASo, ALo, and AOL for the reaction pp -+ npw+ at 492,576,643,729, and 796 MeV.3

Statistics are 100 K events in 163 kinematic bins at 492 MeV, rising to 380 K
events in 296 bins at 796 MeV. An isobar analysis using theoretical NN —>• NA
amplitudes of Kloet and Silbar4 for the high-I partial waves produces fits to the
data with chi-squared ranging from 1.0 per point at 492 MeV to 1.9 per point at
800 MeV. 492-MeV data are also in good agreement with recent TRIUMF data.5

Magnitudes and phases of partial waves are determined up to 3F3 . The
phases show no significant activity, except for ArAf(12?2) —• NA(5Sz) for which
the phase drops smoothly from 44.4 ± 4.4° at 492 MeV to 11.9 ± 1.9° at 796 MeV
(see Fig. 1). This appears to arise from the opening of the NA channel coupling
strongly to NN.

400 600 800
Lab Energy (MeV)

Fig. 1. The phase 6N& for 1D2

circles.

55"2; earlier data of Ref. 5 are shown as
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In summary, the absence of rapid phase increases in NN —<• ATA rules out
dibaryon resonances in the lDi, ZF$, and 3P2 partial waves. Further details are
contained in a forthcoming paper.3

References
1. K. Hidaka et al., Physics Letters B70,479 (1977).

2. M. P. Locher, M. E. Sainio, and A. Svarc, Advances in Nuclear Physics 17,47
(1986).

3. R. L. Shypit, D. V. Bugg, D. M. Lee, M. W. McNaughton, R. R. Silbar, N.
M. Stewart, A. S. Clough, C. L. Hollas, K. H. McNaughton, P. Riley, and
C. A. Davis, "Evidence Against Broad Dibaryons," Physical Review Letters
60, 901 (1988); R. L. Shypit, D. V. Bugg, D. M. Lee, M. W. McNaughton,
R. R. Silbar, C. L. Hollas, K. H. McNaughton, P. Riley, and C. A. Davis,
"Spin Dependence of pp -* npir+ From 492 to 796 MeV," to be submitted to
Physical Review D (1988).

4. W. M. Kloet and R. R. Silbar, Nuclear Physics A338, 281 (1980).

5. C. E. Waltham et al., Nuclear Physics A433, 649 (1985).
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EXPERIMENT 818 — E P B

Proton-Deuteron
Elastic Scattering
at800-NleVTwo-
and Three-Spin
Observables

UCLA, Univ. of Texas, Texas
A&M Univ., Los Alamos

Spokesman: G. Igo (UCLA)

£. Gulmn, G. Igo, A. Ling, M
Nasser, J. Byslricky, 11 Begala,
G. Kahrimank, W. KMhorn,
K. H. McNaughton, P. Why,
S. Stn, ft Wolf, D. Adam, G.
Glut, 11 McNtughtoo, and S.
PinttHa

Proton-deuteron elastic scattering is an important tool in the study of the
nucleon-nucleon interaction. It is sensitive to off-shell components of the inter-
action and depends on the isospin zero component of the free interaction while
including only charged particles in its final state. Neither of the above statements
is valid for free nucleon-nucleon elastic scattering. The relatively simple structure
of the deuteron allows for more complete multiple-scattering calculations than
are possible for heavier nuclei. The complex spin structure of proton-deuteron
elastic reaction (spin 1/2 on spin 1) implies considerable sensitivity to the various
spin components of the nucleon-nucleon interaction.

Assuming invariance under parity and time reversal, twelve complex am-
plitudes are required to completely describe the reaction for a given energy and
momentum transfer. This implies that 23 independent observables are required
to determine the proton-deuteron elastic-scattering matrix up to an overall phase.
LAMPF Exp. 818 is one of a series intended to determine this matrix at an inci-
dent proton energy of 800-MeV (s = 10.9 GeV2). The momentum-transfer range
covered by this experiment is 0.25 < -t < 0.70 (GeV/c)2.

We employ standard notation for the observables; see G. Albert et al., Annals
of Physics 142 (1982), or D. L. Adams, LANL Report LA-10848-T (1986). In the
orthogonal coordinate system (5, N, L) used to define the spin orientations, N is
normal to the scattering plane and L is along the direction of motion (along the
beam direction for the target). The general notation for pde spin observables is
Cia,jb where i and j (a and 6) respectively refer to the spins of the incident and
outgoing protons (deuterons). For our experiment i,j = 0, S, N, L, b = 0 and
a = 0, Z, ZZ where Z refers to the true target polarization direction (mostly L).

We are sensitive to the vector correlated analyzing powers Csz,oo and CLZ,OO

as well as the previously measured uncorrelated proton analyzing power CNO.OO-

We have little sensitivity to the tensor correlated analyzing power CNZZ.QO be-
cause the tensor polarization of the target was small and always had the same
sign.

We measure the spin-transfer coefficients Coz.so, CQZ,LO, CJVZ.SO, CJVZ.LOX
CSZ.NO, and CLZ,NO, which are correlated to the vector component of the target
polarization. We will also be able to extract the previously measured uncorre-
lated spin-transfer coefficients COO.JVO, CSO.MO, and CW.MO where M refers to
a direction in the SL plane approximately 30° away from 5. These last three
observables will actually be mixed with similar tensor correlated observables but
the tensor contribution will be small again because the tensor component of the
target polarization was small.

We took data with a polarized target over two four-week runs during the
summer oi 1987. The 800-MeV proton beam was polarized in the iV-direction for
the first run and in the S- or L-direction during the second. The direction of the
target polarization was actually 20 to 30° away from L toward S so that the recoil
deuterons could escape through an opening in the side of the polarizing magnet.
The target was polarized either parallel or anti-parallel to the magnetic field di-
rection, which always pointed upstream. The direction of the beam polarization
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was reversed every two minutes. Data were taken with the detectors centered
at proton scattering angles of 22, 25, 29, and 33°. The angular acceptance was
between 4 and 5° in both the horizontal and vertical directions providing a solid
angle acceptance of approximately 0.006 sr.

The experimental apparatus is sketched in the figure. We dynamically po-
larized using the Hera target system with a 2.5-Tesla polarizing field. The target
material was deuterated ammonia (ND3). The detectors were arranged in two
arms, a forward arm to detect the scattered proton and a recoil arm for the
deuteron. The forward arm included one of two bending magnets. The data
taken with JV-type beam made use of the magnet Scylla to provide a 30° vertical
bend. This bend allows us to determine the momentum of the forward particle
and the corresponding spin precession is such that we can determine the 5- and
L- components before the magnet. 5- and £-type beams were used in conjunc-
tion with the Vartola magnet, which provided a 10° horizontal bend. This bend
also provides a momentum measurement but does not precess the TV-component
of the scattered proton's spin.

The forward arm contained three MWPC's, Ml-3, and a scintillator, SI, in
front of the bending magnet followed by the Janus polarimeter. The Janus po-
larimeter consists of three MWDC's (multi-wire delay line chambers), Cl-3, a
series of carbon blocks (we used a total thickness of 25.4 cm) and three more
MWDC's, C4-6. There are also pairs of slightly overlapping scintillators in front
of (S3) and behind (S4) the other Janus detectors. The recoil arm included four
MWDC's, C7-10, followed by the scintillator S5. All chambers contain both hor-
izontal and vertical planes of wires and each set of chambers (Ml-3, Cl-3, C4-6,
and C7-10) is used to determine a trajectory. The event trigger was provided by
a coincidence between the four scintillator arrays SI, S3, S4, and S5.

Proton-deuteron elastic events are identified by looking at some or all of
the following. The deuteron time of flight is calculated by starting a TDC on
scintillator SI and stopping on S5. The bend in Scylla or Vartoia, the opening
angle, the coplanarity angle and target tracebacks from either arm are calculated
using chamber trajectories.

The four angles, three-beam orientations, and two-target directions provide
24 different settings. At each setting we taped between one and three million
events and counted 20,000 to 30,000 good proton-deuteron elastic events evenly
distributed between normal and reverse beam directions. This last number is
expected to increase by a factor of two to four when less restrictive chamber
tests are applied in the off-line analysis. These events are used to measure the
asymmetry in the cross section due to the beam polarization and to measure the
polarization of the scattered proton for both beam directions. The above on-line
number of good events at each angle provides a statistical uncertainty of about
0.006 in each measurement of the asymmetry and 0.17 in each measurement of
the scattered proton polarization.

If the beam and target polarization magnitudes are taken to be 0.75 and 0.35,
respectively, then the corresponding uncertainties in the observables are 0.011 for
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the analyzing powers and 0.22 for the spin-transfer coefficients. These errors will
be decreased by the square root of the ratio of on-line to off-line good events.
The uncertainties are inversely proportional to the beam and target polarizations
and will change if our final values for the polarizations differ from the on-line
estimates used in the above calculation of the errors. The beam polarization is
not expected to change but the overall normalization of the target polarization
needs to be verified. The analyzing power data will be rebinned to provide finer
angular coverage with correspondingly larger errors for each point.

The experiiTienters would like to acknowledge the polarized target support
from MP-7 and engineering support from MP-8. The general support of the
LAMPF administration is also gratefully acknowledged.
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EXPERIMENT 1035 — EPB

2- and 3-Spin
Measurements in
PP*PP

Univ. of Texas, UCLA, and
Los Alamos

Spokesman: II UcNtughlon ( lot
Alunos)

Pirilclptnts: D. Atftms, J.
Bystricky, G. Glass, E. Gutmez,
A. Ling, G. Kthriminb, K.-H.
McNwghton, S. PtnflKa, P.
m»y, and D. Wot

Although the isospin-1 nucleon-nucleon (pp) phase shifts are well deter-
mined up to 800 MeV (Ref. 1 and references therein) and although the amplitudes
have been determined at several energies, nevertheless there remain uncertain-
ties in the detailed behavior of a few partial waves. In particular, Lomon2 points
out that the present data above 600 MeV are insufficient to determine whether
the 3PQ phase shift displays the resonance-like behavior that is so clearly demon-
strated in the 1Di phase shift.

The opportunity arose to strengthen the data at 733 MeV by measuring
twelve 2- and 3-spin parameters in pp elastic scattering. We have measured
the single spin parameter P (=A), the 2-spin parameters Aw Asv> DNN, DLV,
DSVr Kvs, and KVL, and the 3-spin parameters {NV,S0), (.NV.LQ). (SV,N0)
and (LV, NO), where V is the target polarization, which was oriented between L
and S, perpendicular to the recoil proton in the lab frame. The angular range
was from 35 to 76° cm. Counting statistics are sufficient for ±0.03 accuracy.

With the addition of the differential cross section (LAMPF Exp. 1072, to
be scheduled) these data form a complete set, and are sufficient for a model-
independent amplitude analysis at 733 MeV.

References

1. C. L. Hollas et al.. Physical Review C30,1251 (1984).

2. P. Gonzales and E. Lomon, Physical Review D34,1351 (1986).
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EXPERIMENT 954 — EPICS

Pion Scattering to
Giant Resonances in
58,84^1

Univ. of Colorado and Los
Alamos

Spokesman: R. J. Peterson (Unbf.
of Colorado)

Participants: R. L Boudrie, M ft
Braunsteln, J. J. Kraushaar, ft.
A. Loveman, D. S. Oakley, ant
D. j . mm

The isoscalar giant quadrupole resonance (GQR) is a bound state at an ex-
citation near 65 A~1/3 MeV, occurring systematically in all nuclei beyond cal-
cium and exhausting a large fraction of the permitted energy-weighted sum rule
strength. Previous pion scattering studies on EPICS have found a systematic
excess of n~ over TT+ strength to this excitation, increasing from unity for 40Ca
to near 2.3 for ^ P b . 1 - 3

In order to see if this effect is systematic with mass or with features of
nucleon binding energies, Exp. 954 was carried out at EPICS on 58Ni and 64Ni.
A great difference in neutron and proton binding energies is found between these
nuclei and the Coulomb barrier is not so large as to guarantee only neutron decay
from the GQR.

The experiment was carried out with 180-MeV beam energies for v~ and
7T+, over the range of angles expected to show the qu&orupole pattern, 19 to
35°. The strip targets occupied portions of the same beam spot for better relative
results. Targets of 6062Ni sat at the edge of the beam spot, yielding spectra with
somewhat fewer counts to complete the study of this isotopic sequence.

Spectra taken at 23°, the AL = 2 maximum, are shown in Fig. 1 for 58'64Ni,
for both pion signs. These are on-line results, which account for about one

TT ~

seNi
IT *

M t

EieMotion (M*V1

Fig. 1. Spectra for n+ and n~ scattering at 23° from high excitations in
58Ni and 64Ni are compared. The broad features centered near 16 MeV are
the expected isoscalar giant quadrupole states. Neutron and proton binding
energies are indicated for reference.
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third of the total events that will be available upon replay. Furthermore, no
spectrometer acceptance corrections have been included in these spectra. The
GQR peaks are expected near an excitation of 16 MeV where, indeed, broad
strong peaks are found above background. Lower-lying sharp states are also
noted, but are broadened to a 400-keV width because of the channel degrader
and front scintillators that were used in the present runs.

These online spectra give the impression of greater yields to the GQR for T +

on ssNi and x~ on ^Ni, as might be expected from considerations of neutron
and proton binding energies. These energies are indicated in Fig. 1.

Analysis of these results is being carried out together with analysis of inelas-
tic alpha scattering data on the even nickel isotopes at a beam energy of 130 MeV
taken at the Texas A&M University cyclotron. Inelastic electron-scattering mea-
surements for giant excitations in 64Ni are also nearly completely analyzed. The
net result will be a thorough study of the GQR across the sequence of even nickel
isotopes.

References
1. J. L. Ullman et al.. Physical Review C31,177 (1985).

2. S. J. Seestrom-Morris et al.. Physical Review C33,1847 (1986).

3. J. L. Ullman et al.. Physical Review C35,1099 (1987).
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EXPERIMENT 999 — EPICS

Implication of

i28)i3oXe(g.s.) cross
Sections on the
Interpretation of /?/?-
Decay Half-Lives of
Te Isotopes

Louisiana State Univ., Los
Alamos, Lakehead Univ.,
Univ. of York, State Univ.
of New Mexico, Univ. of
Pennsylvania, and Utah
State Univ.

Spoknnwi: A. Fitly (Louisiana
Stata Univ.) andLCUu (Los
Alamos)

Participants: A. Faztly, A J. Fsf«p,
S. J. Gratnt, F. Irom, L. C. Liu,
J. E Wttnn, D. L. Watson, K.
S. Ohuga, R. W. Gamtt, M
BurMn, J. D. Zumbto, and S. H
Roknl

Neutrinoless (Qv) nuclear /3/?-decay has been regarded in recent years as one
of the stringent tests of lepton number conservation. This rare decay can occur
if there is a massive Majorana neutrino in the intermediate state and/or a right-
handed electroweak current (with a mixture coefficient rj with the left-handed
current) is present. The presence of either or both of these quantities can break
the 75-invariance. In this latter case, the neutrino produced in the /?-decay of the
first neutron can be absorbed in the /3-decay of the second neutron, leading to a
neutrinoless final state. An observation of Qv /?/? decay will also lend support to
certain models of grand unified theories,1 which invoke the existence of massive
Majorana neutrino and right-handed weak current. In interpreting /?/?-decay
data, one needs a good estimate of the magnitude of the nuclear transition matrix
element. Unfortunately, theoretical calculations of this matrix element depend
strongly on the nuclear structure model used. A particularly interesting case
is the ratio between the /?/?-decay half-lives of 128Te and 130Te. Based on the
very close mass numbers of these two isotopes, Pontecorvo suggested that their
nuclear structure must be very similar and that the ratio of their /?/?-decay matrix
elements should be very close to one.2 By adopting this conjecture, Kirsten et
al. have concluded from their geochemical measurements of the /?/?-decay rates
of 128Te and 130Te that there is no evidence for Qv /?/?-decay.3 Clearly, a direct
experimental test of Pontecorvo's conjecture is of importance.

Recently, Fazely and Liu have noted that4, for a given nucleus, the nuclear
matrix element of 0+(g.s.) -+ O+(g.s.) transition in Qv /3/3-decay is the same as that
of the 0+(g.s.) —» 0+(g.s.) transition in small-angle pion double charge exchange
(DCX) reaction. This is because, for this particular transition, the Fermi transition
is unimportant5 and, hence, the nuclear parts of the transition operators for the
/?/? decay and DCX processes become identical.4 One can, therefore, determine
the ratio of the /?/?-decay nuclear transition matrix elements in 128Te and 130Te
from the measured ratio of small-angle DCX cross sections on these nuclei, after
correcting the slightly different pion distortion effects.

We have measured cross sections for the reactions 328Te(jr+,7r~)128Xe(g.s.)
and 13OTe(ir+, w~ )13OXe(g.s.) at 9lah = 5° and at an incident pion kinetic energy of
164 MeV, using the Energetic Pion Channel and Spectrometer (EPICS) at LAMPF.
The targets were 128Te (80 g) and 130Te (43.7 g) with isotopic enrichments of
99.46% and 99.39%, respectively. They were made into four self-supporting tar-
gets by mixing the Te metal powder with 9% (by weight) polystyrene (CH) and
heating under pressure. The size of each of the two 128Te targets was 10.25 cm
x 10.25 cm x 400 mg/cm2 and that of each of the two 130Te targets was 8.9 cm
x 8.9 cm x 300.5 mg/cm2. The energy resolutions were 400 and 290 keV for
DCX on 128Te and I30Te, respectively. We established the DCX cross sections for
Te by normalizing the yield to that for the known iH(ff+,w+)1H reaction cross
section on a 73.5 mg/cm2 thick CH2 target at 164 MeV and at 6 = 50°. We refer
to Ref. 6 for other experimental details.
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Our measurements indicate that the 5° DCX differential cross sections at
164 MeV for the transitions to 0+ ground states of 128Xe and 130Xe are, respec-
tively, 24.0 ± 7.0 nb/sr and 70.0 ± 26.0 nb/sr. In Fig. 1, we compare these DCX
cross sections (open circles) with the 0+(g.s.) -> 0+(g.s.) DCX cross sections for
other nuclei.7 The solid line represents the A~4'3 dependence mentioned exten-
sively in the literature.8 We can see that the DCX cross sections for 56Fe (open
square) and 130Te (open circle) deviate significantly from the solid line. These
deviations indicate that the A~4'3 dependence is not a good representation of the
data for nuclei with nonzero isospin. In fact, our measured DCX cross section
for 130Te is a factor of (2.92 ± 1.38) (statistical + systematic) greater than that for
128Te, contrary to what one would expect from the A~4/3 dependence.

c
d

ltf

10'

i—i—' I ' I—i—I—r

5 Deg, 164 MeV
Non-analog DCE

10 100

Mass

Fig. 1. The 0+(g.s.) —• O+(g.s.) DCX cross sections at 5° as a function of
the mass number A. The solid line indicates the A~4/3 dependence.

The cross section reduction factors due to pion distortion in 12sTe and 330Te
are 0.0052 and 0.0048, respectively.4 After correcting these distortion effects, we
obtain an undistorted cross section ratio of 3.16 ± 1.40, which can be identified
with the ratio of the squared 0+(g.s.) —•0+(g.s.) matrix elements. In other words,
we have found that the nuclear matrix element for 13oTe is greater than that for
12STe by a factor of 1.78 ± 0.42, in marked contrast to Pontecorvo's assumption.
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If we denote the ratio of the /30-decay half-life of 128Te to that of 130Te by R,
then the geochemical measurements of Hennecke et al.(Missouri Group) give9

R > 1580. On the other hand, the geochemical measurement of Kirsten et al.
(Heidelberg Group) gives3 R > 3040 (+2<r), > 4425 (+l<r), and > 9710 (mean),
respectively. Using our measured value of 1.78 for the matrix-element ratio, we
have found that the ratio R of the /?/?-decay rates satisfies the equation

R~ 0.623 + 0.316<roI/)
Maj + 0.079?/ ,

where the units are: (m^)MaJ in 10"5we; r/ in 10~5, and R in 10"4. This equation
defines a family of curves in the {mv}

Mai - v plane. The results of Missouri and
Heidelberg Groups are presented in Fig. 2, where the dot-dashed, solid, dotted,
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Fig. 2. The {mu)
Mai - ?? plane of /30-decay calculated with the matrix-element

ratio given by our DCX measurements.
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and dashed curves are obtained from the equation with the values of R > 1580,
3040, 4425, and 9710, respectively. From the intercepts of the solid curve with
the ordinate and abscissa in Fig. 2, we obtain, (mv)Maj = 14.8 ± 33 eV and
an T) = (5.8 ± 1.3) x 10"5. From the intercepts of the dotted curve, we obtain
(mt,)

Ma-* = 11.6 ± 2.5 eV and T} = (4.5 ± 1.0) x 10~5. Finally, if the dashed curve
is considered, we obtain (mt)

MsJ = 5.8 ± 1.2 eV and T) = (2.3 ± 0.5)x 10~5. Note
that the uncertainties included in these limits are due to our DCX measurements.

The above nonvanishing limits on (m^)MaJ and r\ indicate, therefore, that the
level of accuracy of the results of the geochemical measurements3 is insufficient
to exclude the existence of 0J/ /?/?-decay. We also conclude that the suppression
of the 00-decay rate of 128Te with respect to that of 130Te, as observed in geo-
chemical measurements, can be ascribed at least in part to the nonequality of the
nuclear matrix elements for 0+(g.s.) —• 0+(g.s.) in these isotopes.5
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One of the important frontiers of nuclear physics today is to understand the
role of quarks, gluons, and quantum chromodynamics (QCD) in determining the
properties of nuclei. In the past few years it has been shown that deep inelastic
scattering of leptons is significantly different for nucleons embedded in nuclei
than for free nucleons. Specifically, the nuclear environment modifies the quark
structure function F2(x). Further insight into the nature of QCD in the nuclear
many-body environment may be obtained by measurements of the antiquark
structure functions of nucleons in nuclei. Experiment 772 being performed at
Fermilab in 1987 was designed to accomplish this.

The experiment consisted of an accurate measurement of the ratio of cross
sections for p+p~ production from nuclear targets relative to a deuterium target
with 800-GeV incident protons. The nuclear targets measured were 12C, 40Ca, Fe,
and W. The continuum of fi+/x~ pairs in such a reaction arise from the Drell-Yan
process. This is a purely electromagnetic reaction in which a beam quark (an-
tiquark) annihilates on a target antiquark (quark) forming a virtual photon that
decays to a //+/*~ or e+e~ pair. Under the conditions of the proposed experiment,
it can be shown that the ratio of the n+fi~ production cross sections from 2H
(taken to be a free neutron plus proton) and a nucleus of atomic mass-yl is a mea-
sure of uA(x)/v.f]{x) where UN{X) and UA{X) are respectively the up antiquark
distributions for free nucleons and nucleons bound in a nucleus. Our measure-
ments are concentrating on the domain of z2 between 0 and 0.25, with the goal
of a 1% systematic error and < 1% statistical error in the ratios <r (̂)(yl)/<T (̂i(

2H).
Data at a somewhat lower statistical level are also being obtained for x2 between
0.25 and 0.40.

The experiment was completed February 1,1988. Approximately 0.6 x 106

(x+M~ events from 2H, 12C, 40Ca, Fe, and W targets were measured. A statis-
tical precision of < 1% was achieved for the range 0 < x2 < 0.25. Systematic
errors in the ratios ^ / I( J4)/<T^ / J(

2H) appear to be under control at the level of
<2%. An important experimental feature was the frequent and automated target
interchanges.

The preliminary spectra of fi+fi~ events clearly show the presence of the
J/ip resonance at 3.1 MeV and T resonances at 9.5,10.0, and 10.4 GeV. Our large
sample of such events, over a broad range of transverse momenta (pr), should
be useful in achieving a second goal for this experiment, viz., the determination
of gluon structure function within certain model calculations.

Los Alamos physicists from MP-4 and P-2 have played a leading role in all
phases of this experiment, including the formulation of physics goals, preparation
of the apparatus (taken over from Exp. 605), the data taking, and in the analysis of
data. The major responsibility for data analysis will be assumed by Los Alamos
physicists and will be performed in Los Alamos in 1988. A graduate student (M.-
J. Wang) from Case Western Reserve University will do his Ph.D. dissertation
on this experiment under the supervision of H. Baer.
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The purpose of these experiments was to obtain the first complete empir-
ical determination of the forward pp scattering amplitude. This was done by
complementing recent measurements12 of the total cross sections A<rL and Acrr

in pure spin states with the corresponding Coulomb-Nuclear (CN) interference
measurements (ALL and ANN, respectively). The total cross sections determine
the imaginary parts by means of the generalized optical theorem, while the real
parts may be extracted from the corresponding CN interference measurements.
Though the phase of the spin-independent amplitude is routinely determined in
this way, the same has not been attempted previously for the spin-dependent
components of the scattering amplitude because of the technical difficulty of
measuring Aij at small angles. Our measurements were made possible by com-
bining a specially-designed polarized proton target with the High-Resolution
Spectrometer (HRS) of the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF).

Exp. 583 is complete, while 709 was interrupted pending the analysis of the
ANN data. The results of the ANN measurements have already been published.3

They revealed a pronounced discrepancy between experiment and theory4 for
one of the double-spin-flip amplitudes [j3(Qi)] at 650 MeV. Analysis of the An
data is now also complete5 (see Fig. 1). These determine the remaining double-
spin-flip amplitude [<r(0)] and, together with our previous measurements6 of dif-
ferential cross section, they obtain the first complete determination of the forward
scattering amplitude. The results for the spin-dependent parts are summarized
in Fig. 2. Discrepancies at 650 MeV suggest more pronounced structure than do
the forward dispersion relations (FDR).4 Having found the FDR calculations in-
adequate, the responsibility is now to provide the data needed to constrain them.
The need to pin down the energy-dependence of the double-spin-flip amplitudes
is particularly urgent because the energy-dependent structure in the imaginary
parts, which is now well established, cannot be interpreted correctly without that
of the corresponding real parts. The data are also compared with the results of
two phase-shift analyses (PSA's)7-8, one of which7 deviates seriously from both
data and FDR prediction, while the other reflects the use of the FDR predictions
in their data bank. The PSA's are, therefore, also clearly in need of constraint,
and their predictions concerning the energy-dependence of the forward ampli-
tudes cannot yet be taken seriously. An approved measurement (Ats) is still
outstanding for the completion of Exp. 709, and we have presented an update
at the August 1987 meeting of the PAC, reaffirming the need for this measure-
ment, which has become more urgent since the pronounced discrepancy between
experiment and FDR prediction was revealed at 650 MeV. A new proposal to
extend these measurements to other energies in order to pin down the energy-
dependence of the forward amplitudes (Exp. 1078) was presented to the same
PAC. It is also our intention to extend these measurements all the way to the
highest energies, where measurement of the imaginary parts (A<rt) is already
being prepared (see report on Exps. 581/704 at Fermilab).
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Fig- I- ALL data at 800 and 650 MeV from Exp. 583 (solid circles) and from
Kef. 9 (crosses). The solid curve represents our fit over the data-range shown.
The dash-dot-dot curve represents the predictions of the VPl PSA6 and the
dash-dot curve, those of Hoshizaki PSA.1()
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PSA8 (chain curve) and those of the Saclay PSA7 (dotted curve).
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This experiment made use of the same apparatus as was used for Exps. 583
and 709 to measure An and ANN f°r the ~p~p—> d+x+ reaction at forward angles
(<40° cm.). This angular range had been neglected by previous experiments
because it is not easily accessible with conventional apparatus. Furthermore, by
combining the An data with those of previous experiments, complete angular
distributions can then be obtained which can be integrated to obtain the total
cross section A<rL (elastic) in pure longitudinal spin states for this reaction. The
same use can then be made of the small-angle elastic data from Exp. 583 in order
to obtain a complete decomposition of the contributions of each of the only three
channels that contribute significantly to the total ~p"p~in pure spin states, for
example,

elastic) + Aax(pp —• dir+) + A<ri(pp —• NNTT+) .

Data analysis is complete and the asymmetries are shown (solid circles) in
Fig. 1, together with the predictions of two partial-wave analyses (PWA's),12

three theoretical predictions3"5 and data from previous experiments (crosses) in
the region of overlap. Introduction of our data into his PWA data base allowed
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Fig. 1. An <md ANN angular distributions at 800 and 650 MeV at forward
deuteron angles from this work (full circles) and from a previous experiment10

at larger angles (crosses). The solid curves represent the PWA of Hiroshige
el al.;2 the dot-dash curve represents that of Bugg;1 the dot-dot-dash curve
represents a calculation by Locher et al,,3 the dot-dot-dot-dash curves are from
Biankenlieder el al.;4 while the dashed curves are from Ajnan et al.5
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Bugg1 to determine the amplitude OD2 —• 3Fi, /* = 4), after which it was also
possible to fit available KNN data and thereby fix the (3F4 —> 3G4r I* = 4) partial
waves. Data for A<Tz(pp —* NNir+), obtained as explained above, is shown in
Fig. 2, where we observe a pronounced discrepancy between experiment and
conventional theoretical models.67 On the other hand, addition of a triplet reso-
nance admixture to the Deck model8 brings it into agreement with the data. Our
data therefore confirm the deficiency of conventional models, and the fact that
it lums up in Acri.(pp —• NNir), which is particularly sensitive to the 3F3 partial
wave, confirms previous reports69 that this deficiency is most apparent in this
partial wave. One should also remember that this partial wave is thought by
some to display resonance behavior.
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Fig. 2. The total inelasticity A<TL(~p~p —* NNn) as a function of incident
beam momentum. The full circles represent this work, the crosses are from
Ref. 11, the open squares from Ref. 12 and the open circle from Ref. 13.
The solid curve represents the Deck model calculations from Ref. 8, while
the dashed and dashed-dot curves represent the Deck model calculations with
different dibaryon admixtures (see Ref. 8 for explanation). The dash-dot-dot
curve represents the predictions of Ref. 6, while the dash-dot-dot-dot curve is
from Ref. 7.
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Techniques have now been developed that allow for spin-flip measurements
to be made cleanly at precisely zero degrees in the (~p, ~p') reaction. Special wire
chambers and trigger scintillators were installed at the focal plane of the High-
Resolution Spectrometer. The primary beam was directed through the spectrom-
eter at zero degrees and allowed to pass directly over the detection apparatus.
Beam phase-space tailoring was performed using strippers in Line X before de-
livery into the HRS channel. This produced a well defined beam, essentially
without halo. Previous developmets with zero-degree inelastic scattering en-
abled this advance to zero-degree polarization-transfer. The polarization was
determined using a left/right position-sensitive scintillator system after rescat-
tering from a carbon analyzer. Special software was developed to analyze this
type of data.

Figure l(a) shows the zero-degree cross section for nC(~p, ~p') at 318 MeV.
Some beam-related background can be seen at low excitation. In Fig. l(b) the
spin-flip cross section is shown over this same range of excitation. Noticeable in
this spectrum are the two 1+ states at 12.71- and 15.11-MeV and the two 2+ states
at 18.3- and 19.4-MeV excitation, identified previously as spin-flip in character.1

Almost complete suppression of the background and non spin-flip nuclear states
is observed. Measurements on 13C, 48Ca, and 51V were also made with this
system.

It may be possible to extend these measurements to heavier targets in the
future as a complimentary probe to the (p,n) and (n,p) reactions in order to
identify low-multipolarity spin-flip strength in nuclei.
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Although the primary aim of this experiment has been to study A.S = 1
strength in the continuum for 40Ca, it is also possible to study AS = 0 strength,
particularly the giant resonances. We have found that, as described below, it
is possible to do a more quantitative determination than has previously been
possible of the "background" under these resonances if the observable Snn (spin-
flip probability) is measured in addition to the cross section a.

Assuming that the spectrum is composed of incoherent contributions from
AS = 1 and AS = 0 excitations, the cross section o-0 for AS = 0 excitations can
then be obtained if the cross section ai for AS = 1 excitations is known. The
determination of ax is based on measuring the spin-flip probability Snn, as well
as the differential cross section a. It is then possible to separate the spectrum
into the spin-flip cross section aSF,

and the nonspin-flip cross section

&NSF - Cr(l - Snn) .

Since AS = 0 transitions at intermediate energy are known to have Snn « 0,
is almost entirely due to AS = 1 transitions. However, OSF is not equivalent
to ff\ because Snn is not unity even for pure AS = 1 transitions; for the same
reason, CT^SF contains both AS = 0 and AS = 1 contributions. In order to obtain
<7o and <T], one must know the spin-flip probability a for CTSF alone:

<T0 = a -

This introduces some model dependence into the determination of <T0 and ax

because a depends on the wave functions of the nuclear states and the strengths
of the spin-dependent terms in the NN interaction.

In this first exploratory application of the ideas outlined above, Q has been
approximated to be that for the free nucleon-nucleon {NN) interaction. The
slab model of Bertsch et al., which has had considerable success in describing
a and Snn for proton scattering to the continuum, predicts a to be essentially
the same as these free ArN values. More reliable estimates of a must await
either elaborate RPA+DWIA calculations or a more detailed understanding of
the multipole content of <rl.

Having obtained an estimate for a0, we next must separate the contributions
from various multipoles. To achieve this we have performed \ 2 minimization
searches for the angular distribution of each 1.8-MeV bin of our data; these data
were fitted by sums of standard collective-model angular distributions.

The searches included L = 1, 2, and 4 angular distributions. Because the
data described here have (? < 12°, the data are insufficient to allow a clear
separation between L = 2 and L = 3 strengths as the L - 3 angular distribution
peaks at approximately 15°, beyond our data. Lack of a datum between 9° and
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12° also contributes to the difficulty of separating L = 2 and L — 3 strengths.
Contributions from higher multipoles are certainly not negligible, particularly at
12°, so an L = 4 angular distribution has been included in the searches. The L -
4 strength deduced will include contributions from all multipoles with L > 3.
The results of the searches, distributions of strengths for the various multipoles,
are shown in Fig. 1. Errors shown include contributions due to correlations
among the three parameters.
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Fig. 1. Distributions of multipole strengths determined from the 318-MeV
40C«(ptp*') reaction.
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The results are in excellent agreement with previous studies of the giant
dipole (GDR) and quadrupole (GQR) resonances. Qualitatively, the excitation
energies, approximately 20 and 18 MeV, are in good agreement with previous
studies; the persistence of the dipole strength to energies well above the reso-
nance is in accord with photon absorption results. Quantitatively, we find the
GDR and GQR to exhaust 112(20)% and 76(12)% of the energy-weighted sum
rules, respectively. The quadrupole strength is somewhat larger than that found
in earlier studies; this may be an indication that our method of subtracting the
"background" provides greater sensitivity when seeking fragmented strength.
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Spin-flip probabilities Snn have been measured for inelastic proton scattering
at 318 and 800 MeV from 40Ca using the focal plane polarimeter facility at the
High-Resolution Spectrometer at LAMPF.1 Excitation energies in the residual
nucleus range from about 6 to 40 MeV. At low excitation energies, Snn is small,
below the free nucleon-nucleon value, but at excitation energies near 40 MeV
and scattering angles of 5 and 7° at 318 MeV, Snn is significantly larger than the
free values. These results suggest that the relative AS = 1/(AS = 0 +AS - 1)
nuclear spin response approaches about 90% in the region of enhancement.

The observable Snn is related to the Wolfenstein D parameter by

Snn = 0.5(1 -D) .

Typically, for AS = 0 excitations, Snn ss 0 at these incident energies. For AS -
1 excitations, Snn is large but essentially never unity.2 At about 300 MeV, the
average value of Snn in p+p and p+n scattering is about 0.25.3 The (p,p') probe
is roughly equally scalar and vector, so

<r'(AS = 1)
t (AS = 0) +of {AS =1)

0.5

where a} is the differential cross section for free scattering at a particular mo-
mentum transfer q.

Typical data for Snn at 318 MeV incident proton energy are presented in
Fig. 1. We note that values of Snn as high as 0.4'are seen at 5 and 7°. What
then do these data tell us about the nuclear spin response? If Snn is robust, in
the sense that it is not changed from its free values by such effects as Fermi
averaging, distortions, multistep processes, etc., then it can be written as

Snn =

where <T{ is the differential cross section for spin transfer AS = i, and a is the
spin-flip probability for pure AS = 1 scattering. In a factorized approximation,4

where JVeff is the effective number of target nucleons participating in the reaction,
and /, is the modification of the free cross section <r, in the channel i by the
nucleus, i.e., the nuclear response in the channel i. Then

fLL _ ZL/Zi. = •*»» j a \
/o <r{ ' <rl a - Snn al

We define the relative nuclear spin response R, as / i / ( / 0 + / i ) ; R, is thus the
percentage of the nuclear response that corresponds to AS1 = 1 excitations.5 For
a noninteracting Fermi gas, Rs would be 0.5. Since the free cross sections are
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Fig. 1. Spin-flip probability Snn for the 40Ca(p,p')40Ca' reaction at Tp =
319 MeV as a function of excitation energy at 3.6°, 5.0°, 7.0°, 9.0°, and
12.0". The solid line is the prediction of the Esbensen-Bertsch slab model. The
dashed line corresponds to isospin-averaged free values for Snn.
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known, knowledge of Snn thus defines R,, provided a is known. This parameter
is model dependent. Unless the spectrum is dominated by spin resonances of a
particular J* and structure, however, a is determined mostly by the effective NN
force. We have chosen aA - af, which is also the value that results from surface
response calculations.6 The trend of R, with excitation energy for 318 MeV at
7° is shown in Fig. 2. The solid line is a guide to the eye. We consider only
the general shape of the line to be significant. This figure essentially shows the
distribution of relative spin excitation strength in the nucleus. The fact that R,
reaches about 0.9 at the highest energies is very interesting.

Fig. 2. The nuclear spin response Rt, determined from the Snn data for
40Ca(p,p')40Ca* at 7.0" and 319 MeV. The line is drawn to guide the eye.

Various theoretical calculations have been performed for comparison with
the data. The solid lines in Fig. 1 are the predictions of slab response calculations
by Esbensen and Bertsch.6 The dashed lines in Fig. 1 correspond to the free NN
values of Snn- The nucleus is considered as a semi-infinite slab with RPA cor-
relations and an absorbing surface; the absorption is treated via an approximate
form of Glauber theory. Pauli blocking is included. Smith7 has investigated mul-
tistep processes, correlations, and distortions, which show effects of about 10%
in the calculated values of Snn. Effects of Fermi averaging and effective nucleon
mass have been shown to be small (Horowitz and Murdock,8 and Rees9).

As discussed above, provided Snn is a robust observable, such measure-
ments seem to yield a measurement of the nuclear spin response; they tell us
how the nucleus itself reacts to a spin-dependent probe. If this is really a correct
interpretation, then the energy of the probe shouldn't matter; as long as the spin
dependence remains more or less similar, and Snn remains robust, the nuclear re-
sponse should remain the same. In particular, at the momentum transfers where
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the spin response was found to be enhanced relative to the free response in scat-
tering at 300 MeV, we should observe a similar enhancement in scattering at
800 MeV. Correspondingly, at the momentum transfers where no enhancement
was observed for 300-MeV scattering, in 800-MeV scattering we should observe
the free value of Snn.

To confirm our interpretation of the 300 MeV results, then, we carried out
the same measurements on 40Ca at 800 MeV. Now 800 MeV is not a desirable
energy at which to look for spin effects, because the spin-independent part of
the NN amplitude is so overwhelmingly dominant in proton scattering at this
energy. Whereas the isospin-averaged value of Snn for N N scattering at 300 MeV
is about 0.25 in the q range of interest here, the corresponding value is only about
0.05 at 800 MeV.3 Nevertheless, if the nuclear spin response really is about 85%
AS — 1 at high excitation energies around q = 100 MeV/c, the same arithmetic
for comparing Ra a id Snn discussed above show's that Snn should be about 0.20
for 800 MeV scattering in this region. That is, the predicted enhancement is
about a factor of four at 800 MeV, even though (in fact, because) the free value
Of Snn IS SO lOW.

The experiment was carried out at the end of August 1987. Analyses of
these data have not yet been completed, but our preliminary on-line data are in
full accord with our interpretation of the 300-MeV results. At the momentum
transfer corresponding to 7° scattering at 300 MeV, the 800-MeV data yield Snn -
0.23 ± 0.03 for the excitation energy region 32 < Ex < 42 MeV. For scattering
at 7° at 800 MeV (so that the momentum transfer now corresponds to about 13°
scattering at 300 MeV), the measured values of Snn are small, typically between
0.00 and 0.05.

There are some indications that the observed angle dependent enhancement
is in accord with microscopic RPA calculations,10 even if it is not predicted by
the RPA calculations based on the slab model shown above. These calculations
are still controversial, however, and they do not explain certain aspects of the
data. In particular, it is not yet clear whether the observed enhancement in Snn

is due to a real increase in the spin response or to a decrease in the expected
spin-independent response.
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The purpose of this proposal was to search for dibaryon resonance effects in
the missing-mass distributions of the differential cross section and the analyzing
power for the 3He(p,d)mm, 4He(p,t)mm, 4He(p,3He)mm and the p + p —* dir+

reactions. It was stimulated by reports of / = 1 structure in the excitation func-
tions of the first and last of these reactions at Saclay.1"3 The structures were
reported to be narrow (~20 MeV FWHM) and are, therefore, of particular inter-
est because conventional theoretical models find it difficult to generate narrow
(<100 MeV) structure. However, they are very weak effects superimposed on
a relatively much larger nonresonant background and are, therefore, difficult to
discern, as shown in Fig. 1, where one of the most convincing excitation func-
tions is reproduced from Ref. 2. Supporting evidence from other reactions such
as the bubble-chamber data from Dubna for the reactions d + p-*p + p+n and
d+p -+ p+n+ + mm (Refs. 4—6), or the Bonn data7 on they+d —• p+p+n+ reac-
tions suffers from similar problems or from poor statistics, so that they have so far
been easy prey for the skeptics. However, there seems to be agreement between
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Fig. 1. Missing-mass spectrum at 0.925-GeV incident proton energy. Data
have been binned in 5-MeV intervals. The full curves correspond to a poly-
nomial and to a polynomial plus Gaussian fit. At this angle and energy, two
narrow bumps at missing mass Mx - 2.121 GeVand 2.243 GeVare observed.
This figure was taken from Ref. 2.
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reports from different experiments, as shown in Fig. 2, which also shows that
the reported structure can be interpreted according to the rotational model of
MacGregor.8 According to this model, the resonances could correspond to the
states of rotational bands given by

M- Mo +

where the band-heads are given by Mo = 2.020 GeV (i.e., 2MN + Af*) and
2.155 GeV (i.e., 2MN+2M*) while the slope parameter Mi — 18.7 MeV is common
to both bands.

Moss GeV)

2.240 J=3

2.124 J=2
• •Tatischcff etal.(ref.36)_

O Argon etol. (ref. 26)
Siemiarcziok erai.(ref.37}

AGIogoltv t ta l . (r«f.38)
O Bairamov et al. {ref. 44)
O Solidinos et al. (ref. 42)
* Schwille etal.(ref.43]^Q

Fig. 2. Narrow resonance-like structures observed in different experiments,
together vrith the predictions of the rotational model of Ref. 8. Spin assign-
ments (J) have been made by comparison with the model. This figure was
taken from Ref. 2 where the references given in the figure are to be found.
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We considered this stimulus enough to propose a thorough search for these
reported structures using the HRS at LAMPF. The spectrometer is ideally suited,
because of its resolution, for the search of narrow structure, and the availability
of polarized beam would allow us to study the variation of analyzing power
(besides that of differential cross section) with missing mass. The measurement
of analyzing power would reveal the sensitivity of the reported structure to spin
degrees freedom, and it has the experimental advantage of being relatively less
susceptible to errors in relative normalization. It was proposed to search for
the structure reported at Saday and to extend the search to the 4He(p,t)mm
reaction, which should be sensitive to the same 7 = 1 resonances, as well as
to the 4He(p,3He)mm which should also be sensitive to / = 0 resonances. The
proposal was approved initially for the 3He(p, d)mm reaction only, the intention
of the PAC being that the Saclay data be confirmed before considering extension
of the search to other reactions.

The experiment (Exp. 973) was attempted in the fall of 1986, at which time
it obtained less than the allotted time because of poor beam conditions related to
the introduction of a 100 ns bunch into the time-structure of the polarized beam at
LAMPF. This same feature, which was not foreseen in the original time allotment,
led to a reduction of the effectiveness of the time obtained because of count-rate
problems related to the reduced duty factor and background problems related to
poor beam-handling. Nevertheless, some data were taken over part of the range
of excitation energy of interest. Lack of time forced us to restrict this range to
the regions in which the lower-energy structure was reported and to relax our
demands on statistical accuracy. The 8-mm-thick liquid 3He target was supplied
by our collaborators from the Univ. of Virginia. Deuterons were detected in the
HRS, where they were identified by measuring the tune-of-flight between focal-
plane scintillation counters as well as the energy deposited in these counters
(see Fig. 3). Proton contamination under the deuteron peak was less than a few
percent. The excitation or missing-mass was varied by changing the field in the
HRS dipoles. Overlap in the differential cross sections was maintained between
adjacent runs up to about 300-MeV excitation, after which we increased energy-
steps because of lack of time. Nevertheless, overlap in the analyzing powers
was always substantial because we were able to include those parts of the focal
plane for which the effective angular acceptance was smaller than that of the
central region. Because of the reaction kinematics, the region of uniform angular
acceptance spans, on the average, only one-fourth of the momentum-bite of the
spectrometer. Integrated beam intensity was monitored by two Argon-filled ion
chambers downstream of the target. Beam-target interaction was monitored by
two conjugate pairs of scintillator telescopes designed to monitor elastic scatter-
ing of protons from 3He at 35° in the laboratory. Their arrangement is shown
schematically in Fig. 4. The correlation between two counters in one of the recoil
arms (Fig. 5) shows how the 3He recoils were identified.
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Fig. 3. (a) A scatter plot of time-of-flight between two scintillation counters at
the focal plane of the HRS versus the pulse-height one of them, showing how
particle identification was performed. The upper spot corresponds to deuterons
while the lower corresponds to protons, (b) A projection of Fig. 3(a) on the
vertical axis showing the quality of the p-d separation.
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Fig. 4. (a) A schematic representation of the set-up around the target showing
the position of the luminosity monitor which consisted of two forward proton
telescopes each containing three scintillation counters, and two recoil PHe)
telescopes also containing three counters each. The recoil 3He's are stopped
in the second (thick) counter while the third serves as a veto, (b) Particle
identification in a recoil telescope obtained by correlating the pulse height in
the first counter (AE) with that in the second counter.
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Fig. 5. Asymmetries for the reaction 3He(p, d)mm + background from sur-
rounding material (upper figure) and for the same after subtraction of the
background as measured vrith an empty target. The positions of the first five
states (i£., the first three of the first band and the first two of the second)
predicted by the rotational model of MacGregor.s

Analysis of the data is now almost complete. Some questions remain con-
cerning the relative normalizations of the differential cross sections, but these will
be resolved when the monitor data have been used at their full potential. The
analyzing power data are, on the other hand, complete and are shown in Fig. 5.
Data both before and after background (from target-empty runs) subtraction are
shown. Stataretics naturally deteriorate with subtraction of background, which
varied between 10 and 30% of the signal. Only the regions in which resonance-
structure was previously reported were spanned for reasons mentioned above;
however, there appears to be continuity between the energy-ranges covered. The
lines drawn on these figures have no theoretical basis and serve only to guide
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the eye. It is evident from these data that the dependence of the analyzing power
on excitation energy or missing-mass is anything but smooth, and the statistics
are good-enough to identify five pronounced peaks in both unsubtracted and
subtracted data. The structure must therefore occur in the 3He(p, d)mm reaction.
The energy-dependence of the background analyzing power was verified to be
smooth within statistics. The excitation energies corresponding to the first five
states in the rotational model of MacGregor et al. (shown in Fig. 2) are also indi-
cated on the figure. The correspondence between these predicted energies and
the positions of the peaks in the analyzing powers, as determined by eye, is very
good. This is by far the most convincing evidence of the presence of these struc-
tures obtained to date, and we believe they will now have to be taken seriously.
Once again, as for the broader I — \ structure seen in the 5 = 2 system in pp
scattering at higher energies,9 spin-dependent observables have proved to be far
more sensitive to its effects.

Now that convincing evidence of the existence of these structures has been
obtained, much more work must be done to determine their properties accu-
rately. Time (100 h) has already been awarded by the PAC for completion of
Exp. 973. However, we intend to request considerably more time to study their
angular variation in the 3He(p,d)mm reaction and to extend the search to the
other reactions originally proposed. We have the experimental means to perform
a thorough study of these structures in the dibaryon system at LAMPF and we
intend to make full use of it.
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The principal purpose of this proposal was to obtain the use of the High-
Resolution Spectrometer (HRS) for the development of a polarimeter that is to
be used at Fermilab to measure the polarization of the 200- to 400-GeV polarized
proton and antiproton beam. At the same time, we proposed to measure the
energy dependence of the slope parameter at small momentum transfer for the
pp spin-averaged differential cross section between 1.1 and 1.5 GeV/c, where
there is disagreement between 800-MeV LAMPF data1 and data ranging between
650 and 1000 MeV from Gatchina.2

One of the only two means of measuring the polarization of high-energy
(>30 GeV) polarized proton (and antiproton) beams that are soon to be available
is obtained, in principal, by making use of the small but well known analyzing
power that arises at small momentum transfer from the interference between the
electromagnetic spin-orbit amplitude and the hadronic spin-independent ampli-
tude. This was first pointed out by Kopelovitch et al.3 The other possible method
depends on the equivalence of low-energy photoproduction of JT°'S on protons
and the "Primakoff effect,"4 or "diffractive" dissociation of protons scattered
at low momentum transfer. Both depend on the electromagnetic interaction
between hadrons to give rise to the (well-known) analyzing power, and both
therefore involve measurements at small momentum transfer. The Coulomb-
nuclear (CN) interference is actually the term that gives rise to the well-known
"Schwinger" effect5 for the scattering of neutral particles from charged ones. It
is given by

where a is the spin-independent hadronic scattering amplitude, 7_i/2 is a con-
stant related to the electromagnetic amplitude, / is the fine-structure constant
and \t\ is the momentum transfer squared. The effect of the l/y/\t\ singularity
on the analyzing power A is reduced for the scattering of charged particles from
charged particles by the 1/\t\ singularity in the differential cross section a, so
that, instead of obtaining an analyzing power of 1 at |<| = 10~5 (GeV/c)2, one
obtains an analyzing power of about 5% at \t\ = 4 x 10"4 (GeV/c)2, as shown
in Fig. 1. This analyzing power, though small, still gives a useful figure of merit
(aA2) for polarimetry because of the large cross section <r at small momentum-
transfer. It also has the useful properties of being well-known (as well-known
as I ma or <7tot) at all energies. We share responsibility for the development of
the polarimeter based on CN interference (which is now generally referred to as
the CN polarimeter).

Measurements at small momentum transfer become increasingly difficult at
high energies because the corresponding scattering angles are very small and
because momentum analysis becomes progressively less effective in separating
elastic pp scattering from the background of inelastic and elastic scattering from
carbon. Detection of the recoil proton becomes essential for background reduc-
tion, and this dictates constraints on the target; it must either be thin enough to
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Fig. 1. Calculated cross section and analyzing power for pp elastic scattering
in the C-N interference region at 200 MeV/c.

allow the recoil proton to be detected, or it must be "live," i.e., it must double as
detector. The second option is the one we chose, using thin plastic scintillators
oriented normally to the beam as "live" targets. The protons that recoil at angles
close to 90° are, therefore, stopped in the target, while the energy deposited by
the beam protons passing normally to the plane of the scintillator is minimized.
One is, therefore, able to reject pulses corresponding to beam particles passing
without scattering by means of a simple threshold, while detecting the recoil
protons that deposit all their energy in the scintillator. In practice, however, the
energy distribution of the passing protons is an asymmetric Landau distribution
and the high-energy tail is large enough to be troublesome. This tai' might eas-
ily be eliminated by using scintillators that exhibit pulse-shape discrimination
(PSD)6 properties, because the time dependence of the luminescence for these
scintillators depends on the ionization-density of the track generated by the ion-
izing particles, which in turn depends on the energy of these particles. One
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usually uses PSD to distinguish between minimally-ionizing Compton electrons
ana low-energy recoil protons, i.e., to discriminate between gammas and neu-
trons. However, there is no reason why one should not be able to use the same
principle to distinguish between minimally-ionizing, high-energy protons and
low-energy (2 to 5 MeV) highly-ionizing recoil protons. To ascertain that this is
the case, and to study the possibility of application to our particular problem,
thin scintillators displaying PSD properties were purchased. These were used as
"live" targets at LAMPF, where the HRS was used to identify the small-angle
scatterings independently so as to assist in the development of the identification
of the corresponding recoil protons by PSD.

Plastic scintillators do not, unfortunately, display useful PSD properties.
Scintillators that do are either liquid (e.g., NE213 or BC501) or crystal {e.g., an-
thracene or stilbene). A thin (2 mm) cell of BC501 was constructed for us by
Bicron Corporation (see Fig. 2) and a 2-mm anthracene crystal was grown by
the same corporation. A thin stilbene crystal was also obtained at a later date.
All these scintillators were exposed to a Pu-Be neutron source, and the associ-
ated electronics optimized for PSD. The method used for distinguishing between

•4cm

2 mm

p

Ul

r / - 0.001" thick
Kavor Window (2pl)

Pyrex Window (2 pi)

Section A-A 4cm dio. x 2mm thick
Liquid Scintillator Cell
8C50IA Bicron Corp.

Fig. 2. A 2-mm BC501 liquid scintillator cell with 0.001-in havar-metal
windows constructed by Bicron Corporation.
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different pulse shapes was that of Ref. 7. Signals were integrated by ADC's over
the time components defined by gates, which were adjusted to correspond to
the fast and slow components of the pulses as shown in Fig. 3. The separation
between recoil protons and Compton electrons for the Stilbene crystal exposed
to the Pu-Be neutron source is shown in Fig. 4. The crystal was suspended in
a reflecting "box" or what is generally known as an air light-guide. Consid-
ering the importance of good optical coupling for the efficient collection of the
relatively small "slow component" of the scintillation pulse, the p-e separation
shown in Fig. 4 is very good, even at the minimally-ionizing peak. Therefore,
it is more than adequate for our purposes. Good separation was also obtained
with the anthracene crystal and with the liquid cell, though it was not as good
as for stilbene. We, therefore, concentrated on the stilbene crystal when working
with the HRS because of the limited time.

Differential
light output

I I
200 400

Time (nsec)

Fig. 3. An illustration of how the gates, which determine the time components
of the scintillation pulses to be integrated by each of the two ADC's, were set
to sample the fast (prompt) and slow (delayed) components of the scintillations.
This figure was taken from Ref. 7.
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Fig. 4. A correlation between slow and fast integrals shows the separation
between recoil protons (from neutron scattering) and Compton electrons ob-
tained with a Pu-Be neutron source and the stilbene crystal. A vertical section
of the correlation corresponding to 0.5 MeV electron energy is also shown.

Correlations from the "live" target corresponding to HRS triggers were in-
tegrated by the ADC's and the results for a 2.5° central setting of the HRS spec-
trometer are shown in Fig. 5 where the integral of the slow component (vertical
axis) is correlated with that of the fast component. Recoil protons having en-
ergies ranging between 1.5 and 6 MeV are clearly separable from the Landau
tail of the pulse-height distribution corresponding to forward scatterings from
carbon and random "passing" protons. The background arises from more than
one pulse occurring during the gate aperture. This effect was accentuated by the
0.5% duty cycle we were forced to work with.

Figure 5 demonstrates the utility of PSD for background rejection in the
high-energy polarimeter described briefly above. It was feared that the less than
ideal optical coupling imposed by the need for a thin target oriented normally
to the beam would lead to deterioration of the PSD separation to the point of
uselessness. This is certainly not the case for stilbene, and judging from the
results with the Pu-Be neutron source for anthracene and BC501, they too will
be useful.
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Fig. 5. Correlation between slow and fast integrals recorded in coincidence
with HRS triggers. The MRS spanned an angular region to 1.5 to 2.5° in the
lab.
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We recall that the thin target is needed in order to obtain fast rejection of
about 95% of the passing protons at the trigger level by means of the discrimi-
nator threshold. PSD can not be used in the trigger in its present form because
of the conversion time (about 5 //s) of the ADC's. On the other hand, we have
shown that (at least at 800 MeV) a spectrometer having an acceptance of 3 msr
and ±1% in momentum reduces the rate by a factor of 2 x 104, so that it is
a much more effective trigger, even though it accepts all elastic events from p-
carbon scattering. This means that, at 800 MeV, one can increase the thickness
of the scintillator to the point where one obtains good optical contact coupling
and, consequently, improved PSD. The use of PSD then becomes a very at-
tractive alternative to high-resolution-momentum analysis for measurements of
elastic scattering at low-momentum transfer. Figure 5 shows that \t\ = 3 x 10~3

(GeV/c)2 can be reached with a spectrometer having ±1% resolution. With the
better PSD resolution resulting from better optical coupling, one should do much
better. \t\ = 3 x 10~3 (GeV/c)2 is already sufficient to measure Coulomb-nuclear
interference. The method, however, suffers from count-rate limitations, so that
the use of a thicker target is all the more desirable. 1 MHz is a realistic limit
for photomultiplier performance. A duty factor of 5% will reduce it by a factor
of 20. These are the usual conditions at I.AMPF. In the case of our test, how-
ever, a 100-ns bunch was also in effect. Though this should have little effect on
tube performance, it does lead to background problems because of the increased
probability of more than one pulse falling in the ADC gates. This accounts for
the low statistics and the background in Fig. 5.
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This study is being undertaken to demonstrate the practicality of gamma-ray
correlation experiments using the HRS. If successful, it will open up the possibil-
ity of several new types of experiments, such as measuring angular correlations
in polarized proton scattering and using the coincident gamma to tag Ml states
in heavy nuclei.

During a short run in October 1987, studies were initiated using a 360-mg
12C target. The HRS was set to an angle that was favorable for exciting 2+ states
and large enough so that the downstream beampipe could be put in place. One
BGO detector, 4-in diameter by 1-in thick, was mounted in the HRS scattering
chamber on a stand that allowed the distance from the BGO detector to the target
be varied between 3 in and 10 in. A one-eighth-inch thick plastic scintiilator was
glued to the face of the BGO crystal, making it possible to extract dE and E
information from the detector.

The beam energy was 733 MeV, which is above the pion production thresh-
old, so that there was more background radiation than at lower energies. The
test was carried out during chopped-beam operation, in which 19 out of 20
beam pulses delivered to Line C were suppressed, which is not very suitable
for coincidence experiments. It was therefore necessary to run at very low beam
currents—on the order of 5 to 10 picoamps.

In spite of the unfavorable conditions, true coincidence events were ob-
served. The BGO detector was successfully timed in with the standard HRS
trigger and ratios of true-to-accidental coincidences measured with the BGO de-
tector at various distances from the target. Data were also taken on tape, with
ADC and TDC information from the BGO read into the datastream so that soft-
ware coincidences could be formed. Missing-mass spectra of such coincidence
events show greatly enhanced strength in certain states of 12C, particularly the
one at 4.4 MeV. The fraction of events in these several states is consistent with
the true-to-accidental coincidence ratio measured.

The feasibility of gamma-ray correlation experiments with unchopped beam
seems clear. Further work is needed to demonstrate the feasibility of operat-
ing at angles less than 12°. At such angles, the downstream beampipe must
be removed; this will increase the amount of background radiation. Further-
more, the identification of particles detected in the BGO counter remains to be
unambiguously demonstrated for coincidence events.
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One commonly studied pair of states with relatively simple nuclear struc-
ture is the 12C 1+ doublet, which consists of the 12.71-MeV, T = 0 state and the
15.11 T = 1 state. The structure of these states has been extensively examined
with a number of probes, including resonance energy pions.1"3 The dominant
component for the doublet wavefunctions under discussion is the dp^p - lpi/2)
configuration, representing a spin-flip of one of the p3/2 nucleons. A pion spec-
trometer capable of resolving these states can provide a straightforward mea-
surement of the isoscalar and isovector spin-flip-transition amplitudes for the
pion-nucleus-reaction mechanism.

If the excitation of the 1+ doublet is dominated by A formation, then in the
impulse approximation, at resonance energies the ratio of the cross sections for
exciting the states, R = <r(12.71 MeV)/<r(15.11 MeV), would be four, by simple
isospin arguments.4 Previous measurements1"3 have shown, however, that this
rat'.o is not only energy dependent, but is nearly one rather than four at resonance
energies, and approaches four only at about 100 MeV. Calculations of R by Lee
and Kurath5, taldng into account isospin mixing, predicted essentially the same
value for R as the simple isospin impulse approximation arguments (i.e., about
four) for incident pion energies from 100 MeV through resonance, with only a
small energy dependence. Interestingly, predictions by Carr6 using the MSU
potential also gave similar predictions for R at energies lower than 100 MeV.
To date, the best attempt at explaining the magnitude and energy dependence
of R was made by Hirata, Lenz, and Thies7 using the delta-hole model. Within
that model, the T = 1 transition strength was enhanced and the T = 0 transition
strength reduced. The predicted value of R at resonance was in fair agreement
with measurements, but the value at 100 MeV was too small. In summary, no
wholly satisfactory explanation of the energy dependence and magnitude of R
exists.

We report here the first measurements of the cross sections for the excitation
of the 12C 1+ doublet with ir+ and tc~ at low energies, specifically, 50 MeV. The
measurements were made using the "Clamshell" low-energy pion spectrometer.
The data indicate that the angular distribution is simple in structure. The excita-
tion region of interest is shown in Fig. 1 for ?r+ at 60°. The states of interest are
seen clearly; the peaks correspond to differential cross sections of 37.7 ±1.4 and
5.0 ± 1.0 /ib/sr for the 12.71- and 15.11-MeV states, respectively, giving a ratio
of 7.5 ± 1.5, which we denote as R+. For ir~, the cross sections were found to be
49.2 ± 2.4 and 7.4 ± 1.6 //b/sr for the 12.71- and 15.11-MeV states, respectively,
giving a ratio R_ = 6.6 ± 1.5. The normalization uncertainty of 10% is not in-
cluded in the values given for the cross sections, and cancels in the ratios. From
R+ and /?_, an isospin-averaged ratio R = 7.05 ± 1.06 is obtained. The trend of
the ratio R with pion energy is shown in Fig. 2, which includes the results of
Ref. 3. R shows no sign of saturation at lower energies, which gives convincing
evidence that the agreement between the simple delta dominance value of four
with the measured value of about four at 100 MeV is coincidental and that the
reaction mechanism is more complicated.
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Fig. 1. Missing mass spectrum for 12C for ?r+ at 50 MeV highlighting the
region near the 1+ doublet. The laboratory angle at which the spectrum was
taken, 60°, is near the maximum for the cross section for the 1+ states.
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Fig, 2. The isospin averaged ratio R = <rO2.71)/a(15.11) determined in this
work (open circles) and it: Kef. 3 (closed circles). The dashed line indicates the
delta-dominance impulse approximation value of R = 4.
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Since the values for R+ and R- are very close (indeed, consistent to within
errors), these measurements do not provide a sensitive measure of the small
degree of isospin mixing present in the 1+ doublet. Nonetheless, using the
results given above and the formalism of Ref. 2, a value of 25 ± 58 keV was
obtained for the charge-dependent matrix element Hoi. This value is significantly
lower than the average value of 148 ± 29 keV obtained in Ref. 2 for pions for
several energies near resonance. Since this matrix element should not exhibit
such an energy dependence, this difference indicates that the formalism of Ref. 2
is inapplicable at 50 MeV. The best explanation for this failure would be that
the crucial assumption underlying this formalism, the validity of the impulse
approximation, is unjustified at 50 MeV.

Siciliano and Walker (SW) have argued that the excitation of an unnatural
parity state should involve a vector operator. In a one-step process, the simplest
vector operator leads to a sin2 8 dependence for the reaction amplitude at fixed
momentum transfer, where 9 is the angle between the incident- and outgoing-
pion momenta in the center of mass system. Such a dependence will yield
an excitation function that decreases as the incident pion energy is increased.
SW also predict that the cross section at fixed momentum transfer should drop
abruptly below 100 MeV. SW found satisfactory agreement between this predic-
tion and the measured cross sections for the 1+ 12.71-MeV, the 2~ 18.36-MeV,
and the 4~ 19.25-MeV levels in 12C, but no data existed at that time for compari-
son below 100 MeV. In Fig. 3, the SW prediction for q = 130 MeV/c is shown for
pion energies from 80 to 250 MeV; the curve is normalized such that the value
predicted at 100 MeV is 100 pb/sr. Also plotted in Fig. 3 are the results of this
study and Ref. 3. As seen in the figure, the cross-section measurements support
the SW mechanism for exciting the T = 0 state, including the prediction of an
abrupt drop below 100 MeV. However, the observed energy dependence for the
T = 1 state clearly is in disagreement with the prediction. This sharp disagree-
ment with the prediction of Siciliano and Walker provides strong evidence that
the source of the anomaly in the behavior of R is attributable to features of the
15.11-MeV level.

In conclusion, the data presented here indicate that the ratio R does not sat-
urate at four at low-incident-pion energies. While the behavior of the T — 0 state
seems understandable, the behavior of the T = 1 state remains puzzling. Evalu-
ation of the effects of isospin mixing indicate that the impulse approximation is
inapplicable at 50 MeV. Given that the ratio R shows no indication of reaching a
limiting value at 50 MeV, future measurements at lower energy might find that
the ratio increases considerably.
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Fig. 3. Cross sections determined in this work (open symbols) ana Rtf. 3
(closed symbols) for the 12.71 MeV (circles) and 15.11 MeV (squares) states.
The 15.11-MeV cross sections have been multiplied by four. The curve illus-
trates the prediction of Kef. 8, as discussed in the text.
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The goal of this experiment was to obtain the data on fT/? shell nuclei needed
for quantitative evaluation of the recently proposed1 •-' two-amplitude shell model
for DCX reactions. It is of interest to determine if this model is correct because
it provides a basis for separating the short-range and long-range components
in DCX amplitudes. The model expresses the double-scattering amplitude in
terms of two amplitudes: the amplitude A(6) is associated with processes which
have a range comparable to the nuclear diameter, and amplitude B(6) with
processes which have a range of order 1 fm. By choosing different targets and
kinematic conditions, one can emphasize either the A or B amplitude or a strong
interference of these amplitudes. The anomalous cross section ratios measured
for the Ca isotopes in our previous experiments (Exps. 1001 and 1002) were
explained by this model.

The two-amplitude shell-model predicts quite different angular distribution
shapes at 35 MeV for transitions on T = 1 target nuclei (.N - Z = 2) and T > 1
nuclei. Our running in 1987 was used to measure angular distributions for the
T = 1 target nuclei 42Ca, 46Ti, and 54Fe and for 44Ca (T = 2) and 50Ti (T = 3).
Representative spectra at 40° are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. For the T - 1 nuclei,
the double-isobaric analog-state (DIAS) is the ground state of the residual nucleus
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Fig. 1. Spectra for 35-MeV DCX on "2Gi, 4CTi, and MFe obtained in
Exps. 1020 and 1045.
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Fig. 2. Spectrum for 35-MeV DCX on 44Ca obtained in Exp. 1020.

(Fig. 1). These are the easiest transitions to measure since there is the least
background from non analog states. For T > 1 nuclei, the DIAS is embedded
among other states in the spectrum and is not always possible to observe (e.g.
Ref. 3). For 44Ca the DIAS is at 9.4 MeV excitation and for 48Ca it is at 17.1 MeV.
A 70° spectrum for 44Ca is shown in Fig. 2. Substantial strength to states adjacent
to the DIAS is also observed.

In Fig. 3 are shown preliminary on-line values of the measured cross sections
together with our previously measured cross sections for 42<l448Ca. The lines
shown are merely to guide the eye. The data show that the T = 1 nuclei 42Ca.
46Ti, and 54Fe have more forward-peaked angular distributions than the T = 4
nucleus 48Ca and the T = 3 nucleus 50Ti. The T = 2 nucleus 44Ca has a shape
similar to the T = 1 cases, a result at odds with the two-amplitude model. We
also note that the 54Fe angular distribution is more sharply forward-peaked than
either 46Ti or 42Ca, perhaps a consequence of the increased radius of 54Fe.

Many of the observed features are in agreement with the simplest version
of the two-amplitude model and thereby attest to the essential correctness of the
model. Detailed comparisons a«? now of interest and are underway.
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Fig. 3. Preliminary cross sc-lions (on-line results from Exps. 1020 and 1045)
at 35 MeV for the DIAS transition on 4?44'48Ca, A*Ti, S0Ti, and 5AFe. The
curves are to guide the eye.
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Determination of the nucleon-nucleon interaction requires both isospin / =
0 and 7 = 1 measurements. While the isospin 1 = 1 amplitudes have been
established fairly well, those for / = 0 above 500 MeV are poorly determined due
to the scarcity of spin-dependent n-p data above this energy. In this experiment
the I = 0 channel is probed at 800 MeV by the scattering of polarized neutrons
from polarized protons, thus measuring the spin correlation parameter ^yv for
n-p elastic scattering. The elastic n-p analyzing power can also be extracted from
the data in two ways: from the left-right asymmetry observed with the target
polarized and the beam unpolarized, and vice versa. These two methods should
yield the same values of analyzing power to the degree that charge symmetry is
valid.

The experiment was carried out in the BR area using the polarized neutron
beam produced from the quasi-free charge-exchange scattering of 800-MeV po-
larized (longitudinally) protons from an LD2 target. The neutrons entered into
the experimental area through a 1-inch diameter conical collimator and passed
through a polarized proton target (PPT) of volume ~90 cm3. This target was
placed in the vertical 2.5-Tesla field of a conventional magnet in the C configu-
ration.

An elastic scattering event in the PPT was observed by the detection of both
the scattered neutron and the recoil proton in coincidence, in two arms set at
conjugate angles. The solid angle coverage was ~50 msr with polar angular
range ~±6° in the center of mass (cm.) system for each setting. This large solid
angle made it feasible to do the experiment with the available beam intensity.

Four detector settings were used, centered at cm. angles 60°, 90°, 120°,
and 140°. Identification of the elastic n-p events produced by the peak-energy
( 790 MeV) neutrons was accomplished by using tests on conjugate angle, target
trace-back, coplanarity, and time of flight in both arms as well as the timing
relative to the RF voltage signal of the accelerator. These tests were also effective
in the separation of free scattering from quasi-free scattering events produced by
components other than hydrogen in the target.

In order to avoid the serious frame overlap ambiguity in the time of flight
spectrum (relative to the RF) caused by the 5-ns separation of the LAMPF beam
micropulses, it had been planned that the beam would be bunched in time with
100-ns intervals between pulses. This bunching was sucessfully achieved only
towards the end of the experiment. As a consequence, the data are not of the
precision that was anticipated in the proposal.

Preliminary results for ANN, based on almost all of the data taken, are shown
in Fig. 1 along with the predictions of several phase shift analyses (PSAs).1 These
data are not included in the data-base of any PSA, and should have some impact
on the PSA solutions when they are included.
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Fig. 1. The spin correlation parameter ANN as measured in this experiment
compared with predictions of four PSAs. The ARNDT solution is C800 and
the SACLAY solution is S1GV.
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Observations of inclusive double charge exchange (DCX) have been carried
out by this collaboration for the past six years with the hope of elucidating the
multiple scattering of pions in nuclei.1"7 This program has produced a collection
of some 250 doubly differential cross-section spectra for this reaction in 34He,
6>7Li, 9Be, 12C, 16O, 40Ca, 103Rh, and ?06Pb. Both the (*+,*•-) and (*",*+)
reactions have been studied at six incident-pion energies from 120 to 270 MeV
for the former and at three energies fro:n 180 to 240 MeV for the latter. Angles
of observation ranged from 25 to 130° The variation of the total reaction cross
section with atomic mass was discusied in a recent progress report,6 where
an empirical principle1'3 that successfully organizes these data was presented.
This principle is based on the naive notion that DCX proceeds by successive
single-charge-exchange scatterings operating in competition with more probable
processes that tend to scatter or absorb pions before the double scattering can be
accomplished. In this report we discuss another aspect of the same idea.

In the large collection of doubly differential cross sections we obtained from
observations of DCX in 16O and 40Ca, we found subtle, systematic deviations
from four-body phase space distributions, but the basic shape of the specfca
prevailed throughout the energy range from 120 to 270 MeV and at all angles
between 2F and 130° (Fig. 1). When we turned to 4He, we discovered4 very
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different energy spectra. At forward angles, a prominent peak dominates the
high-energy region OJ the spectrum and a distinct, but smaller, peak appears
at low energies, as in Fig. 2, which is the cross section measured at 25° with
240-MeV incident pions.

4He(ir* (ir~)X f T-* * 240 MeV, 0 L A . * 25

- * 1.5

1.0
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f f f i l l 1 1 1
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Fig. 2. Doubly differential cross section for 4He(ir+, TT~ )4p.

Despite its prominence, this peak had escaped notice in previous observa-
tion? of DCX in 4He, chiefly because of the limited energy range and statistical
accuracy of the early experiments.8"10 A similar peak had been seen in a single
observation11 of DCX in 3He, arousing speculation about the existence of trineu-
tron states. We do not believe that this phenomenon is caused by the formation
of a tetranucleon state. The most immediately telling evidence against it is seen
in the next figure (Fig. 3) where we compare the cross sections for 4He(jr+, x~Hp
and 4He(7r-,7r+)4n at 50°, also with 240-MeV incident pions. They are almost
indistinguishable; if there were tetraneutrons there would, on this evidence, also
have to be tetraprotons. The latter prospect seems unlikely. The 50° cross sec-
tions also demonstrate the kinematics of this peak. Its centroid shifts to lower
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the doubly differential cross s?.lions for 4He(ir+, ir~ )4p
(solid circles) and 4He(x~,7r+)4n (open circles).

energy with increasing angle of observation (cf. Fig. 4, where the kinematics
of the corresponding peak in 3He are displayed). We can reliably determine
its centroid out to an angle of 80° beyond which it becomes too indistinct for
analysis. The variation with angle of this centroid energy does not correspond
to the kinematics of pions recoiling from a system of constant invariant mass.
This phenomenon does not seem to be caused by the formation of a bound state.
Instead, we think that the structure of these doubly differential cross sections in
4He reflects the operation of the DCX reaction mechanism.

Subsequent to these observations, we studied DCX in seven other nuclei, for
a current total of ten in all. The next series of figures shows the evolution of this
bactrian structure as the mass of the target nucleus varies between 3 and 208.
Figure 4 displays the cross sections for DCX in 3He at five angles, for 240-MeV
incident negative pions, illustrating the behavior of the high energy peak as the
angle of observation is varied.12 Figure 5 displays the doubly differential cross
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sections observed in 6Li, 7Li, and 9Be.:3 All of the spectra shown are observed at
25° with both positive and negative 240-MeV pions incident. The doubly peaked
structure is most pronounced in the He isotopes. (At lower incident energies it
is act; "ly more pronounced in 3He than in 4He.) Two peaks are still visible in
the 6Li cross section, and as in 4He, the (7r+, ir") and Or", w+) cross sections are
very nearly alike. Nor is the cross section for (JT~ , ir+) in 7Li different from those
seen in 6Li, but the cross section for 7Li(ir+, v~)X is nearly three times as large
while maintaining the same shape. Two peaks are still visible in 9Be, but not as
distinctly separated as in lighter nuclei, and we see again that the cross section
for the (7T+, n~) reaction is at least twice as large as that for the (it~, ir+) reaction.

In the sequential-scattering model of DCX, the (ir+, it~) reaction involves
only the neutrons in a nucleus, whereas the (ir~, ir+) reaction involves only the
protons. Therefore, in the DCX process the probability of the first SCX scattering
should be proportional to either N or Z, depending on the charge of the incom-
ing pion, and the probability of the second scattering should be proportional to
N— 1 or Z- 1. As a result, the reaction cross section is expected to be propor-
tional to N(N- 1) or Z(Z- 1). However, there are other processes at work. At
A-resonance energies, negative pions interact strongly with neutrons and rela-
tively weakly with protons, but it is the protons in a nucleus they must find in
order to engage in DCX, while the neutrons tend to remove them from the DCX
reaction channel. Protons and neutrons exchange roles for positive incoming
pions. These qualitative ideas suggest an empirical parameterization1-3 of DCX
cross sections by the simple form a~Q(Q-1)({A -Q)P, where Q represents the
number of nucleons of the appropriate type and A - Q is the number of nucleons
on which competing reactions can occur. Fitting the total reaction cross sections
to this form results in P — 1.4.

This organizing principle may account for the factor-of-three difference ob-
served between the 7Li(jr+, 7r~) and the 7Li(jr~, ir+) doubly differential cross sec-
tions in Fig. 5. Positive pions have a chance proportional to 4 x 3 of finding two
neutrons, and a chance proportional to 3 x 1.4 of being scattered by a proton
whereas negative pions have a chance proportional to 3 x 2 of finding two pro-
tons, and a chance proportional to 4 x 1.4 of being scattered by a neutron. The
ratio [(4 x 3)/(3 x 1.4)]/[(3 x 2)/(4 x 1.4)1 is 2.99.

In 12C (Fig. 6) one would not claim the existence of a high-energy peak with-
out prompting from observations in lighter nuclei, but the distribution, which
could be interpreted as a mixing of the high and low energy peaks, does not re-
semble phase space, as do the spectra from 16O and 40Ca, with which we started
(Fig. 1). To complete the picture, in 103Rh, and finally, in 208Pb, we see that
the high-energy region of the spectrum is increasingly suppressed as the target
nucleus becomes heavier, and that the low energy peak appears to be slightly
enhanced.

At 130°, perhaps only the spectrum of DCX in 16O (Fig. 7) is really close
to the phase-space distribution. Those observed in the lighter nuclei appear to
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result from the juxtaposition of the two peaks; those in the heavier nuclei reveal
a marked suppression of the high energy end of the spectrum accompanied by
an enhancement of the low energy cross section that becomes more pronounced
with increasing nuclear mass (Fig. 8). In 103Rh and 208Pb, the low energy peak
occurs at 50 to 60 MeV in the (ir~, ir+) reaction but at noticeably lower energy,
30 to 40 MeV, in the br+, ir~) reaction.

i 15.0

50 100 ISO 200 50 100 150 200

5.0

0.0

Fig. 8. Doubly differential cross sections for A(?r+, T " )X in 40Ca, ™3Rh, and
208Pb and for A(*-, ir+)X in l03Rh and 20sPb. Note that the vertical scales
are very different in the several graphs.
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A simple interpretation of the evolution of these spectra suggests that the
3 4He data manifest the intrinsic nature of the DCX-reaction mechanism, and that
as the mass of the target nucleus is increased, the experimental signature of the
mechanism becomes increasingly obscured by competing processes.

Qualitatively, a doubly peaked energy spectrum might be a natural conse-
quence of the simple sequential SCX mechanism for DCX. At energies near the
A resonance, the free pion-nucleon cross sections are strongly peaked tif both
the forward and backward directions as a result of the dominance of this p-wave
resonance. Thus pions that have undergone double charge exchange by this se-
quential mechanism to emerge at a forward angle, have with high probability,
been scattered either twice through a small angle, with small loss of energy,
or twice through a large angle with large loss of energy, producing a doubly
peaked energy spectrum. In a heavy nucleus the energy of forward-scattered
pions tends to be degraded by tertiary interactions.

We are far from comprehension of the reaction mechanisms at work in in-
clusive DCX, perhaps in any pion-nucleus reaction, but the success of this simple
classical model suggests that sequential single charge exchange operating in com-
petition with more probable processes is a useful idea with which to begin.
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Recent studies12 of n+ absorption in 3He below and up to the region of the
(33) resonance have revealed that the ratio

R2B =

of the total two-body-abserprion cross sections in 3He and deuterium lies be-
tween 1.3 and 1.5. Furthermore, the angular distributions of the two reactions
appear very similar. Faddeev and variational calculations3-4 have estimated the
deuteron component of the 3He ground-state wave function to be about 1.35
to 1.4, (i.e., about 92% of the 1.5 T = 0 p-n pairs in 3He are in the deuteron
state). Thus, within the context of the quasi-deuteron model, there appears to
be little, if any, attenuation or modification of the basic two-nudeon absorption
process in 3He despite the presence of the other nucleon and despite the fact that
nonquasifree-absorption processes make up at least 25% of the total absorption
cross section in that nucleus.

This is in contrast to the situation in heavier nuclei, where CT2B accounts for
only 10% of the total absorption cross section. Apparently final-state interactions
of the outgoing protons and/or initial-state scattering of the incoming pion are
responsible for removing strength from the two-nucleon channel in these nuclei,
possibly providing a partial mechanism for jV-body absorption.5-6 Although such
processes have not been ruled out in 3He, if present they do not appear to inter-
fere strongly with two-nucleon absorption. Hence, it is particularly import?, r.t to
understand the three-body-absorption mechanism in this nucleus and its relation
to two-body absorption.

Our primary goal in Exp. 705 was to measure the energy and isospin depen-
dence of two-nudeon pion absorption using 3He to provide both T = 0 (quasi-
deuteron) and T = 1 (di-proton) pairs. However, some data were obtained in
other regions of phase space. Protons were momentum analyzed in the Large
Acceptance Spectrometer (LAS) with good angular resolution and both protons
and neutrons were detected in coincidence using an array of TOF counters with
somewhat poorer angular resolution but good angular coverage (Afi ss 470 msr).
Data were taken at 7V= 165, 250, 350, and 500 MeV. Partial results from the *+
runs taken at 350 MeV are presented in Fig. 1 in the form of recoil momentum
distributions, with the matrix element |M|2 plotted as a function of the momen-
tum, p3, of the unobserved spectator. \M\2 was obtained from the measured
threefold-differential cross section

= K\M\2

by dividing out the kinematic factor K, which contains the three-body phase
space and beam-flux factors. The solid curve is a PWIA calculation, where we
approximate \M\2 with

\M\2 <x
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using the 3He spectral function to supply the deuteron-momentum distribution
<j>(j>3) and the free *d —• 2p differential cross sections as input. For low values
of pa, corresponding to nearly-on-shell deuterons at rest, the data agree with
PWIA, indicating no attenuation of the two-nucleon absorption. When p3 shares
a larger fraction of the final-state energy, an enhancement above PWIA is seen,
presumably resulting from nonquasifree three-body absorption. The value of
the matrix element squared in this region appears constant over phase space
for all settings, which is consistent with the results of Backenstoss7 at 120 MeV,
although our estimated values for tr3S are about half of those found near the
(3,3) resonance. Similar results hold for our 500-MeV data.

These results taken together may help shed some light on the role of the A-
isobar in three-body absorption. Further experiments at energies far above the
(3,3) resonance, however, will require better statistics, large phase-space coverage
and improved kinematic resolution if meaningful comparisons with theory are
to be made.
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Introduction
The principal goal of this experiment was to measure double-charge-

exchange (DCX) cross sections for both analog and nonanalog transitions in the
energy interval 300 to 500 MeV. A second goal was to obtain some forward an-
gle elastic n+ and ir~ scattering data, as required for optical potential model
analyses. To achieve these goals the P3 channel and the LAS spectrometer were
modified to attain an overall energy resolution of 2 to 3 MeV (FWHM). In a six-
week run in October-November 1987, these goals were achieved. Cross sections
for Or+,?r-) scattering were measured for 12>14C and 16'18O7 and cross sections
for TT* elastic scattering were measured for 12C and i6-18O.

Experimental Features

The P3 channel was operated in a dispersed beam mode with a horizon-
tal momentum dispersion of 2 cm/%. The beam spot was approximately 7 cm
horizontal by 6 cm vertical. Pion fluxes for the DCX measurements were ap-
proximately:

(MeV)

300
400
500

r+/sec (107)

3
2.5
0.3

7r-/sec(106)

5
3
0.3

The LAS spectrometer was modified to permit measurement of the small
(?r+,7r~) cross sections at scattering angles of 5°. A C-magnet was installed
between the target and the LAS spectrometer with polarity set to sweep out the
?r+ and p fluxes. In addition a gas Cherenkov counter was installed behind the
focal plane wire chambers. Its signal provided a veto on electrons in the analysis.
To improve the system energy resolution, front wire chambers were installed in
the LAS spectrometer to give projection to the target position. These coordinates
were needed to achieve good missing-mass resolution with the dispersed beam.
To minimize the multiple-scattering contribution, helium bags were installed in
the 6-meter length of the LAS spectrometer.

Spectra, which illustrate the missing-mass resolution achieved in elastic scat-
tering, are shown in Figs. l(a) and l(b). For JT~ scattering at 500 MeV on a thin
target, the resolution is 2.8 MeV (FWHM). With this resolution, inelastic scatter-
ing to specific states in light nuclei could be identified. For example, the 2+ and
3~ states at 4.4 and 9.6 MeV in 12C and the 3" state in 16O at 6.1 MeV can be
identified in Figs. l(b) and l(a), respectively.
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Fig. 1. Missing-Mass spectra measured at P3 using LAS on targets of 22C
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Experimental Results
DCX on 14C and 18O

Spectra for the Or"1",*-) reaction at 300, 400, and 500 MeV are shown in
Figs. 2 and'3. The DIAS is clearly evident. One also sees the strong excitation of
the continuum, up to approximately 70 MeV excitation. The cutoff in the spectra
at higher energies is due to the spectrometer acceptance (Ap/p = ±10%).

Preliminary values of the DIAS cross sections are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The
new values at 300 MeV agree well with previously measured values at 292 MeV.
Our measurements yield the somewhat surprising results that the DIAS cross
sections between 300 and 500 MeV do not rise, as was expected theoretically and
might have been expected from the rise in single charge exchange IAS cross sec-
tions recently measured by Rokni et al.1 Our measurements show the DIAS cross
sections to be nearly constant, or slightly decreasing between 300 and 500 MeV.
The 5° cross sections are between 3 and 5 fib/sr for 14C anc 2 and 3 //b/sr for
18O.

One DCX angular distribution was measured, and preliminary cross sections
are shown in Fig. 6. For 18O we had a sufficiently thick target (1.6 g/cm2) that
the DIAS could be measured out to 35°, where the cross section is ~0.2 /ib/sr.
The cross sections shown in Fig. 6 correspond to the counts in the interval 0 to
6 MeV excitation in 18Ne, and thus may include contributions from the 2+ state
at 1.89 MeV and the 0+,2+,4+ triplet of ~3.5 MeV. Our measurements establish
that the DIAS cross sections fall off sharply with angle, decreasing by at least
one order of magnitude between 5° and 35°.

DCX on 12C and 16O

We performed measurements at 5° of the 12C(*+,ir~)12O reaction at ener-
gies of 350 and 400 MeV and the 16O(5r+,ff-)16Ne reaction at energies of 300,
350, 400, 450, and 500 MeV. Two typical spectra are shown in Fig. 7. Our pri-
mary goal in these measurements was to see the ground state transitions. The
data at all energies resemble in signal/background the spectra shown in Fig. 7.
Although there appears to be a finite cross section for the ground state transition,
it cannot be uniquely determined, since other states lie within the resolution of
the measurements. Upper limits on the cross sections for the ground state can
be determined. For both 12C and 16O the upper limits are 0.4 ^b/sr at energies
between 300 and 500 MeV. Previous measurements with higher resolution gave
values of 0.18 ± 0.02 pb/sr for 12C at 225 MeV (Ref. 2) and 0.13 ± 0.02 (ib/sr for
16O at 292 MeV (Ref. 3).

Elastic 7T+ and v~ scattering on 12C and 1618O

Some preliminary elastic-scattering data are shown in Fig. 8 along with some
inelastic results. Measurements were made for T* scattering on 12C and 16>18O.
A noteworthy feature of the data is the absence of a sharp diffraction structure
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in the angular distributions. This is quite in contrast to known data between
100 and 250 MeV, as well as data at 637 MeV where deep first minima are
observed. The angular distributions between 300 and 500 MeV do not exhibit
this deep minimum; rather a shoulder is observed between 30° and 40°. The
optical-model calculations given in our proposal predicted this behavior and our
measurements verify this general prediction.
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Preliminary results have been obtained for the spin-rotation parameters "A"
and "R" for ir^p —» v^p scattering at incident-pion momenta of 427, 471, 547,
625, and 657 MeV/c. The A and R parameters are equivalent to the depolariza-
tion observables (Du) and (Du), respectively, in the Ann Arbor convention. The
experiment, which was allocated over 1700 h of beam time from June through
November 1986, completes the program of irN measurements at momenta ac-
cessible in the P3 channel. Previously, differential cross sections and analyzing
powers for elastic scatterings12 and charge exchange3 have been measured by
this collaboration.

In terms of the scattering amplitudes, the A parameter is given by

= D,.= (I/I2 ~ 2Re(/g')cosfl
l/P + lffl2 (1)

where / is the nonspin-flip amplitude, g is the spin-flip amplitude, and 6 is the
pion center-of-mass scattering angle. The R parameter is given by

R-D,,- ( l / | 2 ~ | g | 2 ) COS 9 ~ 2 R e ( /g*) s i n e

The three polarization parameters P, A, and R are related by

(2)

(3)

where P is the component of the recoil proton polarization, which is normal
to the scattering plane. It was measured in Exp. 807, and is equal {by parity
conservation and rotational invariance) to AN, the scattering asymmetry from a
transversely polarized target. This observable was measured in Exp. 120*.

No previous data existed for spin rotation in the resonance region until this
experiment and an experiment for ir~ at the Leningrad Nuclear Physics Institute.
The experiment had three essentials: (1) an intense beam <106- lCPjr's/sec), (2) a
proton target polarized in the scattering plane, and (3) a polarimeter to measure
the polarization of the recoil protons. The layout is shown in Fig. 1. The HERA
superconducting magnet and a LAMPF vertical dilution refrigerator were used
for the polarized proton target (PPT). The recoil protons were detected in the
LAS spectrometer, which was reduced to a single magnetic dipole to deflect
the protons vertically. The proton's polarization was analyzed with the Janus
polarimeter which was appended at the exit of the dipole. The scattered pions
were detected in a scintillator hodoscope which provided the coincidence timing
as well as some information on scattering kinematics and coplanarity of the
scattered particles.

The PPT was run in the "frozen spin" mode to reduce the amount of bend-
ing of the particle trajectories and to minimize the precession of the polarization
of the recoil proton in the HERA field. The HERA magnet was operated at its
maximum design field of 25 kG during the time the target was being polarized.
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Experiment 806 Set Up
(Plan View- Not Tb Scale)
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u v l . on \ • " "
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Fig. 1. Overhead, view of the experimental layout:
SMV and SMH—vertical and horizontal steering magnets
QX1 and QX2—quadrupole focusing magnets
BPM 1 and BPM 2—beam-profile monitors
Wl and W2—LAS front wire chambers
SI—LAS front scintillator
SF and SB—Janus front and back stintillators

After polarizing at full field and a temperature of 0.5 K, the polarization was
"frozen" by lowering the temperature of the target to about 50 mK. Once the
spin was frozen the field was lowered to 5 kG, and the target polarization was
maintained for many hours. Typical relaxation times, defined to be the time for
the target polarization to decay to 1/e of the original value, were 150 to 250 h.

The 5-cm long by 2-cm diameter target cell was filled with propanediol
(C3H8O2), which yielded target polarizations of 70 to 80%. The target could be
polarized either parallel or antiparallel to the HERA field by a slight adjustment
in the microwave frequency. The polarization was measured using the NMR
technique, normalizing to the natural, or thermal, polarization near 1°K. The tar-
get polarization was consistently about 5% higher when the target was polarized
antiparallel to the magnetic field. To cancel any systematic effects of the proton
polarimeter, the target polarization was reversed at least once per data point.

A side view of the LAS-Janus system is shown in Fig. 2. No magnetic ma-
terial was allowed within 2 m of the HERA magnet because of the large stray
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Fig. 2. Side view of the LAS-Janus configuration.

field. The two front quadrupole magnets of the LAS were removed and the
dipole was moved up to the 2-m limit. Two wire chambers, Wl and W2, made
of nonmagnetic material were used to measure the recoil proton trajectory. The
SI scintillator was used for timing. A 2-m long aluminum tongue was used to
rotate the spectrometer about the pivot.

The Janus Polarimeter4"6 consists of a front scintillator, three delay-line drift
chambers, the carbon analyzer, three more drift chambers and two scintillation
counters. The drift chambers each have X- and Y- planes with submillimeter
resolution. The proton trajectory measured by the first three chambers was used
for momentum calculation and for determining the scattering angle in the carbon.
After passing through the carbon analyzer, the outgoing proton was detected
in three drift chambers and in one of two adjacent scintillation counters. In
the analysis, the track in the downstream chambers was required to intersect
the track in the upstream chambers to within 5 mm at the distance of closest
approach. This requirement was imposed to avoid complicating the analysis due
to multiple scatterings in the carbon analyzer. The outgoing track is required to
be deflected by more than 3°, resulting in elimination of 99% of the triggers.

The pion detector consisted of nine horizontal and seven vertical scintillators
located 1 to 2 m from the target center. Each stintillator was 15-cm wide by
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80-cm long and was viewed at both ends by a RCA 8575 photomultiplier tube
for good timing resolution. Each scintilla tor overlapped its neighbor by 5 cm,
providing an angular resolution of better than 3°. This arrangement gave an
overall resolution comparable to what was dictated by the target size alone.
These scintillators provided checks on scattering angle and coplanariiy, which
were used to discriminate against nonelasu'c events.

Uniform coverage in the backward-angle region, 0*m between 90° and 150°,
was obtained at 471, 547, and 625 MeV/c for both *+ and K~ beams. Iso-
lated measurements were made at 0*m = 147° for 427 MeV/c «- , 0J,, = 81°
for 657 MeV/c *+, and near 6^ = 140° for 657 MeV/c *+ and *- . The lim-
ited angular coverage was dictated by the requirement that the recoil protons
have a minimum of 100-MeV kinetic energy in order to be analyzed by the po-
larimeter and a maximum of 300 MeV in order to be accepted by the magnetic
spectrometer.

The polarization vector, Ps, of the recoil proton can be written as

APtBf + RPtIf (4)

where n is normal to the scattering plane, lf is the direction of the recoil proton,
sj = n x Ij, and Pt is the longitudinal polarization of the target. A schematic
showing the components of polarization in the scattering plane is shown in Fig. 3.
If the magnitude of the polarization in the lj direction is denoted by Lj, etc., then
the A and R parameters are defined such that the final polarization is related to
the initial polarization by

Lj = ASi - RU (5a)

and
S} = -AL( - (5b)

Experimentally, A can be determined by measuring the component of the recoil
proton polarization, which is in the if direction after scattering from a target
that is polarized in the h direction as shown in Fig. 3. This is essentially the
technique that is used by the Leningrad group. In this case, R is the component of
polarization along the direction of the proton momentum. A direct measurement
of R can be made by rotating the target polarization by 90° so that it is along
the ii direction. This measurement was being planned by the Leningrad group
as of last September.

In Exp. 806, A and R were measured simultaneously by using the LAS
spectrometer to bend the recoil protons vertically, out of the scattering plane.
The spin was precessed so that the P component, initially oriented along the
h direction, was nearly aligned with the velocity vector after passing through
the dipole and the R component, initially oriented along lf, was normal to the
velocity. The A component (polarization along sy) was hardly affected since
that was along the direction of the magnetic field. The precession or change in
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F< .̂ 3, Schematic showing the initial and final proton polarizations and the
definition of the spin rotation parameters A and R.

angle between the proton polarization and its velocity, 6R, is simply related to
the bending angle, 0b, of the proton as it traverses the magnetic field by

. (6)

where g is the Lande g factor (= 5.5856 for the proton) and 7 is the Lorentz factor.
To achieve 0R = 90°, this equation gives 6b = 50.2°/y. Fortuitously, this value
for 8b is very close to the nominal LAS bend angle of 45° since 7 ~ 1.1 - 13
for the protons detected in the experiment. The bend angle was changed to 42°
for the experiment, a compromise over the range of optimal bend angles, which
ranged from 38° to 45°.

The polarization vector precesses as the protons traverse the magnetic field
of the HERA magnet. A Monte Carlo program is used to determine the angle
of precession of the proton before it is analyzed by the Janus polarimeter. For a
target polarized along the beam direction and assuming optimal spin precession
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as discussed in the previous paragraph, the up-down-scattering asymmetry in
the polarimeter gives a direct measurement of A and the left-right asymmetry
determines R. Such a configuration was used for some of the running. In general,
however, the polarized target assembly was rotated because of obstructions so
that the oufgoing particles did not intercept the superconducting coils or the
support assembly. In terms of the angle of the HERA target, 9H, with respect to
the beam direction, the initial polarization components along «,- and /,• become

and

Li = - Pt cos eH

Si = Pt sin BH ,

(7a)

(7b)

respectively, where positive 6H was assumed to be a rotation of HERA toward
the LAS spectrometer.

The polarizations measured by Janus are Sj (from the up-down asymmetry)
and Nj (left-right asymmetry). These polarizations are related to the final polar-
izations by the spin-precession matrix, B, which is the average precession of the
spins as the protons traverse the magnetic fields of HERA and LAS.

or

bn b12 6i3

hi b22 b23 Hi)
Substituting Eqs. (5) and (7) into the first two rows of Eq. (8), we have

Sj = buPt(Acos0n — RsinOjf) + h2Nf + biaPt(Asin0H •

Nj = b2iPt(Acos0H - RsinOg) + b22Nj + b23Pi(Asin0jf

or

(8a)

(8b)

(9a)

(9b)

(6u cos0H + b13 sin 0H)APt + (b13 c o s 0 H - b n sin 0jf)RPt = Sj - b12Ns (10a)

(621 COS0H + 623 sin 0a)APt + (b23cos0n —b2isin0H)RPt = Nj —b22Nf. (10b)

Equations (10a,b) are solved for A and R using the polarizations measured by
Janus (Sj and Nj) and the transverse component of the final polarization (JV)).

f is the same as 4/v or P, as measured in Exps. 120 and 807, at precisely the
same momenta.

B is computed using a Monte Carlo program, which tracks the protons
through the magnetic fields of HERA and LAS. The essential steps that the Monte

arlo program performs are the following:

1. A beam particle is randomly selected out of a given phase space.

2. An interaction point within the target cell is selected randomly.
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3. A scattering angle is selected from a given range.

4. The paths of the scattered pion and recoil proton are propagated
through the apparatus, including the associated electromagnetic fields,
to the detectors. The amount of spin precession for the proton is com-
puted for each interval along the trajectory.

Preliminary results for A and R at 471, 547, and 625 MeV/c are shown in
Figs. 4 to 6 for both v+p -* -x+p and n~p -* n~p. Also shown are the results for
the differential cross sections and analyzing powers. All observables are com-
pared to the VPI7, CMU-LBL8 and Karlsruhe9 partial wave analyses. The error
bars for the spin rotation parameters reflect only the statistical uncertainties in
the data. They should be interpreted as an indication of the uncertainties that
we hope finally to achieve rather than the present level of confidence. In par-
ticular, the Monte Carlo program for determining the spin precession matrix is
still being developed and tested. An ideal spin precession matrix has been used
for the results shown. Preliminary calculations using the Monte Carlo program
indicate that the inclusion of realistic matrices affects the data by more than
±0.1 in some cases. It is surprising how well the measurements and the PWA's
agree, since no previous data for A and R existed below 6 GeV/c. These data
merit a new round of phase shift analyses in order to determine better the scat-
tering phases, especially for the Pu (Roper) resonance, and to investigate charge
independence of the scattering amplitudes.
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The LCD collaboration has continued investigating the design of the exper-
iment and has a considerably enlarged and refined proposal. The changes have
resulted in (1) a new detector geometry; (2) greatly increased understanding of
expected neutron and neutrino backgrounds; and (3) new phototube possibilities
and extensive Monte Carlo simulations.

We propose a precision measurement of neutrino-electron scattering from a
beam-stop neutrino source fed from the PSR at LAMPF. Neutrino-electron scat-
tering can be described in detail by the Standard Model without complications
from effects of strong or electromagnetic interactions. Only reactions involving
neutrinos and charged leptons are unique in this respect.

The detector would consist of a 2.5-million gallon cylindrical tank of water
with over 10 000 phototubes lining the walls of the tank. The experimental
fiducial volume would be larger than the Kamioka water Cerenkov detector
and smaller than the 1MB detector. The proton storage ring accepts beam from
LAMPF over a macropulse of about a millisecond, and after the proton beam
is accumulated, it is extracted in a single turn, giving a spill of about 270 ns.
The time distribution of the neutrino flux would be such as to allow separation
of events from pion decay (v») and muon decay (i/e and !>„). We intend to
measure the ratio of the neutrino-electron cross sections from these two groups
of neutrinos. A ratio measurement has the advantage that systematic effects
largely cancel, because the final state of the reaction, a single electron of about
20 MeV, is the same in both the numerator and denominator of the ratio.

The Standard Model of electroweak interactions (SM) leads to the predic-
tions of W and Z° intermediate vector bosons close to the mass values that
have been observed at CERN. These bosons, along with the photon, mediate
the electroweak force. At the next level of precision the boson masses and the
strength of specific interactions are modified by radiative corrections that involve
the constituent particles of the model. The single most important parameter of
the theory is sin2 6w, where 0\y is the Weinberg angle. Measurement of the in-
termediate vector boson masses produces a value of sin2 0w, which, if radiative
corrections are not included, will be different by approximately 7% from the
value measured in neutrino-electron scattering. We propose to measure sin2 6w
from neutrino-electron scattering with a total error of 1%. This measurement, in
conjunction with a determination of sin2 0w at a precision of better than 1 % from
measurements of W and Z masses, will provide one of the most precise tests of
the SM (at the level of one-loop diagrams in the radiative corrections) while at
the same time serving as a sensitive probe of new physics at high energy.

Measurements of the masses of the vector bosons that are likely to be made
in the next few years are expected to provide the most accurate determination
of the parameter sin2 9W. The prediction of the Standard Model that sin2 $w is a
universal parameter must, however, be rigorously tested in neutral current scat-
tering processes. The most precise neutrino-electron measurements to date have
been of the ratio of neutrino to antineutrino scattering. A substantial contribu-
tion to the systematic error in these experiments has arisen from the uncertainty
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in the characteristics of the two beams. We propose to measure the ratio,

•R = ~~i—r":—/^r—r •

If we define s2 = sin2 Ow, the SM expression for the ratio of the cross sections
may be written

3 l - 4 s 2 + 1 6 / 3 s 4

4

When sin2 6W increases by a given relative amount, the ratio R increases by a
larger fraction (x2.08).

Thus, a measurement of the ratio (R above) with an accuracy of 2% will
yield sin2 Bw with a total error of less than 1%.

Figure 1 shows an isometric view of the PSR/WNR facility. In order to
place the detector between existing buildings at the LAMPF site, the beam must
exit through the southeast corner of the building housing Line D. The beam
runs approximately 71 m beyond the end of the existing building, with 44 m of
beam line located within the building. The 16.1-m radius tank is approximately
18 m deep. The actual waterproof barrier will be a high-density polyethylene
liner. The tank floor is constructed of magnetite-loaded concrete, and will be 2 m

I' 4" Diam
Augei -casl Piles
74' 8" Deep

Limit of
Finished Earth
Berm Shield

_ /Shield
Counting House-

Service
\ Building

' J:'\.

Experimental ^ J
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Fig. 1. Isometric view of the PSR/WNR facility and the LCD detector plus
beam line. The proton beam line that feeds the time-separated neutrino source
begins at LDQD30.
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thick. This floor provides adequate support for the tank, shield, and water, and
reduces neutron ground shine into the sensitive detector volume- The central
target and shield assembly consists of a 7.5-m radius reinforced concrete cylin-
drical wall filled with steel surrounding the target, magnetite-loaded concrete
below the target, and compacted magnetite above the target region. The total
weight is 46 000 tons. A superconducting dipole, to provide the 90° vertical bend
as shown in Fig. 1, is housed in the concrete building shown. Directly below
the dipole, the final focusing triplet, diagnostics, and target assembly are sus-
pended. The building rests on spread-foot pilings supported on the magnetite,
thus maintaining internal alignment during postconstruction settling. The region
surrounding the dipole building, and above it, is filled with recompacted tuff
removed from the tank excavation. The tuff overburden provides the required
2500-gm/cm2 cosmic-ray shield.

Backgrounds in the LCD detector arise from both neutron- and neutrino-
induced reactions. The rates for these backgrounds have been calculated in con-
siderable detail, and have been an important ingredient in the choice of detector
and shielding geometry.

Neutrons will produce photons in the detector, as well as pions, which pro-
duce Cerenkov light and decay, producing background electrons and photons.
These events are directly influenced by shielding design. The time structure
of these events is critical; "prompt" (~pion lifetime) and "delayed" (~muon
lifetime) time intervals are distinguished.

An important tool in analyzing the neutron-induced background is the
Monte Carlo code HETC (High Energy Transport Code). Equally important
is our ability to normalize the neutron spectrum generated with HETC using
existing data from Exp. 225, a previous LAMPF experiment.

Neutrons primarily enter the detector by directly penetrating the steel shield.
Other paths include ground shine and back scattering in the magnetite column
above the shield. Photons produced in the water by neutrons provide a prompt
background for v^e events. The experimental goal is to have this background
rate be <. 10% of the v^e rate (~11 per day), and then to perform a background
subtraction with less than 10% error. The photon energy range of interest extends
from threshold (10 MeV) to the maximum energy of neutrinos resulting from fi
decay (53 MeV).

The most important processes for neutron-induced photon production are
(1) np bremsstrahlung; (2) n + p -* d + y; and (3) 16CKn, 7)X. In Fig. 2, we show
the photon spectra resulting from these three processes. The integrated total
photon yield, in the range 10 to 60 MeV, is 4.1 photons/day, with 67% coming
from the bremsstrahlung reaction. The principal uncertainties in this calculation
involve the neutron spectrum and the photon production cross sections. From
Exp. 225 we were able to normalize the HETC-generated neutron spectrum, and
the calculations reported herein include the normalization factor of 0.49.
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Neutron-Induced Photon Spectra
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Fig. 2. Photon spectra, produced by neutrons in 6 nm of water, for the three
most important reactions.

The principal neutrino-related background arises from the charged-current
interaction of vt with the various isotopes of oxygen, resulting in an electron.
Neutral-current excitation of 16O, resulting in a gamma ray, is also considered.
Pion decay inflight is a source of error because the analysis assumes both the
pion and muon decay at rest. Neutrinos produced by 0 decay of radioactive
isotopes in the target are also a potential background. In LCD an equal number
of I/,,, ut, and V^ will emerge from the beam stop. ve will interact with oxygen in
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the water to produce electrons in the final state. At the neutiino energies of this
experiment the charged-current cross sections are inhibited strongly over the free-
nucleon values. This is especially true of nuclei such as oxygen where the ground
state is a good approximation to a dosed shell. However, the forbidden nature
of the interaction implies possible contributions from a number of transitions.
Calculations have been performed for all the transitions expected, at the relatively
low momentum transfer involved, for the three isotopes of oxygen.

Detailed Monte Carlo simulations for both the neutrino-electron scattering
signal and the neutrino backgrounds have been performed. For these simula-
tions the detector comprises 14 000 8-in diameter, fast-time response, multiplier
tubes; several manufacturers of phototubes are interested in such a project. The
neutrino-induced background from the composite cross section of all of the oxy-
gen isotopes together is shown in Fig. 3 after the detector resolution has been
folded in and cuts applied. It is important to note here that the distribution

Cos(theta) Generated

Fig. 3. The total background from neutrino-induced reactions on oxygen. The
angular distribution is plotted versus the cosine of the reconstructed angle; all
detector resolutions are folded into the calculations.
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of events as a function of cos 6 between cos 6 = 1 and cos 9 = 0 is very close
to linear. Deviations from the straight line occur in the backward hemisphere,
but the extrapolation process using the forward hemisphere alone is remarkably
accurate and tolerant of substantial variation in the input oxygen cross sections.
The oxygen interactions have the same time distribution as the neutrino-electron
scattering from muon decays, which are the events in the denominator in R. In
Fig. 4 is shown a simulation of the events that are expected to occur in the detector
as a function of cos0, including neutrino-electron scattering, after reconstruction.
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Fig. 4. The angular distribution of the sum of v-e and u-oxygen events. The
distribution is plotted versus the cosine of the reconstructed angle; all detector
resolutions are folded into the calculations.
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The study of the scattering of polarized epithermal neutrons at the pro-
ton storage ring (PSR) offers intriguing possibilities for parity and time reversal
symmetry violation studies. Parity violation experiments are done by looking
for a helicity (cr • p) dependence of neutron transmission through an unpolarized
sample. The 0.734-eV p-wave resonance in 139La shows a parity violating asym-
metry of 0.071. * Time reversal studies can be done by measuring the dependence
of neutron transmission on more complex combinations of neutron polarization
(cr), neutron momentum (p) and target polarization (J). To detect parity-even
time-reversal violation, one studies (a • J x kXJ • k) and to study parity-odd
time-reversal violation, one studies (<r • J x k).

The PSR at the Los Alamos Neutron Scattering Center (LANSCE) is well
suited to the study of parity and time reversal violation for two reasons: the
neutron intensity is very high, and the pulse width is short enough that time-
of-flight techniques give excellent energy resolution. The PSR is designed to be
injected with 10% of the 800-MeV H- beam from LAMPF. Twelve 270 ns long
pulses per second, each containing 5 x 1013 protons, are extracted and sent to
target 1 at LANSCE. Approximately 25 neutrons are produced in the spallation
process for every 800-MeV proton that strikes the target. The resulting average
neutron intensity is 1016 per second. For a detector solid angle of Aft = 0.25
x 10~4 str, ~1014 neutrons are observed in 107 s within an energy bin AE/E
= 0.1. This allows a statistical accuracy of 10~7 for a transmission asymmetry
measurement.

The layout of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The detector consists of
a 6Li glass scintillation detector optically coupled to a Hammatsu R1513 5-in
photomultiplier tube. Thermal neutrons capture on a 6 I i nucleus, producing
7Ii*, which decays to 4He and 3He. The scintillation light from the 4He and
3He nuclei is detected in the phototube. Because of the high instantaneous rates,
individual neutrons are not counted, rather the current output of the phototube is
sent to a transient digitizer, which records the voltage amplitude approximately
every microsecond.

neutrons

t Coitimotor

J " "

He Cell

H Sample
Detector

Transient
Digitizer

Neutron Production Target and Shielding

Fig. 1. Experimental layout
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We have accomplished much during the October 16 through December 1,
1987 run. The spectrum displayed in Fig. 2 shows the current output of the
detector versus time of flight, with a 165Ho sample in front of the detector. The
statistics are such that 165Ho neutron resonances, such as the 12.77 eV s-wave
resonance shown by the arrow, can be clearly seen, even though this spectrum
contains only 0.4 s of data. The time resolution of our data acquisition system
is represented by the bin size in this spectrum, and is good enough so that
the peak widths are due to the natural widths only. A 3He neutron polarizer
was installed during the run, which provided —10% polarization of the neutron
beam at 5 eV. This polarization system uses a circularly polarized laser beam to
polarize rubidium atoms, which in turn polarize 3He nuclei via spin exchange.
The 3He-neutron interaction is strongly spin dependent, such that neutrons with
spins anti-parallel to the 3He polarization direction are strongly absorbed by the
3He +n -* t + p reaction. Using the polarized neutron beam, we have been
able to reproduce the parity violation effect in the 0.734-eV resonance of 139La.
We measure an upper limit of ~ 1 % for parity violation in the 5.37-eV resonance
of 165Ho. Preliminary analysis shows an ~ 1 % , three standard deviation parity
violation effect in the 3.61 -eV resonance in 155Gd, which has not been previously
observed.

123.3 238.3 353.3 468.0

Fig. 2. Time-of-flight spectrum taken with l6SHo target. This spectrum con-
tains only six PSR pulses (0.4 s) of data.
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The Crystal Box detector was used to search for a number of rare muon
decays. The primary motivation was to search for the decays fi+ —• e+-y, fi+ —*
e+77, and fi+ -* e+e+e~. These neutrinoless decays do not conserve lepton-
family number and are not allowed in the minimal Standard Model of elec-
troweak interactions.1 Many extensions to the Standard Model include the non-
conservation of lepton-family number.

The detector has been described in previous Progress Reports. No evidence
for these decays has been observed. The analysis of the data has been completed
and the final results are:

^ - r < 4.9 x 10-11 (90% C.L.)

( 9 0 % C L )

0 C.L.)

The first two results have been published.2'3 A paper describing the details of the
analysis procedures and the third result will soon be submitted for publication
in Physical Rezriew.4

In addition to these results, the muon data have been analyzed to search for
the emission of a light scalar or pseudoscalar boson in the radiative decay of the
muon. Several light scalar or pseudoscalar bosons (familons, axions, majorons,
etc.) have been proposed5"7 over the last several years to solve various problems
in particle physics. None of these bosons has been experimentally detected,8

leading to bounds on their coupling strengths and properties. Such bosons might
be expected to be produced in the radiative decay n —> eyf, where / is any
particular such boson. The study of this radiative decay has the advantage of
being independent of .the chirality properties of the boson coupling.

We can study the following three Lagrangians, simultaneously:

U (i)
(2)

F»l> ( 3 )

where a2 + b2 = 1 and the photons are produced by ordinary bremsstrahlung for
L\ and L2- The relevant Feynman graphs are shown in Fig. 1.

The Lagrangian density, L\, is the standard form for the coupling of a Gold-
stone (or pseudoGoldstone) boson to the current of a broken global symmetry
(here, family symmetry) and is similar to that for the pion coupling to the isospin
current. The quantity 1/F characterizes the scale of the symmetry breaking and
is analogous to fx. The form of L2 is the simplest renormalizable form for such
a family-nonconserving interaction and is equivalent to Lx at low energies. The
quantity gj can therefore be interpreted in terms of another dimensionless cou-
pling constant g where gj = gm^/F.
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Fig. 1. The Feyrmun graphs for the process ft —• eyf. (a) and (b) ere both
far the Lagrangians Li and. L2, and Mis for L3.

The form of £3 can be motivated by considerations of the constraints im-
posed by the QED Ward identity on the amplitudes arising from Li and £2» but
it is, in tact, an independent quantity. Such a form would also arise naturally in
any model of family symmetry wherein the muon and electron are composite ob-
jects: the photon would then appear from some charged constituent. However,
since the composite structure is known9 to be small { < 10~16 cm), the effective
Lagrangian would be well approximated by the form of L3. Thus .\f is related
to the internal compositeness size scale.

light bosons may also be emitted in the lower-order decay ft* —• e+f. The
signature for this decay at rest is the presence of a positron with Et = 52.83 MeV.
Experimentally, this is difficult to detect because the positron spectrum from or-
dinary muon decay, /i+ — c+t/eFM, peaks at this energy. The best limit8 is
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+f)/Y(n+ -» all) < 2.6 x 10~6 (90% C.L.). This comes from a measure-
ment of positrons emerging from the decay of polarized muons in a direction
opposite to the direction of polarization. In this geometry, high-energy positrons
from ordinary muon decay are suppressed. However, to derive this limit one
assumes that the positrons from /J+ —• e + / are emitted isotropically, which is
not necessarily the case. For instance, using L2 it is easy to show that (neglecting
me)

£ (4)
where 0 is the angle between the direction of the muon spin and the momentum
of the final-state positron. Thus, depending on the relative signs of a and b, the
experimental signal for fj+ —* e+f could be just as suppressed as the background
from ordinary muon decay.

For the data used in this analysis, coincident positrons and photons from
the decay of unpolarized muons at rest were detected. For these data, a total of
8.15 x 10u muons stopped in the target during the live time of the experiment.
The data set has been extended from that used in Ref. 2 to include all events
with 9ey > 140°, Ey > 38 MeV, and EeNai > 38 MeV, where EeNai is the energy
deposited by the positron in the NalCTf).

The signature for | i + —• e+yf is that M^, the calculated square of the
effective mass of the unobserved neutral particle(s), is zero. For the background
events from muon inner bremsstrahlung, fi+ —<• e+vVf, M^ > 0. In addition to
events from these two processes, there are events from random positron-photon
coincidences. M2

ff can range from -1000 (MeV)2 to 500 (MeV)2 for the random
events in our sample. The expected A/|ff distributions for these three processes
are shown in Fig. 2.

The number of fi+ —• e+yf events in the data sample with ) Atey j< 1.5 ns,
where Ate7 is the relative positron-photon timing, is estimated by using the
maximum-likelihood method. The likelihood function is defined to be

L(ntyf, n1B) = fl l^PiTi) + ̂ Q ( ^ ) + ̂ Rft)] (5)
i=i

where Ar = 20 015 is the total number of events passing the cuts, ncyj (n /B) is the
estimate of the number of ft -» eyf (/* —<• evV) events, and njj = N - neyj - niS

is the number of events due to random backgrounds. The vector x*has compo-
nents M2

ff and A<e7. P, Q, and R are the normalized probability distributions for
H —- eff, inner bremsstrahlung, and random background events, respectively.
The distribution R is obtained from out-of-time data events; P and Q are de-
termined from Monte Carlo events simulating the two prompt processes. The
best estimates of n^j and ti/s are those that maximize the likelihood function
for positive neyi and n!B- Figure 3 shows the normalized likelihood function.
It peaks at nlB = 7350 ± 115 and ne,/ = 0. nJB agrees well with the 7334 ±
118 (stat) ± 300 (syst) inner bremsstrahlung events expected in this data sample.
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I - 4 0 0 - D O 0 3D0 400
Missing Mass Squared (MtV2)

Fig. 2. The distributions of Me
2
ff, the calculated square of the effective mass of

the unobserved neutral particle(s), for Monte Carlo generated events from (a)
/x —• eyf, (b) p —» ei/Py, and for data events from (c) random coincidences
and (d) the final data set. Also shown in (d) is the distribution for the sum
of n -* evVy and random events corresponding to the peak of the likelihood
function.
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Fig. 3. The normalized likelihood function plotted as a function of nIB and
neyj, the number of inner-bremsstrahlung and fi —» e-yf events, respectively.
The projected distribution on the neyf -likelihood plane is also shown.

Figure 2(d) shows the A/e
2
ff distributions for the 20 015 data events and for the sum

of 12 665 random events and 7350 Monte Carlo events for inner bremsstrahlung.
The likelihood-function distribution implies ne7/ < 165 events {90% C.L.)

including contributions from systematic errors. The resulting branching ratio
limit is T(fi+ — e+-rf)/T(n+ — all) < 1.1 x 10~9 (90% C.L.) over the measured
region of phase space described above. This implies F > 3.1 x 109 GeV for the
Lagrangian L\. This is not as sensitive as the limit derived in Jodidio et al.,8 F >
9.9 x 109 GeV, but it does not depend on the chirality properties of the coupling.
Therefore, our result extends the range of validity of conclusions based on the
scale of F.

Our result also limits the coupling constant for the Lagrangian L2 to »s < 11
x 10~22, where ag = gj/(4n). Unless it were related to gravitational
interactions, such a small coupling would be hard to reconcile with any grand
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unification scenarios.10 However, when g} is scaled by 1/m/i, as suggested above,
it corresponds to a more reasonable bound, namely F/g > 2.9 x 109 GeV.

For the Lagrangian L3, the experimental result implies M > 1.24 x 104 GeV.
In fact, theoretical prejudices would expect even larger values for the internal
compositeness scale. These results have been published.11 The bounds for the
couplings from all three of these Lagrangians should be significantly improved
by the MEGA experiment,12 now under construction.
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The analysis of Exp. 726, the search for the C-noninvariant decay x° —<• 37
using the Crystal Box, has been completed. The trigger that caused events to
be written to tape for further analysis was essentially a coincidence of three or
more well-separated Nal crystals in coincidence with a beam pion incident on a
liquid hydrogen target located at the center of the box. These triggers have been
shown to come from three principal sources:

1. Multiple incident TT~ mesons creating two or three simultaneous ?ro's in
the hydrogen target;

2. Accidental coincidences of a n° from the target with a particle from an
external source;

3. "Split" ?ro's, in which a secondary photon from a JT° -+ 2-y primary
photon shower travels far enough from the primary cluster of crystals
to appear as a distinct photon.

Source (1) was suppressed in the trigger by upper-level discrimination of
one of the beam telescope counters, and completely eliminated by off-line cuts
on the TDC's and ADC's of all three beam counters.

Figure 1 shows the energy spectrum of the remaining events having exactly
three Nal clusters. The events with total energy Er > 142 MeV are accidental
coincidences. If it were not for the long tail of the energy resolution function, they
would be eliminated by an energy cut at 142 MeV. Tight timing requirements
minimize accidentals and a minimum pulse height requirement further reduces
their number, since the accidental spectrum rises rapidly at low energy.

The events with ET < 142 MeV are primarily split ir° events. This conclusion
is supported by the energy spectra of the high-energy photon and of the sum
of the two lowest-energy photons, which both correspond to the ir° —» 27 "box"
spectrum. The two low-energy photons tend to be located close together, while
the high-energy one is nearly opposite the intermediate-energy photon. There
is a correlation between the separation distance of the two low-energy photons
and the time of arrival of the lowest-energy one, as shown in Fig. 2. The straight
line shows the correlation corresponding to travel at the velocity of light. The
small offset of the intercept is attributed to the average penetration depth of the
primary photon into its crystal before production of the secondary photon. Split
photon events become less likely as the minimum distance required between the
two lowest-energy photons is increased, and a tight-timing cut correspondingly
becomes more effective due to the correlation. Back scattering across the box
then becomes a dominant mode for a split jr°, but the secondary photon tends
to have very low energy and is rejected by a cut on the photon energy.

A set of cuts like those described above eliminates almost all events from the
data set, leaving a few events which are consistent with the tail of the accidental
spectrum below 142 MeV. This tail can be estimated and subtracted, using out-
of-time events. The result of this analysis is that the net yield of JT0 -• 37 events
is consistent with zero. This conclusion is insensitive to the precise value of the
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Fig. 1. Three-photon energy-sum spectra for data (a) and Monte Carlo (b) sat-
isfying the second-pass requirements.
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cuts. The data were reanalyzed using the maximum-likelihood method in order
to take advantage of the known distributions and correlations of the backgrounds
and of the expected signal. The likelihood was maximized as a function of the
number of ir° —*• 37, N3, and the number of split 7r°'s, JV5. The peak of the
likelihood occurs at N3 = 1, and is consistent with zero. The 90% C.L. upper
limit is 17 events and the corresponding branching-ratio limit is 3.1 x 10~8,
about twelve times smaller than the previous upper limit.1

Since the trigger accepted three or more Nal clusfcjs, it was possible to
search the data for the allowed decay TT° —* 4y. No events were found that
satisfied suitable time and energy criteria. The resulting branching-ratio limit is
2 x 10-8 (90% C D .
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The search for \i -* ej at LAMPF is called MEGA, an acronym standing
for Muon decays into an Electron and a GAmma ray, and is an experiment
with a branching-ratio sensitivity of roughly 10~13. Such a search is important
because there is no reason for conservation of muon family number, though the
observation of the decay would indicate the need for an extension to the Standard
Model of electroweak interactions. At the end of the 1987, the experiment had
the first of two runs whose purpose is to test engineering ideas in the detector.
This run culminated the year's work and its results are presented here.

The MEGA apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The major change in the past
year has been adoption of the "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs" design in
the positron multiwire proportional chambers (MWPC) that are described below.
The apparatus is contained in a large magnet that has been obtained from SLAC;
it has a 1.5 T field, a clear bore of 1.85 m, and a length of 2.9 m. Assembly of
the magnet and its cryogenics system is complete. During the run, the magnet
operated in a reasonable way at full field. Minor problems were found that will
be corrected soon.

BEAM AND

19 K6 HELD

MRECnON

LEAD

CONVERTER,
scmnu-ATOH.

AND WIRE

CHAMKR

LAYER

Fig. 1. A sectioned plan view of the MEGA apparatus with an idealized
H+ —> e+y event shown.
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The required muon stopping rate is 3 x 107 Hz (average). Development
runs at SMC have demonstrated an excess of flux from the channel. The excess
beam will be discarded in a way that tailors the beam spot and range to improve
background suppression. The beam separator was completed and found to work
as designed, though there are lingering problems in keeping the full 250 kV
across the plates. The observed beam spot verifies the calculations of the focusing
properties of the solenoid. In particular, the beam changes size at a fixed point as
a function of field strength in accordance with the cyclotron frequency of muons
of 28.5 MeV/c. Table I demonstrates the effect.

Table I. Measured Beam-Size Dependence on the Field Near the Solenoid
Center.

FWHM(cm)
Field (kG) X Y

6.0
8.0
9.4

12.0
13.4
15.0

The detector is divided into a positron spectrometer and a series of photon
pair spectrometers. All of the charged particles arising from muon decay are
confined to a maximum radius of 29 cm, leaving the photon detectors in a rel-
atively quiet environment. The positron arm consists of two parts. The MWPC
design for the positron spectrometer has been reconfigured to remove chambers
from the high-intensity region immediately around the target. The new design is
called "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs," and is viewed along the beam axis
in Fig. 2. The central chamber is kept relatively clean by instrumenting only the
ends of the chamber with cathodes. The seven small chambers encircle "Snow
White" to provide the necessary redundancy for pattern recognition. Combin-
ing this design change with new algorithms for finding candidate events leads to
the conclusion, from Monte Carlo simulation, that the design intensity remains a
workable goal for the experiment. The new pattern recognition algorithm takes
advantage of the unique relationship between the number of loops made by a
(j. -•• ey positron originating in the target and the time difference between the
positron and photon.

Chamber design has been pursued by constructing two prototypes, one pla-
nar chamber to test the small details of the design and one cylindrical chamber
to test construction techniques. The first has settled the wire type, wire spac-
ing, cathode readout, and the desired electronics. One of the most interesting
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Fig. 2. A view, parallel to the beam, of the "Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs" layout for the electron-arm spectrometer. The positrons originate in
the central region and are contained by the field inside the tension cell. A
typical positron will intersect "Snow White" and two or three "dwarfs" twice
on each of two loops.

results is shown in Fig. 3, where data for the arrival time and multiplicity
of struck cells is compared to our Monte Carlo simulation. Electronics has
been tested on this prototype and a usable design is in hand for the pream-
plifiers that center about an inexpensive 0.2 cm, 1 GHz monolithic. The second
prototype has taught us a great deal about mechanical construction techniques.
The cylindrical chamber has yet to reach plateau. Voltage breakdowns seem to
be due to an inability to maintain the proper half-gap. The main culprit appears
to be spacer rings of insufficient mechanical tolerance between layers. Many
changes are anticipated to make the chambers work. Successes to date include
25 nm cathode foils of the proper tolerances, a probably usable scheme for gar-
lands to remove electro-mechanical instabilities, and a working wire winder that
strings two quarters of a cylinder in a few hours. The second part of the positron
spectrometer consists of banks of scintillators arranged in a cylindrical geometry
about the beam near the pole faces. The positrons enter the scintillators after
at least one revolution in the chamber. The scintillators measure the time of
the positron. Positrons trapped in the field for more than eight loops are re-
jected by their relative time with respect to the photon. Each bank is divided
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into 100 elements to keep the individual counter rates manageable. Attaching a
0.6 x 0.9 x 30 cm3 scintillator (rhomboid cross section) to a 1.5-m fiber-optics
light guide, necessary to get the photomultiplier tubes outside the magnetic field,
has yielded 05 ns FWHM resolution for minimum ionizing radiation, a value
equal to the experimental design. The magnetic shielding of the photomultiplier
tubes is sufficient to make the field have a negligible effect on the tube output.
Data currently being analyzed will give singles rates and hit multiplicities under
the proper experimental conditions.

The photon arm is four concentric-pair spectrometers of essentially identi-
cal construction. Each pair spectrometer is made of lead converters, MWPCs,
drift chambers, and scintillators. The detailed arrangement is shown in Fig. 4
and is changed substantively from the proposal. Many of the components of a
layer have been studied with prototypes. A timing resolution of 0.6 to 1.0 ns
(depending on discriminator type) has been achieved with 3-m fiber optics light
guides between the ends of a 1 x 5 x 180 cm3 scintillator and its photomulti-
plier tubes. The magnetic shielding for these photomultiplier tubes allowed them
to work properly with the magnet energized. Preliminary results on the singles
and coincidence rates in these counters under data taking conditions are in rough

PHOION ARiVs EVEN!
29 MeV e*

Fig. 4. An exploded view of a pair spectrometer layer seen parallel to Hie
magnetic field.
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agreement with calculations in the proposal. Data were taken with the scintilla-
tors, a converter, 02 cm MWPC plane in a geometrically close approximation to
the design for the pair spectrometer. These data should allow a realistic study
of the photon trigger.

No cylindrical chambers for the photon arm have been built yet. Prototypes
of both the drift chambers and the MWPC's of 1.8-m length work satisfacto-
rily. Preamplifiers, amplifier-discriminators, and multiplexers have been built
and tested. Small modifications will be necessary to eliminate crosstalk and re-
triggering. Rohacell cylinders, that give the mechanical rigidity to the chambers,
are being constructed, but many mechanical difficulties remain to be solved.

The MEGA data acquisition system consists of FASTBUS front-ends and
memories, a VME based microprocessor farm, and a micro-VAX control com-
puter. This year we took data with two FASTBUS modules and four micropro-
cessors. The FASTBUS modules essentially worked during the run, but a few
errors in the control functions have to be repaired. Differential nonlinearities in
the time-to-digital converters are a problem yet to be solved. Production models
are expected in the spring with the difficulties cured. The microprocessor farm
(Advanced Computer Project) along with its Fermilab software, all interconnect-
ing modules, and the FASTBUS master (General Purpose Master) performed
nominally. The full system took data at a rate of 1000 triggers per second and
was limited by the throughput capability of the control micro-VAX. One of the
principal tasks ahead is to make the system more user friendly. It remains to
be seen if the system will remain reliable when expanded to its full size of 32
microprocessors and 200 FASTBUS modules.

One of our calibration tasks was to test the stability of timing signals. We
measured a variation of 400 ps over a ten-hour period. The reason for the drifts
is believed to be thermal variations that will need to be cured or monitored.

The technical achievements of the past year encourage the collaboration to
believe that many of the design goals of the experiment can be achieved, though
many hurdles remain. Wire-chamber development will be emphasized in the
coming year. However, after two years the experiment is less than six months
behind schedule. The goal is still to complete most construction and begin data
taking in 1989.
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The possibility of the spontaneous conversion of a muonium atom (fi+e~
or M) to its antiatom, antimuonium (fi~ e+ or M), was first suggested by Pon-
tecorvo in 1957,1 in analogy with the (K°,K ) system. More recently, there have
been a number of theoretical discussions of this process. A multiplicative law of
muon number conservation, which would allow M - » M conversion, has been
proposed.2'3 Halprin4 noted the close relationship of M —• M conversion to neu-
trinoless double beta decay and the possible occurrence of this conversion due
to a massive Majorana neutrino or to a doubly charged Higgs triplet. These two
processes would be allowed by a left-right symmetric theory of the electroweak
interaction.5

A four-fermion Hamiltonian of the V-A type is usually chosen to represent
M->M conversion:

(1)

in which GM^ is a coupling constant characterizing the strength of the inter-
action. The left-right symmetric theory with a doubly charged Higgs particle
allows GM]jj as large as 10 Gp, where GF is the Fermi coupling constant.

Beginning in 1968 several experiments6 have established upper limits for
Guu w1* tiie b e s t presently quoted limit being G M S J < 20 GF (95% C.L.). An
experiment was performed at SMC using the Crystal Box Detector to search for
M —> M conversion.

In the absence of external electromagnetic fields, M and M have the same
ground-state energy levels as determined from a Hamiltonian Ho including the
electromagnetic interaction. The postulated weak interaction #M5j of Eq. (1) will
have diagonal matrix elements coupling M and M:7

(M(F,mF) ! tfMsj | M(F,mF)) = | = 1.0 x KT1 eV (2)

in which F, m? are quantum numbers for total angular momentum and its z-
component, respectively. The eigenstates of the (M,M) system with the total
Hamiltonian Ho + ^ M u will then be (| M)± | Mi)/-75.

If M is formed at time t = 0, then, in vacuum and in the absence of an
external electromagnetic field, a component of M will develop with time so that
the state wave function will be ip{t) = a(t) | M) + 6(0 I M), where o(0)= 1 and
6(0)= 0. First-order perturbation theory for degenerate states gives

(3)

A schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. A separated /i+

beam8 with momentum pu = 10 MeV/c and intensity 3 x 105 / i + / s (average)
was incident on a 20-pm plastic scintillator followed by a 0.75-pm Al foil where
the M was formed with kinetic energies between 1 and 20 keV. After traversing
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus.

a region with a 1.5 kG transverse magnetic field to sweep out free //+, the M
beam traveled in vacuum a distance of 280 cm, of which 206 cm was shielded
to < 30 mG. The neutral beam was stopped on a 1 /im thick Bi target that was
evaporated onto a 50 /im aluminized Mylar backing; for one-half of the data the
Bi was coated with 7.5 nm of MgO. Upon striking the Bi target, a muonic atom,
H~Bi, was formed with a probability proportional to | b(t) |2. The resulting
cascade of muonic-atom characteristic x rays was taken as the signal of an M
-• M conversion. In addition, a count from a detector indicating that M (or M)
struck the Bi target was required.

In the M detector, secondary electrons emitted from the Bi were focused and
accelerated onto a microchannel plate detector (/*CP). The x rays from /i~Bi were
detected with the Crystal Box detector, modified to extend its energy threshold
to below 2 MeV. The M event signature was defined as the coincidence of a /i~Bi
LQ x ray {ELa = 2.55 MeV), a ^~Bi KQ x ray (EKa = 6.05 MeV), and a count in
the fiCP. The thin scintillator was used for beam tuning and monitoring.

The behavior of the M detector was determined experimentally. Studies
with a-particles incident suggested that the detection efficiency for M would be
about 45%. The secondary electron transit times should vary by about 50 ns,
according to Monte Carlo simulations.

Figure 2 shows T, the difference between the signal time in the /iCP and
the time of detection of the /i+ decay positron in the NaKTO, with M incident
and the apparatus triggered on the presence of a single positron <l-e trigger). The
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Fig. 2. Histogram of the time difference, T = TMCP - TNai, for data with
incident M and a 1-e trigger. T^cp <^i TNaj are the signal times in the pCP
and the NaI(T£), respectively.

events with T < 45 ns were primarily due to the fiCP detecting a M stop in the
Bi target and the NaI(T£) detecting the delayed positron from the muon decay.
The time distribution of these events yields a muon lifetime of 1.95 ± 156 ps.
The measured positron energy spectrum for these events is a Michel spectrum
from fi+ —> e+vv plus a small amount of low-energy background. A lifetime of
2.218 ± 0.020 us was measured for events from the same data set but with - 8 jus
< T < 0 us. The peak at 45 ns < T < 105 ns is due to the above processes plus
prompt processes such as events in which the **CP detected secondary electrons
produced by fi+-decay positrons in the Bi target.

The efficiency of the M detector was determined by measuring the fraction
of fi+ —> e + w events for which the fi+ gave a /zCP signal with T < 45 ns, after
correcting for the fraction of the muon lifetime observed. The efficiency of the
M detector with the coated Bi target was measured to be 37% ± 1% over the
course of the experiment. Events from pt~ atomic capture (including those from
incident M) should have 45 ns < 7" < 105 ns because the capture is so rapid. The
M stopping rate was determined from the total number of p+ —>• e+vv events in
the 1-e data.
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The trigger requirement used to search for M -* M conversion was that
there be two coincident photons (At = ± 30 ns) in nonadjacent rows of crystals
(2-7 trigger). There were 6.5 x 106 2-7 triggers in 150 hours of data-taking. The
background trigger rate was ~12 s"1 (average) due primarily to correlated 7
rays originating from n capture. Requiring the opening angle between the two
photons to be greater than 30° reduced this background.

The detection efficiency for a fi~ atomic capture producing a (Ka - LQ)
coincidence was measured in 2-7 runs with an incident 16 MeV/c fi~ beam to
be 7.7% ± 0.1%. The measured spectra of /i~Bi x rays from data with incident
H~ and M are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. The KQ and La p~Bi x
rays are plainly visible in the fi~ data. The M data were required to satisfy 35 ns
< T < 115 ns; 1783 events satisfy the cuts. No peaks are apparent here. There
are 95 events with 5.4 MeV < EKa < 6.6 MeV and 2.3 MeV < ELQ < 2.9 MeV.
Using observed number of events outside this energy window, we expect 80 ±
10 background events within the window. This implies that there are <33 M
events within the window and <48 M events (90% C.L.) at all energies.

The number of M events was also estimated with a maximum-likelihood
analysis.8 We assume that the 2-7 data consist of some number of M events and
two types of background events: one from M (i.e., fi+) decays in the Bi target
(that are responsible for the peak in the T distribution) and the other from decays
in the regions upstream of the Bi target (that are randomly distributed in T). The
background events include photons from neutron capture. The normalized two-
dimensional probability distributions for the three sources of events are used to
construct the likelihood function; the variables in these distributions are EKQ

and Eia.
The M probability distribution was generated by the Monte Carlo program

and agrees with the distribution in Fig. 3(a). The background probability dis-
tributions were obtained from 2-7 data taken with an incident (i+ beam, which
predominantly come from decays in the Bi target, and from the first 750 events
in each M data run without requiring the presence of a signal from the fiCP,
which have many events from upstream decays. Because there could be a small
contamination of M-induced events in the M sample, a signal corresponding to

Mjj = 20 Gp was subtracted. The final result is insensitive to this subtraction.
The resulting likelihood function implies that there are <20 M events (90%

C.L.). This can be expressed as a limit for GMjj using Eqs. (2) and (3) once
the M-kinetic-energy spectrum and the effects of the nonzero magnetic field are
included. The M-kinetic-energy spectrum was measured in a separate Hme-of-
flight experiment in which M was identified by a signal in a /xCP and by the
detection of the decay positron in a scintilla tor telescope. The magnetic field
reduced the probability for M —> M by a factor of 0.69 ± 0.02, as calculated
according to the formalism of Morgan.9 The final result is <7MSJ < 7.5 GF (90%
CL). This represents an improvement in the upper limit for GMjf by nearly a
factor of three. The results have been submitted for publication in Physical Review
Utters.
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Fig. 3. Measured energy spectrum for the higher energy photon, EKQ, VS
the lower energy photon, Eia, with (a) incident \T and (b) incident M. The
bin with the largest population in (a) is shaded in both distributions. The
projections of the distributions are also shown. Note that the bins are smaller
for the projections. The vertical scales on the left of the figures are for the
two-dimensional plots and for the EKa projections while the vertical scales on
the right are for the ELC projections. The smooth curves on the projections in
(b) correspond to the maximum likelihood fit with no M signal.
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One of the principal mechanisms that limits the number of muon-catalyzed
d-t fusion reactions is the sb eking of the muon to the o-particle emitted in the
reaction. An important goal of this experimental program has been the direct
measurement of this a-sticking probability, rather than its indirect determinations
from the time-dependence of neutron production. In the present experiment, the
recoiling (pa)* is detected in coincidence with the fusion neutron (see Fig. 1).
Because of the short range of the (/ia)+ system in hydrogen, a very low-density
(~1 atm) D-T target must be used to allow the (fia)+ to reach the silicon surface-
barrier detector. This implies both a very low /z~ stopping rate and a small
cycling rate for the stopped muons.

Neutron Counter (N)

-3
D2+T2 (~IO LHD)

Mylar Window

Surface Barrier
Detector (A)

Qfjt. /a Experiment
Direct Measurement

of

ICollimator

Fig, 1. Schematic of the (na)+ detection experiment.
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In the most recent run at the SMC, the backgrounds were suppressed suffi-
ciently to allow a clear (^a)+ signal to be seen with a 1800 torr (room tempera-
ture) D-T target. This is best seen in a scatter plot using the difference between
the neutron and (fia)+ detection times as abscissa and the energy deposited in
the (fia)+ detector as ordinate (Fig. 2). Fig. 2(a) shows the events from the D-T
target. Fig. 2(b) the background from a pure D2 target, and Fig. 2(c), the dis-
tribution of (pa)+ events according to the Monte Carlo simulation. The events
extending upward from the (/*a)+ region in Figs. 2(a) and (b) are believed to be
due to yT capture by the Be target walls, followed by the emission of a (p, n) pair.
Careful analysis will be applied to the data to extract the number of (pa)+ events
and to normalize these to the a-events observed with lower-density targets, in
order to extract the value of the sticking probability.
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Fig. 2. Scatter plot of (/xa)+ -neutron coincidence events, difference of detection
times (abscissa) versus (pa)* energy; (a) D-T target, (b) D2 target, (c) Monte
Carlo simulation of (pa)* events.
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The discovery of superconductivity in oxygen-deficient perovskites1 has gen-
erated considerable interest in the scientific community. With such relatively
high transition temperatures (~90°K), many technological advances can be en-
visioned. However, for these to be realized, it will be necessary to understand
the basic properties associated with these new materials. Accordingly, we have
used the muon spin rotation and relaxation (/zSR) technique to probe the mag-
netic behavior of these new superconductors.

A sintered disk of GdBa2Cu3Ox, 25.4 mm in diameter and 3.9-mm thickness
(m = 12.174 gm), was prepared by the method discussed in Ref. 2. Magnetization
measurements indicated a 30% Meissner effect with 81% shielding (applied field
was 100 Oe) and a transition temperature of 92°K. Standard /JSR techniques
were employed to obtain muon depolarization rates, A(T), for both 1- and 5-
kOe transverse fields. Additionally, some data were taken in zero applied field.

The muon depolarization rates in GdBa2Cu3Ox, taken in a transverse field of
1 kOe, are shown in Fig. 1. For T > Tc we observe a 1/T relaxation rate presum-
ably due to Korringa relaxation as normally seen in metals. Below approximately
Tc two relaxation rates are seen. One rate (filled circles) increases dramatically as
T is lowered and is attributed to the magnetic field inhomogeneities associated
with the vortex state.3 The other rate (filled triangles) remains approximately
constant and is due to muons that stop in normal conducting regions of the
sample.

1 7 - | I . 1 1 I I I . I

GdBa2Cu30x

I kO e 4ooo

o <

3000

' i I i L_l 1_J I I I I I I I I I I I

40 BO
Temp«rotuf» (K)

±
100 150 200 25O

Temperature (K)

Fig. 1. Muon Gaussian depolarization rates in GdBa2Cw30x taken in a 1-kOe
transverse field. See text for a description of the fit to the data. Inset depicts
the temperature dependence of the magnetic field penetration depth.
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Assuming a square Abrikosov lattice3 for the mixed state (Hci <
Hct), the field inhomogeneity is given by

<|Aif2|) = - 1 = 2A2hi (1)

where A is the muon depolarization rate, 7^ is the muon gyromagnetic ratio, A is
the magnetic field penetration depth, and <f> is the flux quantum. By subtracting
the a+(b/T) contribution (a is constant relaxation rate at 300*% 0.25; b is 17, each
in units of /is"1) to the relaxation rate, and extrapolating A to T equals zero, we
find that X(T = 0) is approximately 190QA. The temperature dependence of the
magnetic field penetration depth for an ordinary BCS superconductor is given
by

A(T) = A(O){1 " {TlTcf}-1'2 . (2)

Substitution of Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), with A(0) = 190QA, yields the solid line shown
in the inset of Fig. 1.

The fit to the muon depolarization rate, shown as the solid line in Fig. 1,
is obtained in the following way. It is assumed that there exists a temperature-
dependent component to the relaxation rate determined by the strength and
correlation time of the Gd-ion/n+ interaction/ for example, A oc r,, and that the
ion spin-lattice relaxation rate has the Korringa form, r, oc T. Additionally there
exists the vortex-state relaxation for T < Tc, which has the BCS form 1 -(T/Te)\
Thus the solid line fit shown in Fig. 1 is given by

for T > Tc, and

A(T) = (17/T) + 0.25

A(T) = 1.6{1 - (TO) 4 } + 5/(T + 2) + 0.25

for T < Tc. The factor (T+ 2) comes from the antiferromagnetic ordering at ap-
proximately 2°K. Note that Tc is taken to be 80°K rather than 92°K as determined
by magnetization measurements.

An interesting feature of our relaxation data is the appearance of two-muon
precession frequencies for T < 80°K. The muon processional frequency in a 1-
kOe field is 13.55 MHz as given by the gyromagnetic ratio. Of the two observed
frequencies, one remains approximately constant, whereas the other decreases
with decreasing temperature. One explanation for this behavior is the existence
of two distinctly different muon stopping sites; one associated with normal re-
gions and the other with superconducting regions of the sample. A reduction in
the magnitude of the local field seen by the muon, as T decreases, is consistent
with flux expulsion in the superconducting state. Taken with the measured re-
laxation rate, the temperature dependence of the muon frequency is associated
with muons stopping in superconducting regions of the sample.

Zero-field measurements on GdBa2Cu30x show abrupt changes in both the
relaxation rate and asymmetry near Te, which may be associated with the onset
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of superconductivity. Further work will be required to fully understand these
results.
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The isotopes produced in situ in terrestrial rocks by cosmic-ray particles can
be used to determine ages and study a variety of geophysical processes (e.g., rock
erosion rates). Many nuclides with mean lifetimes of the order of a million years
(e.g., 10Be, ̂ Al, M Q , and 129I) now can be readily measured by accelerator
mass spectrometry and are ideal for such geological studies. These nuclides
are made mainly by cosmic-ray-produced secondaries, especially neutrons and
muons. Theoretical production rates are needed for these and other cosmogenic
nudides in order to interpret the measurements. To help obtain production
rates of these and other cosmogenic nuclides, irradiations of several targets were
carried out at LAMPF using /i~ at the Stopped Muon Channel and spallation
neutrons at the beam stop.

Introduction
Recent advances in the analyses of long-lived radionuclides using tandem

van de Graaff accelerators have revolutionized the use of these isotopes in a
number of studies, especially those involving terrestrial samples.1 By accelerat-
ing fee isotopes sputtered from a sample to high energies (tens of MeV) and
measuring the ratio of the radionuclide to a stable isotope (e.g., 10Be/sBe), it is
now possible to detect about 107 atoms or less of rare radionuclides, such as
15-million-year 10Be, 0.7-million-year ^Al, 03-million-year 3 6 Q, 5730-year 14C,
and 15.7-million-year 129I. This technique is referred to as "accelerator mass spec-
trometry" or AMS. AMS can measure isotope ratios as low as ~10~14, which is
much lower than is possible with conventional mass spectrometry. Such AMS
detection sensitivities for long-lived radionuclides are impossible with low-level
counting techniques, as they are equivalent to detecting a few disintegrations
per year. Thus the ability to detect these long-lived radionuclides has increased
by many orders of magnitude. These new ultra-sensitive AMS techniques now
allow the measurement of ̂ Al, 10Be, and other long-lived radionuclides in sam-
ples where the production rates of these isotopes are very low, such as rocks on
or in the surface of the earth.

It has been known for a long time that cosmic-ray particles produce a variety
of nudides in terrestrial samples,2 but the amounts of these cosmk-ray-produced
(cosmogenic) nuclides were generally too low to be measured by the techniques
available then. The main reactions that produce cosmogenic nuclides are those
induced by the nucleons and muons made in the earth's atmosphere by the
cosmic rays.2 In the earth's atmosphere, the nudeon component dominates and
makes such radionuclides as I4C and 10Be by reactions with nitrogen and oxygen.
At the earth's surface, the flux of nucleons and other strongly interacting particles
is greatly reduced, and reactions induced by the penetrating muons start to
become important.

The possible application of these cosmogenic nuclides to geological studies
has been realized for a long time.2 However, most studies until recently have
used the radionuclides made in the earth's atmosphere or brought in from space
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in meteoroids, as the concentrations of such radionuclides were much higher
than those made in situ in terrestrial rocks.13 The use of AMS to detect minute
amounts of cosmogenic radionuclides is beginning to allow us to study radionu-
clides made in situ in certain minerals (such as quartz4) from terrestrial sam-
ples. Several studies with long-lived cosmogenic radionuclides have recently
been reported.1-5 Many more studies are expected soon that will use these in-
situ-produced long-lived radionuclides to study aspects of a geological sample's
exposure history, such as ages, erosional or depositional rates, and elevation
changes.4

At present, the use of in-situ-produced cosmogenic nuclides to understand
geologic processes or to establish time scales is limited by their poorly known
production rates. To help interpret the measurements of 10Be, 26A1, 3 6Q, and
other cosmogenic nuclides in terrestrial rocks, one needs better production rates
for these nuclides. Existing calculations3 for production of these nuclides by the
nucleon component and by muons could be improved with additional laboratory
measurements. Such experiments are needed as the ability of theoretical models
to predict the cross sections or probabilities for the production of cosmogenic
nuclides, especially the long-lived 5+ isomer of 26A1, are usually poor.

For the production by the nucleon component, which is mainly neutrons at
the earth's surface, several irradiations have been and will be conducted using
spallation neutrons near the LAMPF beam stop as part of Exp. 691.6 Several tar-
gets, including silicon and quartz, have been or will be irradiated with energetic
neutrons to measure the production of 10Be, ^Al, and other nuclides. These
measurements complement our experience for the production of such cosmo-
genic nuclides in meteorites, lunar, and terrestrial samples.3

The other major source of cosmogenic nuclides in terrestrial rocks is the
muon component of the cosmic rays. High-energy muons can make many nu-
clides but are only important at fairly great depths in the earth's surface.2 We
irradiated one quartz sample with fast (~70 MeV) fi~ to measure the production
of long-lived radionuclides. However, the energy of muons available at LAMPF
(~70 MeV and less)7 is very low compared to the GeV muons that are important
at the earth's surface and inside the earth, and measurements with higher-energy
muons might eventually have to be done elsewhere. Our emphasis at LAMPF
has been on the production of radionuclides like 26 Al and 36C1 by stopped ft~ in
eight targets. These experiments were done as Exp. 1003 at the Stopped Muon
Channel.

Experimental Methods

During the past several years, work has been done on samples irradiated
by both spallation neutrons and fi~ at LAMPF. In one experiment, we measured
the radionuclides made in samples of Si and quartz (silicon dioxide) that had
been irradiated for about a day with the spallation neutrons produced at the
LAMPF beam stop. The energy range of these particles was 0 to 800 MeV.6
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These samples and several monitor foils were first counted in Los Alamos, and
the activities of the short-lived radionuclides, such as 7Be, 22Na, and 24Na, were
determined. Known amounts of aluminum and beryllium weie then added to
pieces of Si and quartz, the samples dissolved, the Al and Be separated and taken
to San Diego, where they were further purified. The 26A1 and 10Be concentrations
were then measured on the University of Pennsylvania's Tandem Van de Graaff
Accelerator.

Two sets of irradiations with n~ have been performed in the A (or West)
Cave at the Stopped Muon Channel (SMC) at LAMPF. The first muon irradia-
tions used only stopped yr and consisted of three targets (quartz, calcium oxide,
and potassium nitrate) mixed with nickel powder. These three targets were suc-
cessively irradiated with /i~ near and at the end of their range. Several activation
products in the nickel monitored the number of mucns stopping in each target. A
muon beam with a momentum of about 80 MeV/c (energy of about 27 MeV) was
used because the settings for the SMC's dipole and quadrupole magnets were
readily available and because that momentum gives about the highest density,
or the shortest spread in the range (~2 g /on 2 ) , of the stopped muons.7 The sec-
ond set of muon irradiations used a y.~ beam with a momentum of ~145 MeV/c
(about 70 MeV) to expose a quartz target to energetic p~ ahead of the area where
five targets were successively exposed to stopped muons. The stopped muon
targets were calcium carbonate, potassium chloride, quartz targets with ~6% and
50% nickel (to study the competition between Ni and the quartz for the stopped
muons), and a tellurium target (to determine the production of 16-million-vear
129J)

The energies of the muons were degraded to near stopping by blocks of
paraffin in front of the stopped-muon targets. Low Z material, like paraffin,
was used wherever possible to minimize the number of secondary neutrons.
Measurements of 56Mn made in irradiations of thin iron foils stacked between
the paraffin blocks confirmed both the momentum of the muons (~80 and 145
MeV/c) and their stopping range (~2 and 4.5 g/cm2 , respectively.) We used a
digitizing ion chamber in front of our targets to continuously monitor the muon
beam incident on our targets.

As neutrons can readily produce the radionuclides of interest (for example,
26Al from 28Si via the (n,p2n) reaction), we attempted to reduce the number of
neutrons near the targets and to monitor their flux. We kept the amount of ma-
terial in the muon beam and near the targets to a minimum and placed the target
assembly as far away as possible from other material in the experimental area.
To monitor the neutron flux near the target, we used foils that had high cross
sections for neutron-specific reactions. Few neutron-produced products were ob-
served in these foils, and a low activity of neutron-produced s 7Ni was observed
in the nickel monitor powder, so the neutron background in the experimental
cave was very low. The ratio of neutron-produced s rNi to muon-produced 57Co
in our nickel monitors was about 20% of that observed at CERN,8 showing the
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relatively low flux of neutrons in the experimental area. The highest 57Ni content
relative to the muon-induced activities was observed for the tellurium target.

The muon targets were encased in boxes of plexiglas and had thicknesses
of about 4 cm and lateral dimensions of 5 x 10 cm (the approximate size of the
beam at half intensity when it hit the target). The mass of each target was ~200 g.
For each target (except the one quartz target with an equal amount of Ni), ~14 g
of nickel powder was mixed homogeneously with the powdered target material.
The muon intensities in each irradiation were monitored radiochemically with
the nickel, as most (~Z5%) of the muons captured by nickel produce isotopes of
cobalt <56Co, 57Co, 58Co, and 60Co) that can be readily measured.8 The largest
contribution to the uncertainty for the number of n~ that stopped in the target
material is the relative fractions of the muons that stopped in the nickel and the
target powder. The two quartz samples irradiated with low and high amounts
of nickel powder will be used to check the relative fractions of pr stopping in
each material. The fluence of energetic muons in the pure quartz target exposed
during the second set of stopped-muon irradiations will be determined from the
counts in the digital ionization chamber and from the number of muons in the
five stopped n~ targets.

After each irradiation, the nickel was physically removed from the target
powder. Small amounts of the nickel and several target powders were non-
destructively counted on calibrated gamma-ray spectrometers in the Nuclear
Chemistry Group at Los Alamos. At the University of California at San Diego,
known amounts of the elements of interest were added as carriers to the irradi-
ated powders, and the samples were dissolved. The elements with the long-lived
radionuclide were then chemically separated and purified. The isotopic ratios
of the radionuclide (10Be and 26A1 or ^Cl and 129I) to the stable isotope added
as the carrier were determined by AMS at the University of Pennsylvania or
the University of Rochester, respectively. The amount of radionuclide in each
sample was then determined from the measured isotope ratio and the amount
of carrier added to the sample.

Results
In the spallation-neutron irradiated samples of quartz and silicon, the ra-

dioactivities of 7Be, 22Na, and 24Na were determined by nondestructive gamma-
ray spectroscopy and 26A1 and 10Be concentrations were determined by AMS.
We have not yet determined the neutron flux with sufficient precision to convert
these results into cross sections, but hope to do so soon with these and additional
samples. We especially would like to do an irradiation at another location near
the beam stop that has a different spectrum for its spallation neutrons. These
preliminary results yield 26Al/10Be ratios of about \;QA in Si and about 7.8:1 in
quartz.

The production rates and ratios for these long-lived radionuclides can also
be measured in well characterized terrestrial materials. We measured 30Be and
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26Al in glacially polished granitic rock, which had been exposed to cosmic rays
in their present locations for 11,000 years. The AMS measurements gave an
26Al/10Be ratio of 5.7. This ratio is in good agreement with the ratio of 7.8
from the spallation neutrons because of the absence at LAMPF of particles with
energies above 800 MeV, which tend to produce more 10Be relative to 26A1.

Activities measured in the nickel monitors from the stopped /i~ irradiations
included 51Cr, 52Mn, 54Mn, 59Fe, 55Co, 56Co, 57Co, 58Co, 60Co, and 57Ni. The
relative amounts of the muon-produced radionuclides (all of the above except
57Ni) generally agreed well with those measured at CERN,8 the biggest difference
being for the strongest activities of 57Co and ^Co. This difference for the 57Co
and 58Co could have been caused by the higher neutron background in the
CERN irradiations (4 to 5 times that at LAMPF per incident muon), as neutrons
can readily make 58Co and 57Co from nickel. We will try to use the variable
57Ni/58Co ratios observed in the tellurium and quartz samples during the second
set of irradiations to estimate the neutron production of 57Co and ^Co. The
cobalt activities in the nickel monitors typically corresponded to about 5 x 109

stopped muons, so the targets each stopped well over 1011 pr each.
The Be fraction separated from the first quartz sample was counted at San

Diego, and some 7Be (about 4 million atoms in 233 g of quartz) was observed.
The numbers of 10Be and 26 Al atoms per gram of quartz were 2.5 x 104 and 22 x
106, respectively. The muon production of 7Be and 10Be was unexpectedly high,
and the 10Be/7Be ratio above unity for muons stopping in quartz is much higher
than this ratio measured with protons (~0.25) and spallation neutrons (0-57) in
quartz. The ^Cl contents in the first set of p~ irradiations were determined
to be about 4 xlO7 atoms per gram calcium and ~1 x 107 atoms per gram of
potassium.

The beryllium and aluminum from the three quartz samples in the second
set of irradiations will be analyzed for their 10Be and 26A1 contents at Philadel-
phia. The iodine from the tellurium sample will be separated and analyzed by
AMS at the University of Rochester. We are also planning some additional anal-
yses on these samples. For example, the radioactive argon in the second set
of muon-irradiated calcium and potassium samples will be analyzed by high-
sensitivity gas-proportional counters by Dr. R. Davis. The 14C in the quartz
samples (including those exposed to spallation neutrons) will be determii ?d by
Dr. A. J. T. Jull at the University of Arizona. Stable noble-gas isotopes, such
as 3He and 2INe, also could be measured by high-sensitivity conventional mass
spectrometry in the samples irradiated by spallarion-neutrons.

Summary

The yields of long-lived radionuclides from the various targets will be used
with the muon fluences determined from the nickel monitors to determine the
production per stopped muon. These results, plus those for the irradiations with
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spallation neutrons, will be used to improve our ability to predict the produc-
tion rates of 10Be, 26A1, 36C1, 129I and other cosmogenic nuclides in terrestrial
materials. The analyses of the samples already irradiated are continuing, and
we need to do some additional irradiations at the LAMPF beam stop to confirm
the spallation-neutron results and to extend them to additional targets and cos-
mogenic nuclides. At that time, we should be in a position to predict well the
production of these long-lived cosmogenic radionuclides made in-situ in terres-
trial samples.

The measured concentrations of long-lived radionuclides measured in sam-
ples irradiated at the beam stop and the Stopped Muon Channel at LAMPF
have already yielded valuable and often unexpected results. The 26Al/10Be ratio
measured with energetic spallation neutrons is consistent with that measured in
natural samples. The 10Be/7Be ratio observed in quartz irradiated with spalla-
tion neutrons was much larger than that in proton irradiations. The yields of
7Be and 10Be for stopped n~ were unexpectedly high as was the 10Be/7Be ratio.

The improved production rates will allow us to use the actual concentrations
of these long-lived radionuclides in interpreting the exposure histories of the
natural samples. We then can provide additional information on the histories
of natural samples and obtain more results of interest to a number of research
communities, such as geologists (on rates for erosion, deposition, and elevation
changes) and archaeologists (such as the ages of samples used to study prehistoric
man).
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EXPERIMENT 1014 —
Radiation-Effects Facility

Proton, Spallation-
Neutron, and Fission-
Neutron Irradiation of
Copper
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Denmark; Los Alamos
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National Laboratory, Dtnmark)
and W. Sommir (Loa Alamos)

Partlclpanta: B. H. Singh, T.
Lttitn, and U Bdrvp

The objectives of this experiment are

• to investigate the role of concurrent helium production and atomic dis-
placements generated during irradiation on microstructural evolution
in metals.

• to investigate the role of atomic mass and crystal structure on recoil en-
ergy dissipation; nature of cascades and subcascades, cascade collapse,
defect recombination, and residual defect accumulation.

• to extend and refine positron annihilation (PAT), small-angle neutron
scattering (SANS), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) tech-
niques for determination of size, size distributions, and densities of
voids and bubbles, as well as interstitial and vacancy loops resulting
from cascades and subcascades.

Direct proton beam irradiations have been made with Al and Al alloys, Cu
and Cu alloys, Fe and Fe alloys at temperatures up to ~400°C. Al, Cu, Ag, Au,
Pt, Fe, Mo, and W have been irradiated at ~40°C. Flux and accumulated dose
ranges cover a factor of ~50.

High irradiation temperatures in the direct proton beam have been achieved
by utilizing beam heating/helium gap holders. Two-dimensional heat transfer
calculations have been completed. On-line specimen temperature measurements
have been achieved by an array of thermocouples.

Spallation neutron irradiations at temperatures of up to 330°C have been
achieved during three consecutive run cycles.

Fission neutron irradiations of Al, Cu, Ag, Au, Pt, Mo, and W have been
achieved at ~40°C in the Danish DR-3 reactor to 5 x 1022 neutrons m~2. Higher
temperature irradiations at 120, 250, and 400°C are in progress.

TEM using high-resolution weak-beam techniques has allowed the determi-
nation of defect cluster sizes down to a radius of 5 A in copper. Saturation at den-
sities of 1024 m~3 occurs already at a dose of 1024 protons m~2. The technique is
capable of determining damage production down to doses of 1O20 protons m~2.
Defect production efficiency has been estimated on the basis of stacking fault
tetrahedra concentration; future low-dose observations are required to complete
the study of cascade effects.

PAT is now used routinely to determine accumulated proton dose in alu-
minium, based on 22Na production. PAT has previously been shown to be
sensitive to bubble size, concentration, and helium density within bubbles for
proton-irradiated aluminium. Extension of this technique to copper specimens
has not been successful; complicated by multiple y-signals that result from
transmutation-produced isotopes in copper.
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Radiobiology of
Ultrasoft X Rays

M. R. Raju, M. E. Schillaci,
S. G. Carpenter, M. N.
Cornforth, and M. E.
Wilder (Los Alamos)

The relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of carbon-K x rays (0.28 KeV) com-
pared to hard x rays (250 keV-peak) or gamma rays (1.2 MeV, 60Co) is found to
systematically decrease with decreasing cell thickness. Our previous results were
obtained with Chinese hamster Hbroblasts (V79), mouse fibroblasts (10T1/2), and
human skin fibroblasts (HSF), and were subject to the criticism that the observed
variation in RBE was perhaps due to the intrinsic sensitivities of the cells, inde-
pendent of any thickness considerations. Now, we have extended these studies
to two Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell lines: (1) the normal cell (CHO-lOB)
and (2) a mutant cell (HSTE) that is not able to develop tolerance to heat with
exposure to heat, and that is only slightly (10 to 20%) more sensitive to 60Co
gamma rays. The HSTE cells are thicker and more rounded than the CHO-lOB
cells, which are configurationally very similar to the V79 cells that we studied
earlier. We find the nuclear volume-averaged RBE for HSTE cells to be approxi-
mately twice that of the CHO-lOB cells, for which the RBE is very similar to that
found for V79 cells.

Now that we have made comparisons within the same cell line (CHO), we
conclude with confidence that ultrasoft x rays systematically lose their relative
advantage over hard x rays as the irradiated cells become thinner and flatter.
As stated in our previous report, this conclusion calls into question the widely-
held belief that radiation-sensitive sites are distributed randomly throughout the
volume of the cell nucleus. Numerical modeling studies are consistent with the
view that the sensitive sites are predominantly located at or near the nuclear
surface closest to the cell-mylar interface, which is also the proximal surface
with respect to the x-ray direction. At this time, there is no known reason why
the sensitive sites should be so distributed.
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EXPERIMENT 870 — TOFI

Direct Mass
Measurements of
the Neutron-Rich
Isotopes of Lithium
through Fluorine

Los Alamos, Clark Univ., and
Univ. of Munich

Spokesman: J. A. Wouters (Los
Alamos)

Participants: D. J. Vlelra, G. W.
Butler, R. H Kraus, Jr., and K.
E. G. Lobner

The ground-state mass is often one of the first pieces of quantitative infor-
mation to be learned about a "new" or previously unobserved nucleus. Because
the mass of a nucleus reflects the interplay of nuclear and Coulomb forces, valu-
able insight into the nuclear structure of such nuclei can be obtained from their
measurement. In the present case, we seek to test and refine our understand-
ing of ne»*tron-rich nuclei that lie far from the valley of /?-stability. Do these
exotic nuclei have the same type of shell structure as nuclei that lie close to
stability? Can the new regions of deformation being observed in exotic nuclei
be understood in terms of conventional models? And does the nucleon-nucleon
pairing energy decrease with increasing isospin, as recently suggested? First
steps toward answering these and other interesting questions can be made by
undertaking a systematic investigation of the masses of exotic nuclei.

In the time since the atomic mass compilation of Wapstra and Audi,1 several
new mass measurements have been performed. In the light element (Z < 20)
region, the masses of 27 isotopes have recently been determined for the first time
and, of these, 21 were measured using recently developed fast-recoil spectrom-
eters. This new approach relies on the direct mass measurement of fast-reaction
products and has the advantages of being both fast (transit time ~1 psec) and
precise (<rm/m - 10-100 ppm; <rm= 100-1000 keV, depending on production rates);
it also enables the simultaneous determination of many nuclei throughout an en-
tire A and Z region. Herein we report on several mass measurements using this
fast-recoil spectrometer technique that include nuclei with some of the largest
neutron to proton ratios likely to be accessible experimentally [e.g., N/Z(lllA) w
2.7 to Ayz(27F) m 2.0]. As such, measurement of these nuclei can provide one
of our most sensitive probes of the nuclear force and nuclear binding in nuclei
near or at the neutron drip-line.

Large yields of exotic nuclei are produced when the 1-mA, 800-MeV proton
beam from LAMPF strikes a 1-mg/cm2 natTh target. Some of the reaction prod-
ucts recoiling out of the target are captured by a secondary beam-transport line
that contains a small mass-to-charge filter to greatly reduce the high rate of unin-
teresting ions. In the second half of the transport line, the velocities of the recoils
are measured over a path length of ~10 m by microchannel-plate (MCP) fast-
timing detectors. The TOFI spectrometer has been designed to be isochronous,
such that the flight time of ions passing through the system provides a precise
measure of the mass-to-charge ratio. In addition, the spectrometer is one-to-one
imaging and nondispersive overall so that small detectors can be used while still
maintaining a reasonably large solid angle and momentum-to-charge acceptance
(SI = 2.5 msr and 6(p/Q)/(p/Q) = 4%). The fourfold unit-cell symmetry of the sys-
tem results in high mass-to-charge resolution for a wide range of M/Q species.
In this experiment, the spectrometer was set for M/Q = 210 MeV/c2/Q, and a
timing resolution of ~180 ps (FWHM) was obtained. For a typical flight time of
~500 ns, one obtains a time resolution, and consequently a M/Q resolution, of
6T/T = 6(M/Q)/(M/Q) = 3.6 x lO"4 (FWHM).
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Masses were extracted from the measured M/Q (time-of-flight) spectra that
have been gated according to atomic number and charge state (see Fig. 1). The
atomic number was determined from measurements of the ion's velocity and
stopping power, while the charge state was obtained by combining the mea-
sured velocity, total energy, and M/Q ratio appropriately. In the present ex-
periment, the stopping power and total energy were measured in a A£'(20-//m)
—E(720-nm) silicon detector telescope positioned immediately downstream from
the MCP detector at the exit of TOFI. Using the direct mass measurement ap-
proach, the centroid of each M/Q line (determined by moments analysis) is
related to the mass of that particular species. The centroids of lines with known
masses were used to calibrate the system such that the masses of "unknown"
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Fig. 1. (a) An ungated Z spectrum collected in a 24-h period; (b) and (c) the
corresponding M/Q and Q spectra obtained for Z = 9 selected events; (d) the
resulting Z = 9 and Q = 8 gated M/Q spectrum. The measured Z, Q, and
M/Q resolutions are 3.5%, 1%, and 3.6 x 10~A (FWHM), respectively.
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lines could be determined. Small corrections to each centroid were made to ac-
count for time-to-amplitude walk and nonlinearities of the electronics. A typical
calibration contained ~80 known M/Q lines. The final masses given in Table I
were determined from a weighted-average measurement of several runs (and
different charge states, when possible) taken over a four-week data collection
period. The quoted uncertainties result from a sum of statistical, calibration, and
systematic uncertainties where the last was determined to equal ~ 2 % of the line
width (~17 keV/Q). As seen in Table I, these latest results are found to agree
well with previous measurements, but have much smaller errors for the most
neutron-rich nuclei.

Table

A3

n L i
14Be
17B
19C
20C
2 0 N

2 1 N

2 2 N

2 3 Q

24Q

25p

26p
27p

I. Mass excesses in

This
(namuf

43780
42660
46830
35180
40360
23380
26930
34340
15700
20000
12210
19820
27500

(130)
(150)
(180)
(130)
(240)
(130)
(210)
(250)
(150)
(500)
(150)
(210)
(700)

Work
(MeV)

40.78
39.74
43.62
32.77
37.60
21.78
25.09
31.99
14.62
18.6
11.37
18.46
25.6

(0.12)
(0.14)
(0.17)
(0.12)
(0.22)
(0.12)
(0.20)
(0.23)
(0.14)
(0.5)
(0.14)
(0.20)
(0.7)

and MeV.a

Our Previous
Workb

(MeV)

32.30 (0.24)

21.64 (0.26)
24.76 (0.19)

14.6 (0.3)

11.18 (0.20)
18.4 (0.9)

Other Previous Work
(MeV)

40.90 (0.1 l ) d

40.10 (0.13)d

42.82 (0.80)e

32.95 (0.42^
37.20 (1.13)e

22.20 (0.34)e

25.58 (.0.50?
30.73 (0.74)e

14.61 (0.63)e

18.7 (1.0)e

10.51 (053)*
17.6 (0.70)e

(MeV)

21.62 (0.14)e

25.21 (0.18)e

14.77 (0.30)e

11.19 (0.27)e

1931 (0.60)e

Errors are given in parentheses.
bFrom Ref. 2.
cAlthough nuclei with long-lived (r > 150 ns) isomeric states are rare in this
region, the population of an, as yet unknown, isomeric state in one of these
isotopes cannot be excluded on the basis of this data.
dFrom Ref. 1.
eFrom Ref. 3.

The relevant masses are plotted in terms of the two-neutron separation en-
ergy, S2n, versus neutron number in Fig. 2. This plot provides a convenient way
of removing odd-even neutron-pairing energy effects so that underlying changes
in nuclear structure, such as energy gaps in the single particle levels or changes
in nuclear deformation stand out more clearly. Of particular interest here is
the question of a subshell closure at N = 14. If a large energy gap between the
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10 12 14 16
Neutrons

Fig. 2. Two-neutron separation energy vs neutron number for isotopes of
lithium to neon. Solid circles indicate nuclei that have been measured by fast
recoil spectrometers, and the open circles show data taken from Ref. 1. Error
bars are indicated where they are larger than the symbol size.

neutron 0d5/2 and lsj/2 energy levels did exist, a significant decrease in S2n

values would be expected to occur just after A' = 14. However, for the neutron-
rich isotopes of oxygen, fluorine and neon, no change in the S2n trend is found
atN- 14, but rather at N = 15!
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The shell model calculations of Wildenthal et al.4 reproduce the S2n values
throughout the sd shell region very well, with the exception of the deformed
region around JV = 20. A simple shell model interpretation of the S2n trend
observed in these neutron-rich nuclei can be advanced since the ground states are
calculated to have relatively pure shell-model configurations. First we note that
no large decrease in S^ values ia observed in going from JV = 14 to N = 15. This
indicates that there is no large energy gap between the 0d5/2 and lsi/2 neutron
levels. (A ~l-MeV energy gap between these levels is given in Ref. 4, which is a
typical size for most level spacings in this light-mass region.) Secondly, the more
rapid decrease in S2n values between N = 15 and N = 16 can be explained by
the difference in the 0tf5/2-Orf5/2 and the 0jf5/2-l«i/2 neutron-neutron interaction
energies (the former is calculated to be attractive, while the latter is calculated to
be repulsive), for it is not until N = 16 that a efs/a-d5/2 interaction is not involved
in the removal of two neutrons from the system. This explains the change in the
S2n trend observed at N = 15.

In summary, the development of fast-recoil spectrometers has significantly
advanced our mass measurement capabilities for exotic light nuclei. Some 12 iso-
topes have been determined for the first time in the Z = 3-9 neutron-rich region
alone. This progress has led to an improved understanding of the light-mass
surface. No evidence for a subshell closure at A* = 14 is seen in these mea-
surements, however, the indication of a repulsive 0d5/a-lsi/2 neutron-neutron
interaction compared to an attractive 0da/2-(W5/2 two-body interaction is evident
in the 52n trend and is supported by shell model calculations. In the future, one
can expect further measurements to be forthcoming as the fast recoil direct mass
measurement technique is applied to the measurement of heavier nuclei.

This report has been condensed from Refs. 5 and 6.
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EXPERIMENT 1037 — Line B

Study of the
(P^TT+J Reaction in
Aluminum

Inst. of High Energy Physics,
Beijing, Los Alamos

Spok*smtn: X.-Z. Ftng (Inst al
High Eairgy Physics) »nd 8. J.
Droptsky (Los Al*mos)

Little is known about the mechanism of multiple pion production in high en-
ergy proton-nucleus interactions. According to Vogt,1 two alternative processes
could account for multiple pion production in these interactions: "(1) direct
multipion process—the incident proton knocks out pions already existing in the
nucleus, whether as part of pion exchange currents or fluctuations in the pion
field associated with pion condensates; and (2) incoherent pion production—the
incoming nucleon has successive collisions with target nucleons and succeeds in
creating pions in independent collisions."

On the other hand, in the language of delta dynamics, the most likely mech-
anism for two-pion production at a proton energy of 800 MeV would be an
incident proton collision with a target proton that resulted in the formation of
two A's sharing the total energy. With the decay of these A's, two v+'s could
be emitted from the nucleus.

With the purpose of shedding some light on the mechanism of two-pion
production processes, we planned to study the excitation function of the (p,2r+)
reaction in aluminum leading to the particle-bound states of 38Mg, whose ground
state decays with a 21-h half-life. Although the selected reaction (p,2x+) may
be difficult to treat theoretically, the unique reaction product makes it amenable
to measurement by activation techniques. Also, the measured cross section can
provide an idea of the magnitude of the cross section for the general class of two-
pion production reactions that may be ten times larger than (p,2*+) and thus
would indicate the feasibility of an investigation of the general reaction using
particle detector techniques.

Because we were unable to obtain proton beam time at energies lower than
the LAMPF maximum, this report is limited to our determination of the cross
section for the?7 Al (p, 2x+)28Mg reaction at 800 MeV. In anticipation of a possible
contribution to the production of 21-h 2SMg by secondary processes, we mea-
sured the apparent production cross section for three thicknesses of high-purity
aluminum,2 each in a separate proton bombardment.

The target irradiations were carried out in air in the Nuclear Chemistry
Cave at the end of proton Line B at LAMPF, about 30 cm downstream from the
0.127-mm thick aluminum vacuum window. Each target packet consisted of the
primary high-purity (99.999%) Al foil sandwiched between very thin Al monitor
foils in front and back, all wrapped in an envelope of the thinner Al material.
The three primary target foils were of thickness 0.0254,0.127, and 0.254 mm and
were irradiated with 800-MeV protons for 10, 5, and 1 ̂ A-h, respectively.

Following each irradiation, the front and back Al monitor foils were mounted
to counting plates and counted with calibrated Ge (Li) or intrinsic Ge 7-ray
spectrometers. The intensity of the 1369-keV 7 ray of 15-h 24Na, produced in the
well-known 27Al(p,3pn)24Na monitor reaction that has a cross section of 10.6 mb3

at 800 MeV, was used to determine the integrated proton flux to which each target
was exposed.

Each primary Al target foil was dissolved with HC1 and processed radio-
chemically for recovery and purification of the Mg fraction. Heavy reliance was
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placed on the highly specific property of hydrated antimony pentoxide to re-
move the very high yield of 24Na from the target solution. This, plus multiple
hydroxide precipitation steps and final precipitation of ammonium magnesium
phosphate, resulted in radiochemically pure Mg. This precipitate of the added
Mg carrier was weighed (chemical recovery ranged from 79 to 87%), mounted,
and counted on the calibrated Ge 7-ray spectrometers.

Only radiations from 21-h 28Mg and its daughter 2.25-min 28A1 were ob-
served in the 7-ray spectrum. The yield of 28Mg was determined from the
intensity of the 1779-keV 7 ray that accompanies every decay of the 26A1 in
equilibrium with the 28Mg.

The apparent cross section for the production of 28Mg for each of the three
target thicknesses is shown in Fig. 1. Obviously, this apparent cross section is
a linear function of the thickness of the target packet, undoubtedly because of
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Fig. I. Cross section for the production of *sMg by 800-MeV protons on
aluminum vs target thickness.
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substantial contributions to MMg production by secondary processes. Given the
very low concentrations of trace impurities in the Al target foils, we estimated
that contributions to the 28Mg yield by spallation reactions on these impurities
would be negligible.

However, secondary triton and alpha particle production by the primary
protons followed by (t,2p) and (a,3p) reactions in the Al target material would
not be negligible. From the work of J. R. Wu et al.4 who measured the spectra
of light charged particles from 90-MeV proton interactions in 27A1 and other
elements, we learn that the nonequilibrium yields of tritons and alpha particles
are S.4 and 70.9 mb, respectively. These yields are probably higher at 800 MeV,
but their ratio may not be very different. On the other hand, from the report by
T. Nozaki et al.,5 we see that the cross section for the 27A1 «,2p)28Mg reaction,
with a threshold of only 2.01 MeV, rises to a value of about 3.5 mb at 20 MeV,
whereas the cross section for the 27A1 (a^pJ^Mg reaction, with a threshold of
24.82 MeV, rises to a value of only 0.1 mb at about 45 MeV. Thus, we conclude
that the secondary (t,2p) reaction is the predominant contributor to the slope of
apparent cross section vs target tMckness plot in Fig. 1.

In the event that secondary tritons produced in the Al vacuum window
upstream of our target could provide a constant contribution to 28Mg production,
we analyzed for this activity in a 0.254-mm thick target located a few cm above
the primary target of the same thickness. Within the limits of our detectability,
no 28Mg was observed. Thus, we rule out a contribution from this source.

Finally, we see from Fig. 1 that the zero-target-thickness intercept, where
we expect the contributions from secondary reactions to vanish, yields a value
of 95 ± 6 nb for the cross section for the 27A1 (p, 2a-+)28Mg reaction at 800 MeV.
This is a substantial cross section for being only 240 MeV above the kinematic
threshold (560 MeV) for this reaction. A determination of its cross section at
700 and 600 MeV is clearly feasible, and the steepness of the excitation function
might shed some light on the mechanism of this complex multipion production
reaction.
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As part of the Medical Radioisotopes Research Program, we are develop-
ing methods to radiolabel antibodies for the clinical diagnosis and treatment of
cancer. Use of an antibody raised against a tumor-associated antigen may allow
site-specific delivery of the isotope to the tumor site, thereby reducing exposure
to normal tissue. We have chosen 67Cu for this research because it possesses
attractive decay properties for nuclear medicine applications.1 To maximize the
stability of the system, we use N-benzyl-5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl) por-
phine (N-bzHTCPP, 1, Fig. 1) as a chelating agent for the metal ion. The por-
phyrin is covalently attached to amino groups on the antibody using either (1) 1-
ethyl-3-(3'-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide HCl (EDAC) in the presence of
N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), or (2) l,l'-carbonyldiimidazole (CDI). Rapid met-
alation with 67CuCl2 in aqueous solution yields the 67Cu labeled porphyrin-
antibody conjugate.2

HO2C-(f

CO2H

COjH HO2C COjH

N-bzHTCPP,±

CO2H

6 7CuTCPP, l

N02

SO3H

SO3H

N-bzHCS3P,l

Fig. 1. Structure of porphyrins. N-bzHTCPP, 1, N-benzyl-5,10,15,20-tetra-
kis(4-carboxyphenyl) porphine; 67CuTCPP, 2, 5,W,15,20-tetrakis(4-carbo-
xyphenyl) porphinato [G7Cu]copper (II); N-bzHCS3P, 3, N-4-nitrobenzyl-5-
(4-carboxyphenyl)-10,l5,20-tris(4-sulfophenyl) porphine.
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We have characterized N-bzHTCPP-antibody conjugates produced by both
coupling methods in three ways: (1) by examining the location of porphyrin on
the surface of the antibody, (2) by studying the serum stability of the peptide
bond linking porphyrin to antibody, and (3) by testing the retention of antibody
immunoreactivity.

We determined the location of N-bzHTCPP on the antibody surface by two
methods. In the first method, we cleaved the porphyrin-antibody conjugates
into their heavy and light chains in the presence of a-mercaptoethanol, a reagent
capable of reducing the interchain disulfide linkages. In the second method, we
produced F(ab'>2 and p(Fc') fragments of the antibody by the action of a prote-
olytic enzyme, pepsin (Fig. 2). We analyzed the antibody fragments by sodium
dodecylsulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) to determine the
amount of porphyrin bound to each fragment (Table I). We found porphyrin
attached to all fragments of the antibody, indicating the random nature of the
coupling reactions. This result was expected because the coupling methods we

SS
SS

HSCH2CH2OH SH

Intact Antibody

SH
-SH

HS
HS

HS

i
Heavy Chains

ss
SS

Pepsin

Intact Antibody

ss

F(ab'

Fig. 2. Two methods used to produce antibody fragments for localization
study, (a) Cleavage of the antibody by -mercaptoethanol produces the light
and heavy chains, (b) Treatment with pepsin cleaves the antibody into F(ab')3

and pFc' fragments.
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Table I. Location of Porphyrin on the Antibody Surface.

Coupling Percent Porphyrin Attached
Method Heavy Chain Light Chain F(ab% pFc'

EDAC/NHS
CDI

64
66

36
34

77
63

23
37

use are not specific for any region of the antibody. Conjugates synthesized by the
two different coupling methods showed very similar porphyrin content on the
heavy and light chains. However, coupling by the EDAC/NHS method resulted
in 14% more porphyrin attached to the F(ab')2 fragment than did coupling by
the CDI method. In a preliminary study, we examined the serum stability of the
amide bond Unking N-bzHTCPP to antibody by incubating 67Cu-labeled conju-
gates in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and human serum for 1, 2, 3, 4, and
7 days at 37° C. We analyzed these samples by SDS-PAGE, which allowed the
separation of intact conjugate from free 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl) por-
phinato [67Cu]copper (II) (67CuTCPP, 2, Fig. 1) liberated by enzymatic cleavage of
the intervening amide bond. The gels were cut into uniform 0.5-cm slices and the
radioactivity was measured to detect the presence of 67Cu. The results, shown
in Fig. 3, suggest that the conjugates synthesized by the EDAC/NHS method are

100

§ 90
^Conjugates synthesized by CDI, in PBS
G3 Conjugates synthesized by CDI, in Human Serum

£ 2 Conjugates synthesized by EDAC/NHS, in PBS
E3 Conjugates synthesized by EDAC/NHS, in Human Serunr

II

Fig. 3. Serum stability of the amide bond linking porphyrin to antibody.
Results are expressed as the average of two determinations.
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more stable than those coupled by the CDI method. This may indicate different
sites of modification by the two methods. Our results did not show significant
differences between the conjugates incubated in serum and the controls incubated
in PBS. In previous tests,2-4 we examined the stability of 67CuTCPP itself to loss of
copper ion under simulated physiological conditions. The metalated porphryin
was very stable, and lost only 1% of the 67Cu over a two-week incubation period.

Chemical modification of an antibody can have severe consequences on its
ability to recognize and bind to its antigen. We tested the retention of immunore-
activity of the porphyrin-antibody conjugates by a competitive enzyme-linked
immunosorbant assay (ELISA). In this assay, porphyrin-coupled antibody com-
petes with the same antibody bound to an enzyme, alkaline phosphatase, for anti-
gen binding sites. When a substrate for the enzyme (p-nitrophenylphosphate) is
added, a colored product (p-nitrophenol) is produced in quantities directly pro-
portional to the amount of bound enzyme. The absorbance intensity of the col-
orimetric reaction is directly proportional to the amount of enzyme that is bound
to antigen. Because there are only a fixed number of antigen binding sites avail-
able, this means that less porphyrin-antibody complex is bound. The same assay
is performed using unmodified antibody competing with the enzyme-antibody
conjugate for binding sites. The immunoreactivity of the modified antibody is
expressed as a percent of that of the unmodified antibody. In this way, we can
compare the changes in antibody reactivity caused by chemical modification.

Fig. 4(a) illustrates our results for conjugates, containing different amounts
of porphyrin, coupled by the EDAC/NHS method. Data are shown for conju-
gates with unmetalated N-bzHTCPP, as well as conjugates metalated with stable
isotope copper and 67Cu to study the effects of: (i) chemical modification of the
antibody, (2) porphyrin metalation, and (3) porphyrin radiometalation. Fig. 4(b)
sho > .3 the results from a similar study using conjugates synthesized by the CDI
coupling method. Our data illustrate good retention of immunoreactivity (~85%)
for conjugates containing the amounts of porphyrin tested. We determined the
sensitivity of our ELISA procedure by performing the assay on antibody con-
jugates of a clinically used chelating agent, diethylenetriaminepentaacetic add
(DTPA),3 labeled with 99mTc. We found that our porphyrin-antibody conju-
gates retained a comparable level of immunoreactivity as did the DTPA-antibody
conjugates (Figs. 4(a) and (b)).

Because N-bzHTCPP possesses four carboxylate groups, cross-linking be-
tween antibody molecules is possible. This phenomenon has been observed
and has accounted for up to 20% of the total porphyrin coupled to antibody.
To avoid this cross-linking problem, we have begun characterizing antibody
conjugates synthesized with N-4-nitrobenzyl-5-(4-carboxyphenyl)-10,i5,20-tris(4-
sulfophenyl) porphine (N-bzHCS3P, 3, Fig. 1). N-bzHCS3P has only one car-
boxylate group. This eliminates cross-linking caused by activation of multiple
carboxylate groups on one porphyrin. The three sulfonate groups on the pe-
riphery also lend increased water solubility to this porphyrin. We plan to fully
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Fig. 4. (a) Immunoreactivity of porphyrin-antibody conjugates synthesized by
the EDAC/NHS method, (b) Immunoreactivity of porphyrin-antibody conju-
gates synthesized by the CD1 method. Results are expressed as the average of
three determinations of standard deviation. Where no error bars are present,
n = 2. Ab, antibody.

characterize the N-bzHCS3P system using similar methods to those described
above. Our goal is to use N-bzHCS3P routinely in our upcoming research.

We plan to use the coupling methods to synthesize porphyrin conjugates
with the monoclonal antibody, anti-Thyl.2, which is specific for the Thyl.2 anti-
gen expressed by the Rl.l mouse lymphoma cell line. We can use this system
to test the ability of the radiolabeled conjugate to kill tumor cells in vitro and to
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investigate the kinetics of that process. In addition, we will implant these cells
into a related strain of mice to produce a tumor mass. This allov/s i s to study the
targeting capabilities of the conjugate in the complex enviromner t of an intact
organism. The ability of the antibody conjugate to effectively locate and bind
antigen in the in vivo model will determine the therapeutic efficacy and imaging
potential of the radiolabeled porphyrin-aiitibody system in humany.
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The ability to image lymph nodes with a nontraumatic procedure has im-
portant medical benefits, especially when evaluating diseases such as cancer.
In many cases, lymph nodes are involved in the spread of cancer long before
physical symptoms are evident. Our goal is to develop a radiopharmaceutical
that will allow cancerous lymph nodes to be visualized at an early stage. The
radiopharmaceutical 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl) porphinato [67Cu] cop-
per (II) (67CuTCPP; Fig. 1) has many favorable characteristics as a lymph node
imaging agent: (1) 67Cu is produced in high specific activity at the Los Alamos
Meson Physics Facility and thus is readily available, (2) 67Cu has ideal gamma
energies and half-life for nuclear medicine imaging,1 and (3) the porphyrin car-
ries the 67Cu to the lymph nodes.

Fig. 1. The structure of 5,W,15,20-tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl) porphinato
[67Cu] copper (ID (67CuTCPP and 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl) por-
phine, H^TCPP, are shown.

In our previous studies on the rat, we developed (1) a procedure for sys-
tematically inflaming lymph nodes and (2) a procedure for accurately measuring
the uptake of 67CuTCPP in lymph nodes.2"4 We inflamed lymph nodes using a
combination of two inflaming agents, Freund's adjuvant and bacterial endotoxin
(Salmonella abortus equi). We dissected lymph nodes from both inflamed and
control male Fischer rats and measured the 67Cu radioactivity with a sodium
iodide gamma counter to determine the amount of 67CuTCPP localized in each
lymph node. During these studies, we determined that the concentration of
67CuTCPP in inflamed lymph nodes was greater than was the concentration in
control lymph nodes. The amount of 67CuTCPP in inflamed lymph nodes was
also shown to remain constant throughout the 24- to 96-h rime period examined.
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During the current study we investigated the uptake of 67CuTCPP in lymph
nodes at time periods earlier than 24 h to determine when the uptake of
67CuTCPP in inflamed lymph nodes reaches a maximum level. We used the
following lymph nodes in our studies: right and left superficial cervical, ax-
illary, brachial, popliteal, and the mesentery lymph nodes. We examined the
uptake of 67CuTCPP by lymph nodes from inflamed and control animals at 6
and 12 h postinjection of 67CuTCPP. Results from this study (6 and 12 h) and data
from our previous study (24 to 96-h time periods) are presented in Fig. 2. Dur-
ing the first 12 h following the injection of 67CuTCPP, the uptake of 67CuTCPP
by inflamed animals was not significantly different from the uptake by control
animals.3 However, by 24 h postinjection the uptake of 67CuTCPP had reached
a greater level and was significantly different from that of control lymph nodes.
At this time point {24 h), inflamed lymph nodes localized approximately twice
as much 67CuTCPP as did the control animals. This degree of uptake remained
constant over the remaining time periods (48 to 96 h). These results suggest that
the uptake of 67CuTCPP by inflamed lymph nodes had reached the maximum
concentration by 24-h postinjection and that the level of uptake did not change
during the 24 to 96-h time period. Time periods longer that % h were not ex-
amined; therefore, we could not determine at what time period the 67CuTCPP
began to clear from the lymph nodes.

% UPTAKE OF INJECTED DOSE FOR INFLAMED
AND SALINE CONTROL LYMPH NODES

Ui

0.0.1

0.0?

0.01

0.00

B B Inflamed

B S Control
(Saline)

12 24 48 72

HOURS POST INJECTION

Fig. 2. The percent uptake of 67CuTCPP in lymph nodes is shown for inflamed
and control animab. Each time point represents the percent uptake (mean and
standard error of the mean) in lymph nodes from four inflamed and four
noninflamed animab. (Eight lymph nodes from each animal were examined*.
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We examined the uptake of 67CuTCPP in lymph nodes of animals that were
not injected with any agent to determine whether the injection process may
induce an inflammatory response. The uptake of 67CuTCPP from the lymph
nodes of animals that were not injected (noninjected controls) was compared to
the lymph nodes of control animals (saline injected controls). (Saline control ani-
mals are injected with sterile saline at the same time and with the same volume as
are the inflamed animals). When the uptake of 67CuTCPP by lymph nodes from
the two control groups (saline controls and noninjected controls) was compared,
the localization of 67CuTCPP by lymph nodes from the saline injected animals
was slightly greater than was the uptake by lymph nodes from the noninjected
animals (Fig. 3).3 This was evident at 3 time points (24, 48 and 96 h); however,
the difference between these two groups was not highly significant ip < 0.05).
These results suggest that the injection procedure itself does not significantly
contribute to the uptake of 67CuTCPP by inflamed lymph nodes. Thus the in-
flammation agents (Freund's adjuvant and bacterial endotoxin) are the cause of
the uptake of 67CuTCPP in the inflamed lymph nodes.

% UPTAKE OF INJECTED DOSE FOR SALINE
AND NON-INJECTED CONTROL LYMPH NODES

0.02

UJ

HB Saline Control

G&9 Non-Injected Control

0.01

0.00-
12 24 48 72

HOURS POST INJECTION

96

Fig. 3. The percent uptake of 67CuTCPP in lymph nodes is shown for saline
control and noninjected control animals. Each time point represents the per-
cent uptake (mean and standard error of the mean) in lymph nodes from four
inflamed and four noninflamed animals. (Eight lymph nodes from each animal
were examined).

Our future research will investigate the mechanism of 67CuTCPP localization
in inflamed lymph nodes. Our preliminary work suggests that cell proliferation
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is occurring in the inflamed lymph nodes and that the majority of cell prolifera-
tion is occurring in T-cell dependent areas of the lymph nodes, in addition, we
have developed a procedure to grow lymph node cells in tissue culture. Using
this procedure, we have begun an investigation to determine how lymph cells in
culture localize porphyrin. Preliminary work using the nonmetalated porphyrin
analogue of 67CuTCPP, 5,10,15,20-tetrakis<4-carboxyphenyl) porphine (H2TCPP),
which fluoresces in Ihe far red region of the spectrum, demonstrates that certain
populations of lymph node cells localize H2TCPP. Using a fluorescent micro-
scope, lymph node cells that have localized H2TCPP can be visually observed as
fluorescent spheres or cells. Additional experiments suggest that H2TCPP may
be bound to the outer cell membrane of lymph node cells and that the maxi-
mum uptake occurs at 2 h following the addition of H2TCPP. This suggests that
a binding site on the cell membrane may be involved in the initial uptake of
porphyrin by lymph node cells. Future work utilizing fluorescent cell markers
will (1) identify the lymph node cell population responsible for the uptake of
porphyrin and (2) determine the location of porphyrin within the cell.

The authors wish to thank Richard C. Staroski, Wayne A. Taylor, Robert
M. Lopez, Allen H. Herring, Franklin H. Seurer, Frederick J. Steinkruger, and
Dennis R. Phillips for the production of 67Cu.
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Acetylcholine
Receptor with 67Cu
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Myasthenia gravis (MG) is an autoimmune disease in which antibodies are
produced to the acetylcholine (ACh) receptors found on all postsynaptic nerve
terminals.1 The interaction between antibody and receptor blocks normal nerve
transmission and causes severe muscle weakness and eventual death.

Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the events leading to the de-
velopment of MG. Normally, ACh is released from vesicles in the presynaptic
neuron, crosses the synaptic cleft, and binds to its receptor on the postsynaptic
neuron. In this way, the nerve signal is continually propagated. In MG, how-
ever, the large protein acetylcholine receptor is taken up by T cells, where it is
processed and presented to B cells which produce antibody against the receptor.
The reasons for this aberrant immune response are not known.

ceils

4
Antigenic Fragments

of receptor ACh

Antibodies against
receptor ACh

Pre-Synaptic
neuron

Pdst-Synapfc:
neuron

Fig. 1. Progression of events leading up to clinical signs of myasthenia gravis.
ACh, acetylcholine. Step A. The ACh receptor is taken up by T cells. Step
B. The T cells process and present antigenic fragments of the receptor on the
cell surface. Step C. B cells are activated and produce antibodies reactive with
many sites on the receptor surface. Step D. These antibodies bind to the intact
receptor and interfere with the normal interaction between receptor and ACh,
thereby blocking nerve signal transmission.
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A research group at the Mayo Clinic headed by Dr. Vanda Lennon has
identified a small fragment of the acetylcholine receptor that retains the antigenic
properties of the entire receptor.2 She has asked us to label this fragment with
67Cu for potential application to the clinical management of MG. The basis for
the therapeutic effect of radiolabeled ACh receptor fragments relates to the first
stage of MG development. The T cells responsible for the antigen presentation
step (Fig. 1) may recognize the receptor fragment along with the intact receptor.
Delivering a large dose of beta radiation to the subpopulation of T cells should
eliminate these cells, thereby interrupting the autoimmune response.

Our interest is in the synthesis and purification of radiolabeled porphyrin-
peptide conjugates. We hope to adapt our methods for coupling porphyrins to
antibodies for this new synthesis. Our usual method involves the coupling of
the porphyrin to primary amino groups on an antibody, followed by purification
of the conjugate from the large amount of excess porphyrin used in the reaction
mixture. The conjugate is then metalated with 67CuCl2 under aqueous conditions
at 40° C for 30 to 60 min. The metalated conjugate is further purified by vacuum
dialysis, which removes uncomplexed copper and remaining free porphyrin.3

The ACh receptor fragment is composed of 17 amino acids, three of which
possess primary amino groups. We can, therefore, use our established coupling
methods for covalent bond formation between porphyrin and peptide. The main
problem in the translation of our usual technology for labeling antibodies with
67Cu relates to the small size of the receptor fragment. This problem caused
us to reconsider both of the purification steps involved in the overall synthesis.
Another problem stems from the powerful antigenicity of the receptor fragment.
Extreme caution must be exercised when handling this peptide to avoid excessive
exposure, which might have severe toxicological consequences. For this reason,
we conducted initial studies with model pepn'des and antibody conjugates as
stand-ins for the antigenic peptide.

It is much more difficult to purify excess free porphyrin (molecular weight
~1000 daltons) from the porphyrin-peptide conjugate (molecular weight ~4000
daltons) than from the porphyrin-antibody conjugate (molecular weight ~150 000
daltons). To achieve this purification, we used a gel filtration column of Sephadex
G15 (molecular weight retention range 700 to 1500 daltons) at very slow flow
rates (<0.5 ml/min). This technique removed 99% of unconjugated porphyrin
from a model peptide (polylysine) of a molecular weight similar to the antigenic
fragment. We used sodium dodecylsulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(SDS-PAGE) to analyze the effectiveness of this purification method.

The technique of vacuum dialysis is limited to compounds with a molecular
weight greater than 10 000 daltons. Because of the small size of the radiolabeled
porphyrin conjugates of the antigenic receptor fragment, this method cannot be
used. Instead, we examined gel filtration chromatography to accomplish this
purification. We chose Sephadex G10 (molecular weight retention range <1000
daltons) as the column packing because it should be able to retain the small
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67CuCl2 molecule while allowing proteins or protein fragments to pass through
the column in the void volume.

Initially, we simply mixed together 67CuQ2 and an antibody, rabbit im-
munoglobulin G (RIgG), and attempted to remove the metal ion from the re-
action mixture by gel filtration. We used a 6-cm column at a very slow flow
rate (<0.5 ml/min). We compared the percent copper removed by this method
with the percent removed by vacuum dialysis. Vacuum dialysis removed 97% of
the added copper, while the gel filtration column removed 90%. This represents
good removal of uncomplexed copper, but the results may be improved further
by applying the sample to a larger column or by using even slower flow rates.

Next, a sample of porphyrin-RIgG conjugate was metalated with 67CuQ2 by
oux irsual method. One aliquot oi this solution was purified by vacuum dialysis,
and another aliquot was applied to a G10 column using identical conditions
as above. Vacuum dialysis removed 84% of the added 67Cu activity, while the
column retained only 52%. This difference of 32% is certainly significant, but may
be greatly improved by optimizing conditions for copper removal. It is not clear
why there was a vast difference in removal of copper from RIgG as opposed
to removal from porphyrin-RIgG conjugates. However, the G10 gel filtration
column should be useful for the purification of porphyrin-peptide conjugates.

After optimizing conditions for copper removal from the conjugate, we will
synthesize porphyrin conjugates of the receptor fragment and label them with
stable copper. This will allow us to investigate the retention of antigenicity and
other biological properties of the fragment in the presence of covalently attached
porphyrin. Conjugates radiolabeled with 67Cu will then be prepared for exten-
sive in vivo and in vitro testing of therapeutic efficacy against the development
of MG. The synthesis of porphyrin-peptide conjugates and the biological testing
will be accomplished at the Mayo Clinic.
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Stable and Radioactive Isotope Production and Separation

A significant portion of the Group INC-11 Radioisotope program involves
producing and shipping radioisotopes for the medical research community.
These radioisotopes are generally unavailable commercially or can be made in
high yields only at LAMPF. Group INC-11 provides these radioisotopes on a
cost-recovery basis to interested researchers. During FY1987, a total of 24 Ci
of 15 radioisotopes were shipped to 57 organizations around the world and to
4 groups at Los Alamos, including our own Medical Radioisotopes Research
Program (see Table I).

Table I. Medical Radioisotope Shipments.

Isotope Customer

7Be Amersham International
PLC/LTD

Isotope Products Labs
Los Alamos/P-3
Lovelace Biomedical
Oak Ridge National

Laboratory

77Br Argonne National
Laboratory

Univ. of California
Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory
Univ. of Alabama at

Birmingham
Washington Univ.

109Cd Fisheries and Oceans
Freshwater Institute
Canada

Isotope Products Labs
Los Alamos/INC-n

64Cu Los Alamos/INC-11

67Cu Albert Einstein College
of Medicine

California State Univ.
at Fuller ton

Catholic Univ. of America

No. of
Shipments

10

6

3

2

57

Shipped
(mCi)

208.70

866.00

325.14

13.10

3015.41

Received
(tnCi)

188.90

355.00

320.14

13.10

2649.77
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Table I (Cont)

Isotope Customer
No. of

Shipments
Shipped

(mCi>
Received

(mCi)

67Cu Hospital for Sick Children
Hunter College
IBM Research Center
Los Alamos/INC-11
Los Alamos/LS-3
NeoRx Corporation
Purdue Univ. via

Washington Univ.
Texas A&M Univ.
Univ. of California,

Davis
Univ. of Medicine and

Der.iistry of New Jersey
Univ. of Minnesota

Hospital
Univ. of Texas at

Dallas
Univ. of Texas Health

Science Center
USDA, Grand Forks,

North Dakota

68Ge Atomic Energy of
Canada, Ltd.

Brookhaven National
Laboratory

CNR Institute Fisiologia
Clinica, Pisa, Italy

Duke Univ. Medical Center
E. I. Dupont/NEN

Products
E. I. Dupont for

Washington Univ.
Isotope Products Labs
Medical Research Council,

Hammersmith Hospital,
UK

Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center

Oak Ridge Associated
Universities

38 1697.61 1688.00
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Table I (Cont)

Isotope Customer
No. of

Shipments
Shipped

(mCi)
Received

(mCi)

Pett Electronics
Sodete Gondrand, France
Swiss Institute for Nuclear

Research
Univ. of Connecticut

Health Center
Univ. Hospitals

of Cleveland
Univ. of Rochester

Medical Center
Univ. of Tennessee

Hospital
Univ. of Chicago
Univ. of Michigan
Univ. of Pennsylvania
VA Hospital, Madison,

Wisconsin
Washington Univ.

22Na Brookhaven National
Laboratory

California Institute of
Technology

E. I. Dupont/NEN
Products

Isotope Products Labs
Univ. of Michigan

Los Alamos/INC-4
Los Alamos/P-3
Univ. of California,

Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory

U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency at
Alabama

32Si Isotope Products Labs

145Sm Isotope Products Labs

4058.21 4057.00

22.50 22.50

2

1

0.002

152.00

0.002

152.00
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Table I (Cont)

Isotope Customer

82Sr E. R. Squibb & Sons
Univ. of California,

Lawrence Berkeley

85Sr Oak Ridge National
Laboratory

^Ti Atomic Energy of Canada,
Ltd.

m X e Brookhaven National

^Y Amersham International/
PLC

Battelle Pacific Northwest
Labs

E. I. Dupont/NEN
Products

E. I. Dupont/Savannah
River

Hybritech, Inc.
Isotope Products Labs
National Institutes of

Health

TOTAL

No. of
Shipments

9

1

1

4

9

154

Shipped
(mCi)

2288.90

814.00

0.03

10457.00

147.79

24066.40

Received
(mCi)

2200.00

805.00

0.03

9122.00

138.10

21711.55
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Recovery of 44Ti and
2QAlfromLAMPF
Beamstop

Group INC-11, Los Alamos

Spokesman: D. R. Phillips

Participants: D. R Phillips, F. J.
Stelnkrvger, and R. C Staroski

44Ti (47-yr half-life) and 26A1 (7.2 x 105-yr half-life) are two valuable ra-
dioisotopes that require considerable beam time to produce irr measurable quan-
tity by spallation in the 800-MeV beam at the LAMPF proton accelerator. The
44Ti is used as a calibration source and has great potential in nuclear medicine.
Considerable effort has been expended in developing a 44Ti/44Sc biomedical
generator. The 26A1 has many valuable applications. It is an important cali-
bration source. It might be used in nuclear medicine to investigate the role of
aluminum in Alzheimer's disease. Neutron cross-section measurements for the
reaction 26Al(n,p)26Mg could provide very important data for models in stellar
formation and the origins of the universe. The 26A1 could serve as an extremely
valuable tracer in environmental studies on acid rain leaching.

To produce 26 Al in microcurie quantities requires about 18 months of expo-
sure on a silicon target. About six months of exposure time are required on a
MnCl2 target to produce millicurie quantities of 44Ti. Both of these isotopes are
also products of the spallation reactions in the copper beamstop used at LAMPF.
Two of these beamstops have been removed from the LAMPF accelerator. One
of these was used for ~10 years and the other for ~4 years. The beamstops are
copper cylinders about 1 m in length and about 20 cm in diameter. They were cut
into slabs before installation to allow water cooling while the beam is operating.
The slabs had a thin (<0.0001 cm) gold electrodeposit over a thin (<0.00025 cm)
nickel electrodeposit. The front 30 to 40 cm of each beamstop is composed of
discs ranging in thickness from 0.5 to 1.5 cm. The slabs then get progressively
thicker increasing to a single cylinder about 30 cm long at the back.

The front slab of the 4-yr irradiated beamstop was severely fractured and
broke into pieces upon handling. In an effort to determine the amount of 44Ti and
26Al that might be in the beamstop, we dissolved a 9.23 g chunk from the center
in 12-M HNO3. The resulting solution was assayed by gamma spectroscopy.
There were large amounts of 60Co, 54Mn, and 22Na activities in the solution
necessitating significant dilution before counting. Because of this, we observed
no definite 44Ti or 26A1 peaks. We divided the solution into fractions and took
these through a variety of ion-exchange procedures in an attempt to isolate the
44Ti and 26A1. These included using a 0.5-M HCl/90% acetone eluent on a cation
column, a 1-M HC1 eluent on a cation column, and a 1-M HF eluent on an anion
column. We encountered a number of difficulties in these procedures, but we
ultimately recovered about 220 microcuries of 44Ti. No 26A1 was seen in any
of these processes. We decided that we needed a procedure for recovering the
26Al and 44Ti that would allow the processing of the large mass (3.6 kg and
up) of copper contained in whole plates. We developed an approach combining
electrochemical and ion-exchange techniques. In the first step of this procedure,
the beamstop plate is dissolved and the copper redeposited electrolytically. This
step must be done in a hot-cell due to the large amount of radioactivity in the
plate. We make the plate the anode in an electrolytic cell containing an aqueous
sulfuric acid electrolyte. We use two copper screens as cathodes in the cell. As
a constant current of 30 amps is pushed through the cell, the beamstop plate
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dissolves and is redeposited at the cathodes. We use a Pt rod anode to complete
the deposition of the copper once the plate is completely dissolved. When this is
finished, we divide the resulting 9 to 10 liters of electrolyte into 1-liter portions.
We process each liter separately to recover the 44Ti and 26A1.

In the first step of the recovery process, we electrolytically remove the nickel
from the solution. To do this, we make the solution ammonical by adding con-
centrated ammonia, insert a Pt rod as anode and a copper screen as cathode,
and electrolyze at a constant current of about 15 amps. The nickel deposits on
the copper screen. We- evaporate the resulting solution to dryness, and redis-
solve the ammonium sulfate in 0.05-M oxalic acid/0.1-M hydrochloric acid. We
load this solution onto an anion column. The oxalato-complexes of titanium and
aluminum are tightly held by the anion resin and we can wash off most of the
radicvontaminants by eluting with 0.05-M oxalic add/0. l-M hydrochloric acid.
We strip the 44Ti and 26A1 from the column using 4-M HCl. We observe small
quantities of 172Hf and 172Lu in the strip solution. These are produced by spal-
lation in the gold that had been electrodeposited on the copper plate. The 172Lu
is also the short-lived daughter of the longer lived 172Hf.

We purify the 44Ti in a hood as follows. We evaporate the 4-M HCl strip
solution to dryness and fume the residue in nitric acid. We bring the residue
from the fuming process up in concentrated HCl and load this onto an anion
column. We elute the 26A1 and 172Lu from the column in concentrated HCl
washes, while the 44Ti and 172Hf remain on the column. By switching to a 9 to
10-M HCl eluent we can elute a clean fraction of 44Ti. We continue the elution
of 44Ti until 172Hf is observed in the eluent. We strip the residual 44Ti ? id
172Hf/172Lu from the column by washing with water.

We have dissolved the second slab of the 4-yr beamstop using this pit ce-
dure and processed 2 1 of the dissolution solution for 26A1 and ^Ti. Abou1:40
microcuries of 44Ti and about 60 nanocuries of 26Al were recovered. This is about
one-tenth the amount that we predicted assuming the concentration of these iso-
topes in the entire second plate to be the same as that in the 9.23 g sample from
the center of the first plate. These results seem to show that the bulk of the 44Ti
and 26A1 is concentrated near the center of the plate, around the beam spot.

The rest of the solution from the dissolution of the second plate will be
processed to recover the 44Ti and 26A1. As this is done we will attempt to
improve the recovery procedure. We will dissolve other plates and process the
solutions for 44Ti and 26A1 to verify the results and to determine how many
plates in each beamstop have significant quantities of these isotopes. All of
these plates will be processed. We will also investigate the solutions saved from
the 9.23 g sample in an effort to recover the 26A1. It is likely that 32Si is present
in significant quantities in the beamstop solutions and, as time permits, we will
attempt to develop procedures for its recovery.

This work was supported by a grant from the Department of Energy, Of-
fice of Health and Environmental Research. Significant support in this work
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was given by Allen Herring, Wayne Taylor, Frank Seurer, Robert Lopez, Dave
Moody, and Marty Ott.
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Effects of Pion-
Nucleon Interaction
Range on Pion-
Nucleus Double-
Charge-Exchange
Cross Sections

L. C. Liu (Los Alamos) and
Q. Haider (Fordham
Univ.)

Pion-nucleus double charge exchanges (DCX), the (JT± , T* ) reactions, are ex-
pected to yield information on nucleon-nucleon correlations in nuclei because
any DCX process must involve two different nucleons. Recently, Bleszynski
and Glauber have pointed out the important effect of Pauli Correlation on DCX
reactions.1 Ginocchio,2 and Auerbach et al.3 have further discovered the func-
tional relation between Pauli Correlation and the nuclear shell structure, assum-
ing the validity of the seniority scheme.

In this report, we show that pion DCX is also very sensitive to the nonlocality
of the basic pion-nucleon (vN) interaction. Consequently, we advocate that by
studying pion DCX reactions in nuclei with well determined nuclear structure,
one can learn more about the range of the basic nN interaction and other nuclear
dynamics of DCX reactions.

The reaction diagram that has been studied extensively in the literature for
the pion-nucleus DCX potential is shown in Fig. 1, where the pion undergoes
successive single charge exchanges on two different nucleons. In calculating-this
DCX potential, we need to know the basic irN interaction both on and off the
energy shell. The off-shell behavior of the irN interaction depends primarily on
the range of the interaction. However, this interaction range cannot be deter-
mined in a unique way from the scattering of pions from a free nucleon. In the
literature, there exist two groups of TTN off-shell models. Although both groups
of models fit the irN scattering data, they have very different interaction ranges.
One group of models4"6 gives a momentum-space interaction range A at val-
ues between 300 and 500 MeV/c, corresponding to a coordinate-space range R
between 0.65 and 0.40 fm, respectively. The other group of models78 gives A
between 1200 and 1500 MeV/c, which correspond to R between 0.16 and 0.13 fm.
It is, therefore, interesting to investigate the effects of these two different classes
of A on the calculated DCX cross sections.

Fig. 1. Reaction diagram for pion double charge exchange. The dashed line
denotes the pion.

We have examined these effects on the reaction 14C(;r+,;r-)li!O(DIAS) at
pion energies between 50 and 300 MeV, using the distorted-wave formalism. The
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distorted waves of the incoming ir+ and outgoing v~ used in our calculations are
generated by the pion-nueleus optical potential that fit the pion-nucleus elastic-
scattering data. In evaluating the DCX potential shown in Fig. 1, we avoided
using the frozen-nucleon approximation and have carried out the integration
over the Fermi motion of the target nucleons and the momentum of the inter-
mediate 1c0. Our theoretical results are compared with the data9 in Fig. 2. Set-A
curves are based on the use of the off-shell model of Ref . 7, while Set-B curves are
the results of using the off-shell model of Ref. 4, which has a A ~ 1200 MeV/c. In
each set of these calculations, the solid and dashed curves represent respectively,
the cross sections obtained with and without the inclusion of the distortion of the
intermediate x°. A comparison of Set-A and Set-B curves indicates that both the
magnitude and the energy dependence of the calculated DCX cross sections are
very sensitive to the range used in the calculations. The larger the momentum-
space range A (or the smaller is the nonlocality), the greater the calculated cross
sections. Upon comparing the dashed and solid curves, we also note that, for
pion energies <220 MeV, the distortion of the intermediate x° reduces signifi-
cantly the cross sections. Our analysis indicates, therefore, that theoretical results

Fig. 2, Comparison between the data and the DCX cross sections calculated
with the off-shell *N models of Ref. 4 (Set-A) and Ref. 7 <Set-B). Solid and
dashed curves are obtained, respectively, with and without the inclusion of the
distortion of the intermediate it0.
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obtained with the omission of the ir° distortion are not quantitatively meaningful.
Because none of the off-shell models used in the calculations (solid curves) was
able to account for the measured DCX cross sections at 50 MeV and in the (3,3)-
resonance region, we suggest that reaction mechanisms other than the one shown
in Fig. 1 have to be considered in future analyses of DCX reactions.
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Report of the T-5
Theoretical Group

L. Heller (Los Alamos)

Briefly summarized here are a few of the research topics considered during
1987 by members of the Medium-Energy Physics Theory Group (T-5) of the
Theoretical Division at Los Alamos. These topics span a very wide range of
subject matter from conventional nuclear physics to physics of direct interest to
LAMPF and to problems that could be addressed by LAMPF upgrades.

Gravitational Properties of Antimatter

lite gravitational properties of antimatter may shed light on the problem of
unifying the standard model of QCD and electroweak interactions with gravity.
We have pursued relevant phenomenological studies of matter-matter interac-
tions, and support a Los Alamos experiment at CERN to directly measure the
antimatter-matter gravitational interaction. This raises the question of the avail-
ability of antiprotons (especially at low energies) at an Advanced Hadron Facility.
The RAND Corporation has expressed interest in this aspect of an AHF, and we
have cooperated with them in estimating what it could provide without affecting
other AHF research programs.

Time-Reversal Violation in the Nucleon-Nucleon Interaction

We have investigated the possible size of time-reversal-violation (T-
violation) in the N-N interaction. There is no direct evidence so far forT-violation
in any system, but T-violating effects are expected to occur in all processes at
some level, in view of the observed CP-violation in #£,-decays.

We considered first the phenomenological bounds on the strength of simulta-
neous P (=parity)- and T-violation in the N-N interaction, parametrized in terms
of P,T-violating pion-nucleon coupling constants. The most stringent bounds
come from the experimental limit on the electric dipole moment of the neu-
tron. One of the promising classes of experiments for improving these bounds is
searches for T-violation in the transmission of polarized neutrons through polar-
ized targets. In the presence of interactions which violate simultaneously P- and
T-invariance the neutron-nucleus elastic forward scattering amplitude contains a
term proportional to Tn • kn x J, where <£,, kn, and J are, respectively, the neu-
tron spin, neutron momentum, and the spin of the target nucleus. A P,T-violating
observable is the quantity pPr = (<r+ - <r_)/(<r+ + <r_) where <r+(<r.) is the to-
tal neutron-nucleus cross-section for a neutron polarized parallel (antiparallel) to
knx(J). No experiment searching for P,T-violation in neutron transmission was
performed so far, but such experiments are contemplated at Los Alamos and in
other laboratories. We derived the P,T-violating pion-exchange potentials, and
investigated the possible size of the ratio A = PP,T/PP, where pp measures the
T-invariant P-violating term !?„ Vn in the neutron-nucleus elastic forward scat-
tering amplitude: pP = {<r'+ - <T'_)/{<T'+ + <r'_) where a\ (<T'_) is the total cross
section for a neutron polarized parallel (antiparallel) to its momentum. The con-
clusion is that A could be as large as 4 x 10~3 (experiments sensitive to A = \0~*
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to 10~5 appear to be feasible if the parity-violating effect is of the order of 10~2

to 10-1).
We studied next P,T-violation in the N-N interaction in current models with

CF-violation. One of the results is the conclusion that in left-right symmetric
models and in models with horizontal gauge interactions A could be near the
above quoted phenomenological upper bound. Previously it was believed that
the upper limit for X in these models was negligibly small.

For the strength of P-conserving T-violation the present upper limit is 10~4

to 10~5. We pointed out that in gauge models with elementary quarks the flavor-
conserving quark-quark interaction does not contain in first order a P-conserving
T-violating component. The implication of this is that the P-conserving T-
violating meson-nucleon coupling constants in such models are not expected
to be much larger than 10~15.

Weak Asymmetry in pp Scattering Above
Pion Production Threshold

By virtue of a symmetry that forbids a neutral pion exchange contribution,
a parity-violating asymmetry in proton-proton scattering from pion exchange
can only come about because of a coupling to the nA+ + channel. We have
been applying our coupled NN, NNir three-body model to a calculation of the
long-range, i.e., pion-exchange, part of this asymmetry. The strong-interaction
amplitudes distort the weak, parity-violating pp —* nA+ + amplitude. We have
now added the effect of the AT-pole term, which represents a contribution to the
asymmetry, Ai, from elastic scattering (through intermediate NA states). Our
calculation, the first consistent calculation of one-pion-exchange-induoed parity
violation in pp scattering, complements quark model calculations of short-range
contributions to A^; the two predictions can simply be added together to get the
complete prediction.

Our still-preliminary results agree in sign with earlier perturbative estimates,
while the magnitude depends upon the size of the weak NNw coupling, whose
value is presently a matter of some controversy. Unfortunately, the predicted
sign differs from that of the LAMPF experiment at 800 MeV. There is one (slightly
unconventional) contribution, involving a weak AAir vertex, to the process that
can easily be included in our calculation. It will be interesting to see if this can
turn the situation around so that theory and experiment agree.

Three-Body Unitarity and nN Scattering

In the analyses of the baryon spectrum using chiral bag models, considerable
attention should be given to the effects of pionic renormalization at both the one-
and two-pion levels. The Roper resonance in the Pu channel is but one example
of a state where the two-pion effects must be important. Quark models have
difficulty with this state, which is known to couple strongly to the TTITN channel.
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This coupling indicates that three-body unitarity is an important feature of a
correct description of irN scattering in this region. An investigation of the irN
system using a set of equations satisfying two- and three-body unitarity is in
progress. The nucleon and delta are treated on an equal footing, which allows
the use of the cloudy bag model as input. The bare nucleon mass and TATM

coupling constant are determined by insisting that there is a pole with correct
residue at the physical nucleon mass in the Pn channel. By truncating these
equations at the two-body level, a good description of the low-energy Pn phase
shifts has already been attained. Calculations using the full three-body equations
are proceeding.

Pion Production in Nudeon-Nucleon Collisions
For about three or four years, our unitary, unified model for the coupled

NN, NNir has been the only such model for which predictions for the two- to
three-body reaction NN -* NNv, have been available. This monopoly has now
come to an end, with various other groups also able to make such predictions.
This fortunate development has coincided with a big increase in the amount
of experimental information available on this process, both regarding exclusive
cross sections and the rich spin dependence of the process. A recent paper
presents the first spin-dependent data (Wolfenstein parameters) for the pp —*
ppir0 reaction. The comparison of these data with our parameter-free predictions
is not as good as it is in the pp —• npx+ case, which is probably a reflection of
the fact that the irc reaction is more sensitive to the details of the Pn xN input.
Perhaps this kind of data will shed some light on the proper treatment of this
input, presently a subject of much controversy.

Another recent experiment at LAMPF involves the measurement of spin-
spin correlations and analyzing powers in the pp ~* npr+ reaction. These data,
at five energies from 500 to 800 MeV, have been analyzed to extract the low-L
"elastic ATA -+ NA" phase shifts. The high-Z, partial waves in the analysis were
taken from our pion-exchange model. The analysis shows conclusively that the
claimed dibaryon resonances that couple to the 1D2, 3JF3, and 3P2 NN partial
waves do not exist.

We have also examined the importance of p-exchange in the NN —• NA
reaction. Some of our earlier work using the three-body model indicates that
the p plays little role in determining the spin observables for this reaction. More
recently, this has been brought into question by work pursued using an approach
based on a decomposition into spin-amplitudes. We are presently trying to
unravel the differences between the two calculations.
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Charge-Symmetry-Breaking in 3H/3He
Most investigations of the three-nudeon bound states assume the validity of

charge symmetry and charge independence: the interactions between two neu-
trons, two protons, and a neutron and proton in the (isospin) T = 1 state are
assumed to be the same. Under those assumptions, isospin is conserved and the
proton (neutron) density of 3He is identical to the neutron (proton) density of
3H. Many diverse mechanisms break isospin symmetry. First among them for
the three-nucleon system is the Coulomb interaction between the two protons in
3He. Knowing the difference between the neutron and proton mass densities of
3H and 3He is of fundamental importance to the interpretation of scattering data
involving strong probes. Differences seen in JT* scattering from the trinudeons
have '.v»n dted as evidence for a charge symmetry violation. Therefore, we
have calculated these neutron and proton densities in the impulse approxima-
tion using the Reid Soft Core nudeon-nucleon force and the Tucson-Melbourne
three-nucleon force, together with (and without) a proton-proton Coulomb force
in 3He (and 3H). The tails of the resulting densities are rather different. Coulomb
effects produce both a reduction of the overall binding energy, which slows the
exponential decay of the asymptotic wave function, and the appearance of the re-
pulsive Coulomb (Gamow) barrier which lowers the wave function in that region.
This leads to an enhancement in the tails of the 3He proton and neutron densities
compared with those of 3H and a concomitant diminution of the 3He densities
in the interior. The crossing occurs at roughly 1.5 fm, with the Coulomb modi-
fied densities being approximately 6% larger than the corresponding unmodified
ones at 3.0 fm. More extensive investigations of the 3He charge radius indicate
that it is increased by approximately 0.04 fm due to these competing Coulomb
effects.

Charge Dependence in the Triton
The nudear interaction is slightly charge dependent; that is, the T = 1

neutron-proton (np) interaction at low energies is stronger than either the
neutron-neutron (nn) or (Coulomb-free) proton-proton (pp) interactions. This
charge dependence affects the triton binding energy. The T = 1 parts of most
potential models are fit to either np or pp data (or phase shifts). Consequently,
the corresponding triton binding is either higher (the np case) or lower (the pp
case) than for a more sophisticated model that would take charge dependence
into account.

There are three interacting pairs in the triton: one nn pair and two np pairs.
The relatively low momenta in this system and the angular momentum barrier
conspire to make dominant the lowest partial waves of the nucleon-nucleon
interaction (X5O and 3Si-3I>i). Restricting to these partial waves exdusively, the
nn pair is a pure singlet interaction, while the np interaction has a 3/4 triplet
plus 1/4 singlet statistical weighting. Thus the three triton pair interactions

I are comprised of 3/2 (np) triplet pairs and 3/2 singlet pairs, with the effective
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singlet interaction being 2/3 (nn) + 1/3 (np) in character. In the 3He case the nn-
potential is replaced by a pp-interaction. A more detailed argument using isospin
confirms this qualitative construction, if one ignores the tiny isoquartet <T =
3/2) component of the trinucleon wave function. [Numerical calculations were
performed which demonstrated that this component has a minuscule effect on
trinucleon properties, because in perturbation theory its effect is manifested only
in second order (and higher) in the charge dependence.] The detailed argument
also allows one to consider higher nucleon-nudeon partial waves and the effect
of the pp Coulomb interaction. From numerical calculations we estimate the
effect of the variance of each 1/3 of an interaction to be approximately 100 keV.
Thus, using an interaction fit entirely to the weaker pp singlet lowers the triton
binding by roughly 100 keV, while the stronger np singlet case produces binding
too high by 200 keV.

Symmetry and Ghost States in GFMC Calculations
The powerful Green's Function Monte Carlo (GFMC) Method uses a (real)

variant of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation with the time replaced by
imaginary time (t —• ir). The method assumes an initial trial wave function
and integrates that equation forward in time (r) by iteration; after a suffidently
long time the only component of the trial function which remains is proportional
to the (exact) ground state wavefunction. There is no guarantee, however, that
this state satisfies the Pauli prindple. In all but possibly the lightest nuclei,
the shell structure induced by this principle for fermions guarantees that the
lowest energy state is symmetric (i.e., as if nucleons were bosons). Although
it is possible to project out the desired antisymmetric component in the mean,
the statistical nature of the GFMC method implies that the variance is strongly
affected by these "ghost" states of lower energy and unphysical symmetry. The
random noise in the calculation of the binding energy grows uncontrollably and
limits the applicability of the method.

Recently it has been shown that the strong tensor force of the semi-physical
Argonne Vs potential does not lead to uncontrolled noise for the cases of 3He and
4He, which is an unexpected result. The symmetric ghost states for these (pre-
dominantly) 5-wave nudei are generated by ^ o and 3SX forces of the potential
that have the opposite isospin character, in order to be totally symmetric under
interchange of particle labels. The long-range one-pion-exchange potential, as
well as other components, is repulsive rather than attractive for symmetric T =
0, ^ o and T = 1, 3S"i interactions. Consequently the ghost states are higher in
energy than the physical ground state, and the GFMC method performs effec-
tively. It is hoped that benchmark alpha-particle calculations can be performed
for the first time for realistic potentials; such calculations are not yet possible
using the Faddeev method. The result of -24.9(2) MeV for the alpha-particle
binding energy with the Argonne V6 potential is such a benchmark.
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Prediction of an Exotic Particle
Using only the known short-distance behavior of Quantum Chromodynam-

ics, we have proven that for sufficiently large quark mass m, and fixed antiquark
mass, the exotic particle (Q2q2) must be stable against strong decay into two
mesons. In order to study actual systems it is necessary to have a model of the
confining part of the interaction, and we have used the static many-body poten-
tial derived from a Born-Oppenheimer approximation to the MIT bag model.

The energy of the ground state of the four-body system has been obtained
with the Green's Function Monte Carlo method, including relativistic kinematics
and two coupled channels in color space. These calculations indicate that the 1+
isoscalar particle T(bbul) is bound by approximately 70 MeV with respect to the
two separated mesons B(bu) + B(bd).

Even if this particle does exist it would be very difficult to produce it in the
laboratory. On the other hand, if the similar particle (bcsu) is also bound, or what
is perhaps more likely, if it can only decay electromagnetically to B(bu) + D3(cs),
then it might be produced as follows. Starting with T(6fc), the weak decay & —>
ccs, together with the creation of one ml pair, could lead to a two-body final
state 7)(cu) + T(bcsu) with a branching ratio that is detectable.

Quark Model of Nuclei
Previously, we developed a model {without Pauli effects) for multibaryon

systems where intranuclear nucleons are coherent subclusters of quarks. The
quark-confining interactions are truncated linear (scalar) potentials, which pro-
vide barriers between clusters. The quarks can tunnel through these barriers,
which considerably lowers the energy. Clustering is preferred due to the inclu-
sion of a color-magnetic quark-quark interaction, leading to a nucleus composed
of separated quasi-nucleons, which produces a qualitatively correct EMC effect.
Recently, we have completed the model by imposing Fermi statistics on the
quarks. This leads to a 19-MeV "binding energy" for the 4He compared to a
systems of four noninteracting 3-quark nucleons. The corresponding binding
energy for 3He is 3 MeV. The pair of these results shows a good systematic
trend.

The same model predicts stable strange dibaryons, such as the di-Q (5 =
-6) which is modestly bound, and a deeply bound di-A (S = 0). An exception-
ally interesting system is the S = - 3 dibaryon, which is deeply bound and has
a relatively large overlap with a nucleon and an omega. This particle, with a
model-insensitive mass of 2.3 GeV, may be observable at facilities with a suf-
ficiently intense production of strange particles. These dibaryons, which have
spatial wavefunctions fundamentally different from all known baryons, represent
new kinds of hadrons. The absence of a repulsive color-magnetic interaction in
some of these systems leads to quark densities higher than those normally en-
countered. This suggests that a hadronic matter phase between ordinary nuclear
matter and the proposed quark-gluon plasma may exist. We propose to extend
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this model to configurations of other 6-quark systems with strangeness, to the
Coulomb energy of the nonstrange 9-quark system, and to nuclear matter. The
size of the EMC effect will be studied in detail in the 12-quark system. Hyper-
nuclei will also be studied by replacing a light quark by a strange quark.

Deep Inelastic Lepton Scattering from Nuclei
We have calculated inelastic structure functions of several nuclei in a convo-

lution model, using the "instant" form of dynamics. The nuclear wave functions
were taken to be harmonic oscillator shell model functions. The ratio of the struc-
ture function Ff(x,Q2) to that of the deuteron (the EMC ratio) was calculated
for 4He, 12C, and 40Ca. The magnitude of the dip in this ratio in the intermediate
range of the scaling variable x is correctly given; but the calculations fail to rise
at small x the way the data do.

We expect that final state interactions may invalidate any convolution ap-
proach at small x. In addition, pions, which have not yet been included in the
calculations, are expected to improve the agreement with the data at small x. It
appears, therefore, that the behavior in (at least) the intermediate x region can
be understood entirely in terms cf conventional nuclear physics.

Study of S* Propagation in Nuclei
The structure of the S* [now called /b(975)] is a much discussed issue. Rattier

than consider it to be a qq meson, many would rather regard it as a g2g2 config-
uration or even a KK molecule. It was pointed out that if the 5* (and indeed
the 6, its / = 1 partner) consists a of weakly-bound (or unbound) pair of kaons,
then the very strong difference in the /f+-nudeon and X"~-nucleon interactions
means that the K+'s will escape and the K ~'s will be absorbed, leading to a
K+/K~ ratio as large as 10:1. In order to establish that the kaons observed
come from one of these mesons the experiment must be performed below or at
(nucleonic) threshold, and the strong enhancement in the appropriate forward
angle kinematic region used for identification. Hence what is needed to make
the distinction is a pion beam with momentum around \2 GeV/c.

Nuclear Shell Structure and Pion Double Charge Exchange
It was observed that the use of the seniority model of nuclear structure nat-

urally leads to relationships between pion analog DOC cross sections within a
given shell that contain only two complex amplitudes (hence three real num-
bers, since the overall phase is unobservable). One of these amplitudes is associ-
ated with uncorrelated nucleons and the other with small internudeon distances.
Comparisons with experiments in the f7f2 shell show excellent agreement, pro-
vided that the correlated amplitude is important, as predicted from calculations.
One of the most striking examples is observed in the 44Ca/42Ca ratio. With the
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uncorrelated amplitude alone a value of six is predicted, while the inclusion of
the correlated amplitude reduces this number to ~ l / 2 , in agreement with the
measurements.

As a generalization of the above analog discussion the transitions to the
ground state (when the ground state is not the analog) can also be predicted,
using only the correlated amplitude mentioned above. However, it is known
that the seniority scheme should be much worse in this case, and calculations
with more realistic shell-model wavefunctions typically show a reduction of a
factor of 2 to 3 over the seniority prediction. This is observed to be in agreement
with the fragmentary data available at present.

While these comparisons can be made (to the level of accuracy quoted above)
with plane-wave calculations at low (35 to 60 MeV) pion energies, more accurate
comparisons at low energies and meaningful comparisons at resonance energies
require a proper treatment of distortions. For this reason a double DWIA calcu-
lation was developed that allows the inclusion of distortion of the intermediate
JT° by the use of closure on the nucleon motion and a spectral expansion of the
pion Green's function. This effect is essential for the strongly distorted case,
giving on the order of a factor of 2 correction for relative comparisons from one
end to the other of the fy2 shell.

Medium-Energy Probes and Nuclear Structure
The interacting boson model of the nucleus has two versions: one that dis-

tinguishes between neutrons and protons (IBM-2) and one that does not (IBM-1).
If the low-lying collective states of nuclei are completely symmetrical in neutron
and proton degrees of freedom, these two versions are equivalent for these states.
In fact in IBM-2 neutron-proton symmetry can be specified in terms of a quan-
tum number called F-spin. The states with complete symmetry have maximum
F-spin and correspond directly to the states in IBM-1. In order to determine the
F-spin admixtures into the low-lying states of collective nuclei the quadrupole
transition densities to the 2f2 3 states of 154Gd, measured in electron scattering,
have been studied in both versions. In the IBM the quadrupole transition oper-
ator has two parts: one that changes J x = 0+ (monopole) pairs of nucleons into
Jr = 2+ (quadrupole) pairs, and or.e that reorientates the quadrupole pairs. It is
found that the second part of the operator is more sensitive to the F-spin admix-
tures, and that the transitions to the 2f2are predominately F-spin scalar, while
the transition to the 2j is about 30% F-spin vector a id 70% F-spin scalar. These
results are consistent with the previous analysis of 650-MeV proton scattering to
these same states measured at LAMPF.

Using IBM-1 the 650-MeV proton scattering to the 4f state in 15IGd mea-
sured at LAMPF has been analyzed. It is found that the two-step quadrupole
transition to this state interferes destructively with the one-step hexadecupole
transition to reproduce the measured differential cross section. Analysis of the
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recently measured quadrupole transitions in 150Nd is in progress to see if there
is consistency with the 154Gd results.

Critical Transitions in Collective Motion
The collective behavior of nuclei is best understood in terms of the shape of

the nuclear surface expressed in quadrupole degrees of freedom. The relationship
between the nucleon degrees of freedom and these collective degrees of freedom
can be made via fermion coherent states. For example, the energy surface of a
many-fermion system is given by the expectation value of the Hamiltonian with
respect to a fermion-coherent state that is a function of six degrees of freedom,
one monopole and five quadrupole. The behavior of the system is studied as a
function of the strengths of different terms in the Hamiltonian and as a function
of the number of nucleons. For a Hamiltonian with pairing only, the energy
surface is that of a quadrupole vibrator; for a quadrupole interaction the energy
surface is that of a quadrupole rotor. As the number of nucleons is increased,
the minimum becomes deeper in each case. For a Hamiltonian with an equal
admixture of each interaction, the energy surface is that of a quadruple vibrator.
However, as the number of nucleons increase, the energy surface becomes flatter.
Furthermore, an additional interaction that pushes the first excited J* = Oj state
up in energy will change the energy surface to that of a quadrupole rotor at
some critical nucleon number that depends on the strength of this interaction.
There is experimental evidence that this type of transitional collective behavior
may exist in the Pd, Ru isotopes.

Dynamical Correlations and the Nuclear Mean Field
An investigation was started of the study of the nuclear mean field for finite

nuclei and the need to go beyond such an approach by including a dynamic cou-
pling of the single-particle degrees of freedom with the nuclear phonon states. In
particular, such a coupling would induce fluctuations in the Hartree-Fock <HF)
ground-state densities and would, for the Ca isotopes, lead to sizeable effects in
nuclear reactions with surface sensitive probes, i.ev pions. Work is currently in
progress to analyze various pion reaction data (pion elastic scattering, single and
double charge exchange) in the Ca isotopes in terms of these fluctuations. This
work is based on a diagrammatic expansion of the corrections of the HF single-
particle propagator due to the Random Phase Approximation (RPA) polarization
propagator. In contrast to earlier attempts to describe these dynamical correla-
tions, this work is not based on an explicit construction of the RPA ground state
and fully exploits the idea that the true density matrix need not be diagonal in
the HF single-particle basis.
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Charge-Symmetry Breaking and the Deformed
Nuclear Mean Fields

An analysis was carried out of the possible corrections to the charge-
symmetry breaking (CSB) volume integral JCSB (which is the difference of the
volume integrals of the two-body pp and nn interactions) due to a long-range
deformed component in the nuclear mean field. In particular, deformed Hartree-
Fock (DHF) calculations were carried out for 28Si and 32S with a variety of
density-dependent effective interactions of the Skyrme type. These calculations
reproduce reasonably well various ground state properties of these nuclei, in
particular the intrinsic quadrupole moment. After the evaluation of and the cor-
rection for core-polarization effects, our first analytic estimates were confirmed
numerically: such corrections are small and do not substantially affect JCSB.

Automated Racah Algebra
We have begun creating a package for symbolically carrying through calcu-

lations of quantum mechanical angular momentum quantities. Typically these
calculations are tedious and prone to phase and factor errors. Graphical tech-
niques have existed for some time to automate these calculations, but so far no
one has incorporated them into a convenient, user-friendly computer environ-
ment. The problem turns out to be of a size that can utilize a PC microcomputer,
using an inexpensive implementation of LISP called SCHEME. We have already
resolved the basic programming questions of how to carry out the algebra. A
good start has been made on a conventional (two-dimensional) display of the
final results. The next major chore in this project is to resolve how to interface
with the user for the input of his problem.

Artificial Intelligence Techniques and Control
of Charged-Particle Beams

The prototype of a "beam designer's spreadsheet" that was formulated last
year has now developed into a more ambitious, cooperative project with mem-
bers of MP-1 and AT-Division. The expert system software, written in LISP, has
been extended to enable calls to the Fortran program TRANSPORT for a more realis-
tic calculation of the beam-transfer matrices and beam properties. The graphical
display of output is much improved, and a start has been made on having a
more flexible way of manipulating beam elements and their parameters. We
are close to coupling this knowledge base with another that incorporates some
heuristic rules for the diagnosis of beam device errors.

Group T-5

Anyone wishing further information on these matters may contact Group T-5
members J. L. Friar (Group Leader), W. R. Gibbs, B. F. Gibson V. J. N. Ginocchio,
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T. Goldman, L. Heller, P. Herczeg, and R. R. Silbar. K. Maltman, B. C. Pearce,
and G. Wenes held postdoctoral appointments in T-5 during 1987. J. A. Carlson
was a J. Robert Oppenheimer fellow. The long-term visitors during 1987 were
J.-P. Dedonder, Univ. of Paris-Sud; Y. Dothan, Tel Aviv Univ.; W. B. Kaufmann,
Arizona State Univ.; and J. A. Tjon, Univ. of Utrecht.
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An Advanced Hadron
Facility: A Combined
Kaon Factory and
Cold-Neutron Source

H. A. Thiessen (Los Alamos)

Introduction
If the time scale for the LAMPF AHF were set by CEBAF and RHIC con-

struction, AHF construction could start as early as FY 1993. Meanwhile, funda-
mental improvements in the machine design are still in progress and a list of
R&D projects is on the table. One of the most critical areas, based upon our PSR
experience and other machines, is to reduce beam losses at injection and extrac-
tion. The new machine layout will also include a spallation neutron source at
1.6 GeV. Our near term goal is to fill in a menu of accelerator designs with pre-
liminary technical designs and cost estimates so that there will be some options
for use during the political and scientific discussions surrounding the funding
of an AHF.

We also are increasing the pace of hardware development, for example, on
ferrite-tuned rf, ceramic vacuum chambers, and magnets and resonant power
supplies. This work is done in collaboration with the other kaon factory groups,
particularly at TRIUMF.

Collaboration with TRIUMF
In the Fall of 1987, an agreement was made between TRIUMF and Los

Alamos to work together on the R&D for a next generation hadron facility. In
particular, it was agreed that a single main ring cavity will be developed that
will meet the tuning range and voltage requirements of both the TRIUMF and
Los Alamos main rings. The Los Alamos group will build the cavity and provide
the basic rf power system. The TRIUMF group will provide the driver amplifier
and the feedback control system. This cavity will be tested in the PSR starting
with the 1989 running period. In addition to testing the performance of the
hardware, the test in PSR will provide information about beam loading, 50-MHz
bunching, longitudinal and transverse painting, coupled bunch instabilities, and
synchrotron-betatron oscillations. The information obtained will be valuable for
all of the proposed kaon factories.

As a part of this agreement, the present Los Alamos booster cavity and four
of the six existing ferrite toroids will be sent to TRIUMF for further research and
development. The TRIUMF group was invited to participate in PSR develop-
ment program and provided some staffing for all of the development runs of
PSR in 1987. TRIUMF has also agreed to build a new beam position processor
control chassis for PSR that will process information in parallel with the exist-
ing controller. We are looking forward to a productive collaboration no matter
which direction the funding of kaon factories goes in the near future.

Menu of Accelerator Options
We propose to fill in a menu of accelerator options so that there will be

flexibility when the time comes for a funding decision on AHF. For the high
energy machine, there are basically three options, namely:
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(a) Full-size booster and main ring;

(b) Half-size booster, half-size collector, and main ring; and

(c) Third-size booster, full-size collector, and main ring.

For each option we must decide whether a stretcher is needed. We must also
choose the proper injection energy for each design.

The compressor ring for the spallation source and neutrino source shares
thf; LAMPF linac and any afterburner linac. We have a preliminary compressor
design based on 1.6 GeV H~ injection. We chose a 50-MHz rf system for this
compressor ring in order to share rf technology and a front-end rf-quadrupole
with the higher energy machines.

Tentative Linac Front-End Design

To provide 50-MHz bunches to the ring, an attractive modification of the
present linac would be to add a 50-MHz rfq injector. A good rfq design would be
sharable with EHF and SSC which also need a 50-MHz bunched beam with 50/4
mA current (one of four 201.25 MHz or two of eight 402.5 MHz bunches filled
with the micropulse equivalent of 50 mA H~ to produce 12.5 mA macropulses).
Matching between the rfq and the present LAMPF linac requires study.

Magnets and Power Supplies

The proposed AHF design is based on rapid-cycling (6-60 Hz) magnets.
The main ring magnets raise the most problems as they must provide a 2.1-2.2 T
field in order to fit the 60-GeV accelerator into the LAMPF site. Initial designs for
the dipoles and quadrupoles have been done. In order to eliminate eddy-current
losses in the coils, a stranded, indirectly-cooled conductor should be used in
these magnets. This conductor is similar to that discussed by Prof. Sasaki at the
1987 AHF workshop (Ref. 1).

The Los Alamos group has done the pioneering R&D on the dual-frequency
magnet power supply suggested by Praeg. The proof-of-principle power supply
has now been thoroughly tested. We have demonstrated that it is possible to
build a dual-frequency supply with adjustable length flattop and flatbottom. In
the next year, we plan to work on the question of precision control and regulation
of a multi-unit power supply. This work will be done for us by Prof. George
Karady of ASU on a 1/10 scale model.

Ceramic Vacuum Chamber

Ceramic vacuum chambers are needed for all of the rapid cycling magnets of
AHF and of the TRIUMF Kaon factory. In order that the coupling impedance be
minimized without interference with the AC guide field, these chambers must
have conducting stripes to carry the image of the beam current (0.1 MHz-10
GHz). A capacitor at one end of each stripe assures a low impedance for these
high frequencies while simultaneously providing a high impedance for the guide
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field (6-60 Hz). Our measurements of the coupling impedance of ceramic cham-
bers show that the stripes must be on the inside of the vacuum chamber. In the
next year, we plan to continue the development of these chambers in four steps.
First, we will make a one-meter prototype with fixed flanges and internal stripes.
This chamber will be fully vacuum tested but there will be no capacitors on the
stripes. The second model will be a one-meter long test of distributed capacitors.
The third prototype will be a one-meter unit with capacitors and flanges. One
of the two flanges will be demountable so that it will be possible to insert the
vacuum chamber in a magnet without splitting the magnet in half. The fourth
model will be a three-meter long model which has all the features of the third
unit. In addition, this long model will be curved to follow the beam without
increasing the vacuum chamber dimensions to take care of the sagitta of curved
magnets. Dr. Michael Featherby of SAIC is doing the ceramic vacuum chamber
development under a contract with Los Alamos.

Ferrite-Tuned rf

The Los Alamos group has been working on a ferrite-tuned booster cavity
for several years. Just c*ter the 1987 workshop, we achieved 140 kV on a single
gap with 15% duty factor, 20% tuning range, and R/Q of 35 Ohms. This cavity
was tested for the voltage and tune program required for the TRIUMF booster.
The TRIUMF rf group determined that its performance is adequate for their
application. After this test, we increased the duty factor to 50% at the same
voltage whereupon a mechanical failure of two of the ferrite toroids occurred.
It was possible to repair the broken section (1/6) of each toroid, but because
there were no spares available, we were not able to run the cavity again until
September. We are now working with the complete cavity and are making
temperature measurements of the ferrite during high power operation.

In October 1987, we undertook the design and construction of a second
generation cavity in collaboration with TRIUMF. We chose a main-ring cavity
because the smaller tuning range is more compatible with a planned test in PSR.
A sketch of this cavity is presented in Fig. 1.

Other Necessary Hardware R&D

There are many other items requiring R&D in advance of construction. Fore-
most among these are the high field magnets. We expect to start work on these
magnets when we are confident of the required apertures, perhaps within the
year. Work on beam instrumentation and controls, and injection and extraction
hardware, will follow.

A long work list remains for the experimental area equipment design, includ-
ing target cells with remote handling and the cold-neutron and neutrino sources.
Years of R&D must yet be invested in the superconducting rf separators required
for the beam lines.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of proposed joint TRRIMF/Los Alamos main ring cavity. The
beam axis is normal to the plane of the paper. The ferrite is heated in a
separate tuner as shown. The power tube is located on the tuner rather than
on the beam line so that it mil be possible to mount several accelerators one
above the other (as in the TRIUMF design) without mechanical interference
•with the power tube. This cavity is being prepared for a test in the PSR in
1989 as discussed in the text.

H Injection
Our work on H~ injection is based on the PSR commissioning effort (see the

PSR report in the Facilities Development chapter). The PSR experience shows that
the present level of losses, 0.5 /iA or 2%, is the maximum which can be tolerated
for hands-on maintenance of the machine components. We now believe that
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the slow beam losses of PSR can be explained by single and multiple scattering
in the stripper foil. The injection system of PSR (with an H° stripper magnet
and resulting mismatch) nearly fills the aperture at the moment of injection.
Two-thirds of the beam loss is due to multiple Coulomb scattering of beam
which is near the edge of the acceptance. The remaining one-third of the losses
are explained by single Coulomb scattering of beam which is injected near the
center of the aperture. Inclusion of energy loss (dE/dx) is unimportant for the
PSR losses for normal extraction, although it must be included to explain the
losses seen if an attempt is made to store the beam for many milliseconds.

Losses due to Interactions with the Stripper Foil

The ring injection stripper foil must be sufficiently thick so that the input
beam is not wasted and the unconverted beam can be handled without undue
complications, but of course thicker foils produce higher scattering and interac-
tion losses. In the PSR, a 200 pg/cm2 carbon foil leaves about 10% of the incident
neutral beam unconverted, and perhaps another 5% misses the foil completely
(from the beam divergence added in the H~ stripper magnet). In the AHF design,
a 250 /jg/cm2 foil would convert 95% of the incident H~ to H+ . The following
discussion of beam losses applies to AHF injection and also direct H~ injection
into the PSR.

Provided that there is sufficient aperture to contain the small-angle multiple
Coulomb scattering, the dominant early loss mechanism in a ring will be large-
angle single Coulomb scattering. The large-angle scattering formula from the
textbooks [see for example Jackson's Eq. 13.114 (Ref. 2)] shows that the integrated
distribution of projected angle has an inverse angle-squared dependence. Thus
the ring optics must have adequate angular acceptance as viewed from the foil,
and the foil should be located at a position where the beam size is small to
minimize emittance growth.

Nuclear scattering also contributes significantly to beam losses. In ring in-
jection, nuclear scattering can be represented by a total cross section because the
average scattering angle is so large the particle is inevitably lost. A 250 fig/cm2

foil has about 60 interactions per million proton traversals in the energy range
covering PSR and AHF injection. The single-Coulomb and nuclear interaction
probabilities are shown in Fig. 2.

If the PSR is operated under conditions giving some 1000 foil hits per in-
jected particle, there is a 3% cumulative loss that we believe is explained by foil
interactions.

A reasonable criterion for ring acceptance is to equalize losses from single-
Coulomb and nuclear effects, e.g., about 2 mrad. However, this will not meet
the loss requirement if many turns are injected, as in the PSR, the new AHF
compressor, or the TRIUMF accumulator ring. In these cases, it is necessary
to find a painting scheme which minimizes the number of foil hits. If the foil
hits cannot be reduced sufficiently, then the only alternative is to put a collimator
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Fig. 2. Integrated scattering probability for single Coulomb scattering as a
function of angle. Also shown is the sum of single Coulomb scattering and
nuclear scattering.

in the downstream portion of the injection straight section to contain the spill.
The region between the stripper foil and the collimator must be shielded, remote
handling must be provided, and no active components should be located in fhis
portion of the ring. A prudent design will incorporate or leave space for more
than one scheme.

The injection beam dump transport must handle 5-15% of the incident beam,
enough current to require careful transport and a well-shielded stop.

It is the opinion of the Los Alamos group that meeting all of the injection
constraints simultaneously requires an accelerator designed to fit around the
injection system and that the injection system cannot be simply inserted into a
pre-existing straight section. For this reason, all of the new Los Alamos designs
have a long injection straight section consisting of several cells. For the AHF
booster, we favor a racetrack shaped ring.

Fainting

Table I shows the results of a preliminary study of several schemes for
painting the beam across the injection foil to reduce the number of foil hits.
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Table L Foil hits per particle per turn for several painting schemes fab.: re-
sults are very sensitive to the distance of the beam from the edge of
the foil).

Injection Scheme Foil Hits per Turn

1. Fixed Brush (2D> 25%
2. X-Y Offset and Skew Quad 2.10%
3. X-Y Offset and Bumps 3.10%
4. TRIUMF Painting Scheme 8%

Combine 3). & 4). ? 6%?

In addition to meeting the criterion of minimizing foil hits, the painting
scheme must result in a beam matched to the accelerator with the desired space
(including allowance for beam-distribution-dependent time shift). Meeting all of
the constraints simultaneously may result in a larger number of foil hits. This
problem is also on the agenda for future study.

Slow Extraction: An Invention Needed
At the 1987 workshop. Lee Teng emphasized the need for an invention to

improve the efficiency of the stow extraction system. Present-day slow extraction
systems loose on the order of 1% of the beam. The problem is 75 times worse
than the injection loss problem because of the higher beam energy at extraction.
Thus we must limit extraction losses to around 10 nA, or 0.01% for lOC-pA
machine. Both the Los Alamos and TRIUMF groups are working on higher-
efficiency schemes. The Los Alamos proposal consists of locating a massless
magnetic septum 90° upstream of the electrostatic septum to reduce losses on
the electrostatic septum. The TRIUMF alternative is a special thin (10 jim) and
short (1 meter) electrostatic septum in place of the massless magnetic septum.
It is expected that a reduction of the losses by an order of magnitude to 0.1%
is possible by either of these techniques. Since this is insufficient to limit the
extraction losses to the required level, it will be necessary to include a collimator
in the extraction system to reduce the losses in the remainder of the ring by an
additional factor of 10. Further study of this problem will be addressed.

Consideration of Lifetime Cost

In the present set of designs for hadron facilities, only the LAMPF II de-
sign took account of the operation and maintenance of the accelerators. The
design should account for the total lifetime cost of the machine including R&D,
design, construction, installation, operation and maintenance, and power. In a
30-year projected lifetime of an accelerator, the dominant cost is the operation
and maintenance cost. This subject is discussed in the following section.
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Operation and Maintenance Cost

The operation and maintenance cost of a machine is difficult to predict in
advance. Among the factors which influence the result are the complexity of the
design, the degree of standardization, the quality of the design and execution,
and the desired beam availability. It is unlikely that we can make a quantitative
estimate of all these factors. We asked Roy Billinge to use the experience of the
PS division at CERN and make a subjective estimate of the expected manpower
requirements and then used current Los Alamos personnel costs to convert the
manpower estimate into cost. The results are presented in Table II.

Table H. Estimated Manpower Cost for Several Designs.

Design (TRIUMF Nomenclature) People Annual Cost, $M

D (Main Ring Only)
D+E
B+D (LAMPF n)
B+D+E
B+C+D+E (EHF)
A+B+C+D+E (TRIUMF)

60
100
130
170
210
260

8.7
14.5
18.9
24.7
30.5
37.7

In designing the accelerator, the operation and maintenance cost should not
be the dominant consideration. Indeed, first priority should go to a conserva-
tive, reliable design which meets all the requirements of the physics program.
Nevertheless, some weight should be given to simpler designs which will be
cheaper to operate. In the 30-year lifetime of a typical machine, the difference in
operating cost between the simplest and most complicated design in Table II is
$870 million.

The Los Alamos View of AHF Specifications
All of the existing proposals for hadron facilities discuss a beam power

around 3 MW, for example, 100 fiA at 30 GeV. We believe that 60 GeV is better
suited for hadron spectroscopy. Our facility would also provide a 1.6-GeV beam
for neutrino and spallation neutron production. Our proposal for 60 GeV at
25 ft A with two additional 600 fiA beams at 1.6 GeV results in a higher total
power (3.5 MW) than in the other proposals and a more versatile facility.

Summary and Conclusions
The Los Alamos plan consists of performing the long lead-time R&D re-

quired to prepare for a construction start in 1993. To this end, we aiv preparing
a menu of accelerator options, are actively engaged in the development of the
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PSR, and are accelerating the pace of hardware R&D. This work is being per-
formed in close collaboration with TRIUMF, especially the development of a joint
main ring cavity which is being prepared for testing in PSR in 1989.

The PSR commissioning work has led to an understanding of the source
of the observed beam losses. Single Coulomb scattering must be considered in
the design of all of the next generation machines. A painting scheme which
minimizes foil hits is also required. In order to keep the efficiency of the slow
extraction scheme high enough, it is necessary to use a preseptum and to add a
collimator to contain the residual losses. It is suggested that more consideration
be given to an accelerator architecture which minimizes operation and mainte-
nance cost. For these reasons, we believe that all of the proposed kaon factories
should be redesigned for high intensity operation.
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Beam-Line Polarimeters

Beam-Line
Polarimeters

M. W. McNaugnton (Los
Alamos)

New beam-line polarimeters have been installed in Line B, EPB, and NTOF
so that each beam line has two polarimeters, separated by a bend. The bend
precesses the £-spin component into an S-spin component, so that the combina-
tion of two polarimeters makes it possible to measure all three spin components
(.N, S, and L) independently in each beam line. With suitable target thicknesses,
typical accuracy in a one hour run is ±1% (absolute) in magnitude and ±1° in
direction.

On-line data from all six beam-line polarimeters are available to users via
Ethernet. Independent software buffers are maintained, one for each user, in
the LB microvax. Each user reads and/or clears her own buffer (independently
of other users) to synchronize the polarimeter data with her experimental runs.
Thus the software buffers act in the same way as the traditional sets of dedicated
CAMAC sealers.
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Production of High
Momentum Negative
Pions by 800-MeV
Protons at Forward
Angles

UCLA and Los Alamos

Spokesman: B. U. K. Nefkens
(UCLA)

Participants: D. B. Barlow, C. T.
Pillai (UCLA), and K. W. Jonas
(Los Alamos)

Recent interest in tj-meson physics, particularly the study of its rare and
forbidden decays, has led us to consider the possibility of modifying the existing
P3 channel at LAMPF to increase the production of JJ'S. A clean r\ beam of well
defined energy can be obtained using the reaction, n~p —<• r/n, in which the tj is
tagged by the neutron using time of flight. The threshold for the production of
r)'s from this reaction is pr = 686 MeV/c, and the peak cross section is 2.5 mb at
750 MeV/c. The highest yield of tagged T/'S for reasonably sized neutron coun-
ters is obtained at a lower incident momentum, somewhere around 720 MeV/c
because of the more favorable Jacobian factor. The present P3 channel has its
maximum ir~ flux at a momentum of 400 MeV/e. The pion intensity falls off
rapidly at higher momenta and is down by a factor of about 150 at the i) produc-
tion threshold. In order to run TJ experiments effectively a substantial increase
in the flux of higher momentum r " is needed. This can be accomplished, in
principle, by increasing the primary proton beam intensity and the production
target thickness, but that is not practical for P3. The other possibility to consider
is a change in the pion production angle from 20° to a smaller angle, where we
expect an increase in high momentum pions. The improvement is hard to pre-
dict for lack of pion production theory. Since no TT~ production measurements
exist for 800 MeV incident protons in the forward direction, we dedded to make
them at LAMPF. Negatively charged pions are cleanly separated from protons
by a bending magnet, so we can use a spectrometer to investigate production
angles down to 0°. One other advantage of smaller production angles is that the
contribution to the pion spot size due to the thickness of the production target
is reduced, hence the final pion beam can be focused to a smaller spot size with
less divergence.

We nave measured the ir~ rate as a function of the production angle for four
different targets. The production of a single negative pion through the reaction
pn -*• ppir~ requires a neutron, hence we expect that a greater percentage of
neutrons in the target material results in a greater ir~ production cross section.
For the heavier elements {A > 27), the total ir~ cross section has been found
experimentally1 to be proportional to N2^3 where JV is the number of neutrons.
The pion production target material must also be durable for machining and be
able to withstand high heat and stress. Based on these last criteria, targets of
9Be, NatAl, and NatCu, as well as the standard 12C, were studied.

Data for this experiment were obtained using the HRS spectrometer and
beam line. The HRS spectrometer was set to detect negatively charged particles
within a 2% momentum bite. Pions were identified by time-of-flight, resulting
in a nearly background-free signal. Data were taken for pion momenta of 500,
600, 650, 700, 725, and 740 MeV/c at angles of 0°, 5°, 10°, and 20°. Most data
were taken using the 12C and 9Be targets. Only a limited amount of data were
obtained using the Al and Cu targets.

The beam intensity was monitored by a pair of ion chambers located inside
the spectrometer scattering chamber. A secondary measure of the beam intensity
was provided by the beam-line polarimeter located a few meters up stream of
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the target. The absolute calibration of the HRS beam monitors and acceptance
was determined to within 7% by measuring the known cross section for pp elastic
scattering from CH2 at 10°, and 20° ? Since the ion chambers could not be used
at the two most forward angles, we had to rely on the polarimeter alone to
determine the beam intensity for these points. For data at 10° and 20°, both the
polarimeter and ion chambers were used. For these data, the ratio of the two ion
chambers was constant to within 1/2%, while the ratio of the polarimeter to the
ion chambers had a standard deviation of 7%. This led to additional uncertainty
in measurements made at 0° and 5°, where only the polarimeter could be used.

The ratio of the 0° yield over the 20° yield for carbon and beryllium is
given in Table I and shown in Fig. 1. For both targets, the increase at 0° over 20°

Table I, Ratio of TT~ yields at 0° over 20° for beryllium and carbon targets.

PT (MeV/c) Beryllium Carbon

500
600
650
700
725

n.a.
3.32 (0.35)
3.85 (0.32)
5.93 (0.49)
6.74 (0.72)

2.86 (0.28)
3.04 (0.20)
3.62 (0.29)
5.16 (0.43)
6.13 (0.51)

10 i i ' I i i i r
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Fig. 1. Ratio of 0° over 20" cross sections as a function of pion momentum
for carbon (closed circles), and beryllium (open triangles).
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production is a factor of three at pT = 600 MeV/c, increasing to six at pr =
725 MeV/c. The angular distribution of the doubly differential cross section,
d2a/d£ldE, for *•" production from carbon and beryllium is shown in Fig. 2 for
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Fig. 2. Measured differential cross sections for beryllium (open triangles) and
carbon (closed circles) for pion momenta of 600, 650, and 700 MeV/c. The
curve through the carbon data is to guide the reader's eye.
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pion momenta of 600, 650, and 700 MeV/c. Our results show that beryllium is
about 30% more efficient than carbon for the production of forward-angle JT~.
The x~ cross section of carbon as a function of the pion momentum at 0°, 10°,
and 20° is shown in Fig. 3. Included in this figure are the results obtained by
Cochran et al.1 at 20°, using an incident proton beam of Tp = 730 MeV. The
results of Cochran et al. have been shifted by 70 MeV/c to correct for the shift
in the pion production threshold. The shape of the ir~ spectrum measured at
20° is compared to the one given in the LAMPF Users Handbook for the P3

channel (also at 20°) in Fig. 4. Our data have been normalized to the P3 data at
600 MeV/c.

The highest pion momentum interval investigated was 740 ± 8 MeV/c. The
results for carbon and beryllium are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The peak near chan-
nel 500 for carbon is likely due to an excited state of 13O, while the spectrum
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Pion Momentum in MtV/c

Fig. 4. Comparison between the ir~ production rate measured by this experi-
ment at 20" (open circles) with the production rate obtained at P3 East (open
triangles). The HRS data were normalized to the P3 East data at 600 MeV/c.

Delta P (IOOO Channels/%)
Fig. 5. ir~ momentum spectrum from carbon centered at 740 MeVfc.
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Fig. 6. ir~ momentum spectrum pom beryllium centered at 740 MeV/c.

for beryllium appears to be smooth. The difference between the two targets
is the binding energy, leading to the maximum possible pion momentum for
the process 12C(p, J I - ) 1 3 O at 0° of 751 MeV/c, while for 9Be(p, *-)10C at 0° is
765 MeV/c. Thus the momentum interval shown in Fig. 6 is in the continuum.
Fig. 5 suggests the possibility of using scattering from the excited states of 1 30
as a means of producing a high momentum beam of TT" within a very small
momentum bite.

We can summarize our results as follows. The production of ir~ on carbon
or beryllium is 3 to 6 times higher at 0° compared to 20° for 600 to 700 MeV/c
pions. Beryllium is about 30% more efficient for v~ production per nucleus than
carbon. Our results for Al and Cu at 0° indicate that neither of these targets can
surpass Be or C for the production of ir~.
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HIRAB

P. A. M. Gram (Los Alamos)

The High Resolution Atomic Beam Facility (HIRAB) received its first H"
beam in 1987. The HIRAB facility comprises a new special-purpose beam line
that brings H~ ions to a dedicated experiment room occupying a small, separate
building. The building houses a massive 20 x 40 ft concrete pad that is vibration-
isolated from its surroundings upon which delicately aligned optical equipment
may be installed.

The energy resolution attainable in experiments using the relativistic
Doppler shift of laser light directed to intersect the H~ beam, which have been
pursued at LAMPF for more than a decade, depends on the energy spread and
angular phase space of the H~ beam. The HIRAB beam has achieved its design
goal of 5 to 10 (irad divergence with an energy spread of 0.05%. Precision ex-
periments in basic atomic physics and certain aspects of neutral particle beam
technique are underway. The latter are funded by the Department of Defense
on a fully reimbursed basis.
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The Neutron Time-of-
Flight High Energy
Resolution System

J. B. McClelland, N. S. P.
King, D. A. Clark, R. C.
Haight, G. L Morgan, L.
J. Rybarcyk (Los Alamos),
D. A. Lind, W. R. Smythe,
and C. D. Zafiratos (Univ.
of Colorado)

As part of the new Neutron Time-of-Flight (NTOF) facility being built at
LAMPF, a mechanism was needed to maintain high resolution neutron timing
characteristics at low proton bombarding energies wliere beam energy width
causes the beam micropulse to become long due to long drift lengths of both
the proton beam and reaction neutrons. We report on a high energy rebunching
system which uses radio frequency (rf) cavities to produce an isochronous beam
of particles at the neutron detectors for high resolution spectroscopy, and on
(p, n) measurements using such a system.

Linac Operation
For 800-MeV operation, all 48 rf modules in the linac are used at an average

energy gain of 16 MeV per module. During the low energy macropulses the
P~ beam is accelerated only up through the rf module needed for the required
energy. Subsequent rf cavities are turned off and the beam drifts through these
cavities to the production target. The additional drift length in the linac is ap-
proximately 1 m per MeV below 800 MeV. At NTOF the neutron production
target is 117 m from the end of the linac and neutrons from the target drift an-
other 200 to 600 m to the detector system depending on incident energy and
resolution requirements.

The longitudinal focusing properties of the linac keep the time (phase) width
of a micropulse to about 60 ps (17°) during the acceleration process. The energy
width is typically 0.5 to 1.5 MeV. These parameters are predicted by computer
simulation codes as well as being empirically determined from longitudinal beam
emittance measurements.

Micropulse Time Spreading

The simplest model of the micropulse time spreading assumes a delta func-
tion time distribution and finite energy spre* jut of the last acceleration module
in the linac. The difference in times of arrwal (Ati) of a particle of mass m, en-
ergy AE from the mean energy of the central ray, and a distance Lx from the
last acceleration module is given by

At, = -
P3c (1)

where P is the mean beam momentum and e is the velocity of the light. A
high-energy buncher then captures this off-energy particle and either imparts
or removes enough energy so as to adjust its time of arrival at the detector a
distance Li from the buncher to be coincident with the central ray. For a simple
buncher, the phase is adjusted such that the central ray arrives at a zero in the
electric field and that the gradient is such that slower particles are accelerated
and faster particles are decelerated. It is assumed that the bunching cavity is
'thin" such that /? does not vary substantially over the length of the cavity. The
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energy imparted by the buncher at amplitude Vo to the off axis particle is given
by

AEB = eVtiu&h (2)

to the extent that the time spread is in the linear portion of the sine wave of
frequency w.

Rebunching System
Unlike an electron Iinac where the design 0 is nearly 1 during most of the

acceleration process, LAMPF was designed with each rf module matched to a
particular 0 expected at that point in acceleration. If acceleration is stopped part
way through the linac and a subsequent module is turned on in an attempt to
use it as a high energy bunching cavity, the 0 mismatch can induce a phase
slippage such that no coherent effect can be realized.

In the preceding analysis the buncher is analogous to a thin lens with tem-
poral focusing properties. In this approximation,

AEB L!
AE L2

which is the equation for a thin lens characterized by its focal length / .

3

The longitudinal magnification will then be given by

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Many of the assumptions used in this approximation have been checked using
the linac ray tracing code SIMALAC. Measured data on each cell of each tank in the
linac are used to trace particles through the acceleration process with the actual
geometries involved. Provisions are made to vary phase and amplitude from the
design values on all modules and time spreading during both acceleration and
drift space are on a particle-by-particle basis. Low-energy acceleration is obtained
by adjusting unused module's amplitudes to zero and adjusting the bunching
module's phase and amplitude to the required values. Very close agreement has
been obtained on numerous calculations when comparing the predicted phase,
amplitude, and longitudinal phase space in the two approaches.
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497-MeV Operation
As an example of the preceding analysis, consider the bunching of a 497-

MeV beam. This corresponds to acceleration through Module 30 of the linac.
Two considerations enter into the choice of modules to use as a buncher: to find
an efficient bunching module with the proper focal characteristics for this veloc-
ity, and one close enough to Module 30 so as not to exceed its phase acceptance.
A ±60° phase acceptance will cause up to 20% deviations from a linear approx-
imation to a sine wave. This corresponds to ±207 ps at 805 MHz, the frequency
of the side coupled cavities of the linac. If a worse case energy spread of ±1 MeV
is assumed out of Module 30, Eq. (1) can be used to determine that the beam
can drift a maximum of 90 m before exceeding phase acceptance. Module 36
was chosen to serve as the buncher in this case. From the thin lens equations
developed previously, it is found that the maximum energy gain in Module 36
will be 1.33 MeV and it will have a minimum focal length of 65 m.

An experiment was performed to test the performance of the rf buncher
and its effect on a neutron time-of-flight spectrum. Since the new NTOF facility
was not yet operational, the thin target area of the Weapons Neutron Research
(WNR) facility was used to target the beam and observe the neutrons over an
existing 245-m flight path.

As a matter of convenience, the H~ injector was used at 12 macropulses/s
running at 497 MeV with a micropulse separation of 7.2 /JS. The micropulse
separation was accomplished by using the standard 16-MHz buncher/chopper
system preceding the linac and was needed to eliminate frame overlap or wrap
around of low-energy neutrons from one micropulse having the same apparent
time-of-flight as fast neutrons from a subsequent micropulse. The remaining 108
macropulses/s available in the linac were shared between the 800-MeV H+ and
318-MeV P~ beams running at that time.

The additional instrumentation needed was a control system for Module 36
which would present the buncher setpoints for phase and amplitude during the
H~ low-energy beam macropulses while resetting to the full energy set points
for the 800-MeV macropulses. Such a bi-level control system was designed and
built by MP-11 at LAMPF. A block diagram of this device is shown in Fig. 1.
The bi-level controller modifies both phase and amplitude set point information.
Development of a special modulator was necessary since an off-the-shelf unit at
the required power ievel was not available. Bi-phase modulation of the 805-MHz
reference line was accomplished by electronically switching in an additional sec-
tion of line, approximately 90° in length. A circulator or directional coupler
routes the rf wave into a PIN diode which when grounded produces the correct
delay or phase to the cavity for full energy operation. When ungrounded the
PIN diode allows the wave to propagate into a sliding short which is remotely
adjustable over a range of 150° of phase. This provides the tuning range needed
for the buncher operation. The amplitude was remotely adjusted by providing a
level to the amplifier card for the klystron. A command signal from the central
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of bi-level control circuit for rebunching cavity.

control computer provided the selection between the full energy and buncher
modes of operation at a rate up to 120 Hz.

The calculated buncher amplitude and phase set points were 70% of nominal
and 150° phase lag from nominal, respectively. With these settings the predicted
image size at the neutron detectors is 403 ps FVVHM. The unbundled width
depends on the energy spread in the beam and follows from Eq. (1) to give
1.81 ns/MeV. In principle, momentum-correlated path length difference in the
beam transport can produce an additional micropulse width. These path length
differences were calculated in TRANSPORT and were found to be negligible.

Since the time resolution of the neutron counters is typically 500 ps, other
diagnostics were used to map out the micropulse width with respect to phase and
amplitude setpoints on the buncher. Approximately 10 m upstream of the <p, n)
target a wall-gap monitor was installed. This passive, nonintercepting monitor
provides a pulse induced by the beam passing through it. Its time structure is
that of the beam up to bandwidth 8 GHz. The actual readout was limited to
1 GHz due to cable and scope bandwidth limitations.

Approximately 4 m upstream of the (p, n) target a Hamamatsu C1440-TA
Temporal Analyzer or "streak camera" was installed. This device has an intrinsic
resolution of 2 ps obtained by imaging the Cerenkov light produced by the beam
passing through a piece of quartz onto a narrow slit in front of a photocathode.
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The electrons produced by the photocathode z~'- accelerated and swept across
a channel plate where they are electron-multiplkd. They then impinge upon
a phosphor viewed by a high-sensitivity TV camera which presents its signal
to a microprocessor-based image analyzer. The sweep rate and slit size are
adjustable as well as the number of micropulses over which to average. This
was the primary beam diagnostic for determining the micropulse width due to
its high resolution.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) are the final results of the unbundled and bunched
micropulse widths as measured with the streak camera. The micropulse widths
observed were 1.42 ns FWHM unbundled and 0.28 ns FWHM bunched.
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Fig, 2. Time structure of 497 MeV beam 240 m from end of the linac as
measured with a Hamamatsu C1440-TA "streak camera" (a) unbundled and
(b) rebunched using Module 36 in the linac.

As a final demonstration of the technique, the focal length of the buncher
was scaled so as to focus on the neutron detectors 245 m from the target. Neutron
spectra from the 13C(p, n)13N reaction using a 209 mg/cm2 target were used to
tune the buncher about the calculated amplitude set point. Figures 3(a) and
3(b) are the final results of the 13C(p, n)13N neutron spectra with and without
bunching. The neutron energy resolution went from 4.5 MeV to 1.1 MeV FWHM.
This technique has also been applied at 113 and 600 MeV at WNR as well as at
500 MeV using a temporary 85-m flight path at the new NTOF facility.
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Fig. 3. Time-of-flight spectrum for the 13C(p,n)13N reaction at 497 MeV
using a (a) rebunch'd beam and (b) an unbundled beam.

Summary
NTOF will run experiments spanning the LAMPF energy range 200 to

800 MeV. A suitable set of energies will be chosen within this range to be instru-
mented with the necessary control systems to use linac rf modules as high-energy
rebunchers. At the lower energies it appears that it is necessary to use compound
modules in order to capture the beam soon enough so as not to exceed phase ac-
ceptance but still produce the required focal properties needed to rebunch these
beams. A more general control system is being considered with computer inter-
facing for ease in setting up and monitoring. It is expected that this scheme of
rebunching the beam within the linac will allow for better than 1 MeV of neutron
energy resolution at NTOF for all beam energies available.
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The Neutron Time-of-Flight (NTOF) facility at LAMPF1 is now taking data.
Considerable progress has been made on this project over the last year. Ground
breaking for the new shielded beamline began in January 1987. The beam deliv-
ery system which targets the beam at production angles from —5 to +52° with
respect to a fixed 600-m flight path was commissioned in July. This "beam
swinger" is comprised of six bending magnets; four of which are on movable
carriages along with their associated vacuum chambers. The largest of these
magnets is 55 tons and travels over a distance of 6 ft. This beamline is fully
instrumented with its associated beam diagnostics, scattering chamber, and tar-
geting apparatus. The shielding for this beamline is such as to accommodate the
higher intensities expected from the new polarized ion source.

A beam spin-precession system provides the capability to target all three or-
thogonal spin directions at NTOF, independent of other beamline spin directions.
A neutron spin-precession system has been installed to both precess longitudinal
spin from the target to transverse at the detectors as well as to provide periodic
spin reversal of the neutron to eliminate systematic effects associated with po-
larization transfer measurements in general.

Excavation is complete on the 600-m neutron flight path. Power distribution
and data communication system are being installed. The complete flight path
should be available by Spring 1988 in time for start of production running.

During July, a development2 was undertaken to establish a technique to
refocus the beam in time on the neutron detector. The time spreading of the
LAMPF micropulse due to its energy spread limits the ultimate resolutions ob-
tainable at NTOF. A solution to this problem was proposed to utilized unused
rf acceleration cavities in the linac as time-focusing elements. High-resolution
beam timing monitors and neutron time-of-flight spectra were used to tune a
single cavity to focus a 500-MeV beam. This rebunching technique compressed
the time structure of the beam from a nominal 1.5 ns to 300 ps, consistent with
calculated values. A special control system was needed to use these cavities as
rebunchers as well as still serving as acceleration cavities for the full energy H+

beam. The prototype module is planned to be improved and extended to other
cavities for other beam energies. This technique has also been applied to 113-
and 600-MeV beams for (p, n) measurements.

Commissioning of the NTOF beamline, detector, and acquisition systems
was started in November 1987. A temporary 85-m flight path was constructed
with a neutron beam stop which also housed the neutron detection system. The
new trailer which will contain both the detectors and the electronics on the long
flight path was used as a counting house during this development.

A 500-MeV, 100-ns pulse-selected polarized beam was used, employing the
newly developed high energy rebunching system to focus the micropulse timing
at the detectors. This allowed for better than 600-ps overall timing resolution,
corresponding to 3-MeV energy resolution at this short flight path. This is con-
sistent with the intrinsic detector timing of 280 ps, front to back flight time in
the detectors of 440 ps, a beam timing contribution of 300 ps, and target energy
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loss contributions. Data were taken on CD2,67Li, 1213C, and 1415N at 0°. This
included cross section, analyzing power, and polarization data. Angular distri-
butions of 7Li(p, n) and 15N(p, n) cross section and analyzing powers were taken
to establish detector efficiencies and perform the first physics measurements with
the system. The polarization transfer data was acquired using techniques devel-
oped at lower energies.3 Further software development is needed to fully exploit
the acceptance of the polarimeter along the lines of the Focal Plane Polarimeter
at the HRS.4

Figure l(a) is a zero degree spectrum of 15N(p,n) taken during this devel-
opment. The ground state and first excited state are separated by 6.1 MeV and
are well resolved. Noticeable in this spectrum is the large peak at channel 3660
corresponding to gamma rays from the decay of neutral pions produced in the
target from the following micropulse. Events at energies apparently greater than
the ground state are produced from low energy neutrons produced in proceed-
ing pulses; so called "wrap around." At this energy and flight path the first
frame of wrap around occurs at 250 MeV. Both of these background event types
are easily eliminated when running the neutron detector in a coincident mode.
As such, an absolute time-of-flight measurement is made between planes and
particles with higher or lower velocity than the neutrons of interest may be re-
jected. Figure Kb) is the same spectrum as Fig. l(a), but with these interplane
cuts applied.

Fig. 1. Neutron time-of-flight spectrum for the 15N(p,n)l5O(g.s.) reaction
at 500 MeV (a) without interplane velocity cuts, and (b) with velocity cuts
applied.
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Figure 2 is the 7Li(p, n)7Be(g.s.+0.43 MeV) differential cross section as mea-
sured in this development and at other energies. This reaction can be used to
calculate the detector efficiency by comparison to an activation technique.5 It is
notable that the cross section for this reaction is almost independent of incident
energy from 80 to 500 MeV as a function of momentum transfer.
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Fig. 2. The 7Li(p, n)7Be(g.s.+0.43 MeV) reaction differential cross section
from 80 to 500 MeV.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) are the preliminary results for cross section and analyz-
ing power in the 15N(p, n)15O(g.s.) reaction measured during this commissioning
period. Final statistical accuracy per point should be 3 to 4%. This reaction is
being considered as a possible calibration reaction for the neutron polarimeter
using the symmetry that the induced polarization is equal to the analyzing power
for the ground state mirror transition to a high degree of accuracy.6 A proposal
to use the 14C(p, n) reaction for this purpose will run on the long flight path as
a final check and calibration.7
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Calibration routines have been developed to track cosmic rays through the
system to both establish timing and pulse height calibrations. Track fitting of
these rays yields a position resolution of 4 cm. This technique can be used during
data taking to monitor the performance of the system comprised of 80 channels
of TDC and 80 channels of ADC information. A new LeCroy FERA CAMAC
system is employed to perform pedestal subtraction and sparse data scans., while
buffering multiple events per macropulse into its memory.

It is intended that a tagged neutron beam experiment be run in the spring
of 1988 to measure integral and differential efficiencies of the neutron detection
array.8 This should provide efficiency data from 50- to 800-MeV incident neutron
energies. The 600-m flight path should be available at that time and NTOF would
begin full production as a user facility at LAMPF. Seven experiments to use
NTOF have already been approved by the PAC. A subset of these or any others
proposed at the winter and fall PAC might be run in 1988. Those- requiring high
intensity polarized beams must wait until the new polarized ion source becomes
available in 1989. A preliminary user's guide to NTOF containing pertinent
information for proposal writing is being compiled. Inquiries should be directed
to John McClelland at MS H841 at LAMPF.
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OPPIS: The Optically
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The OPPIS project is supported with FY85-87 AIP funds as part of the up-
grade of LAMPF facilities for polarized nucleon beams. The major components
for OPPIS were purchased or built in 1985-86 and a laboratory area was estab-
lished. In 1987 the principal subsystems were developed. In 1988 the system will
be assembled and operated on the test stand with complete instrumentation. The
project goal is to provide 0.25 to 0.5 y.A. average beam current with at least 60%
polarization for LAMPF research use starting in 1989.

The OPPIS method (see last year's LAMPF Progress Report1) uses an alkali
vapor as a source of electrons which are spin-polarized by a laser beam. These
polarized electrons are captured by a 5-keV proton beam to form a beam of po-
larized neutral atoms. Subsequently a second charge-exchange reaction produces
a polarized H~ ion beam.

In 1987, proton beams of satisfactory intensity were generated in an electron-
cyclotron-resonance source which operates in a plasma well in a high magnetic
field established by a superconducting solenoid. Our reference case uses a 7-
hole multiaperture lens and puts out 15 mA; other lens geometries will be inves-
tigated. Experience at other laboratories, and order-of-magnitude calculations,
indicate that roughly 0.1% of the H+ beam is converted into H", so 10 fiA or
so of peak current is expected. The ECR system runs stably, reliably, and re-
producibly. The principal issue is optimizing the ECR extraction geometry so
that the protons are produced in the most nearly parallel beam possible, for best
acceptance at the end of the 0.5-m drift space into the second charge-exchange
cell. Theoretical and empirical studies are planned.

Also in 1987, an optical-pumping system was set up and sodium vapor of 2
x 1013 atoms/cm2 line density was pumped to 90% electron polarization. This
density should y ield the minimum necessary conversion efficiency of H+ to H°.
However, it has proven difficult to stabilize the laser system with high power, at
least 1 W, and with optimum overlap of the laser spectrum with the 6-GHz-wide
sodium absorption line. The best results so far use a system like TRIUMF's, with
a dye laser and intracavity etalon to set the bandwidth to about 9 GHz. Another
technique to stabilize the dye laser, called modelocking, will be tried. It is also
not clear whether sodium is the best alkali in this application, so potassium
and rubidium will also be investigated, although different laser configurations
must be employed to match the wavelengths and bandwidths. A preliminary
measurement using a narrowband dye laser appeared to show that potassium
exhibited a higher pumping efficiency in terms of number of polarized atoms
per watt of laser power.

TRIUMF will be installing their OPPIS for research use in the spring of 1988.
Their system uses CW lasers, as does ours, and produces 6 /iA. Late in 1987, KEK
started research operation with their OPPIS, which produces up to 60 /iA at 65%
polarization and 0.1% duty factor. This low duty factor makes it possible to
use a pulsed laser system with much higher peak power to pump a higher-
density target. The experience of the other laboratories gives us confidence in
the eventual success of chc LAMPF OPPIS project, and appears to indicate the
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upgrade path to still higher currents with the future development of 100W, 10%
duty, pulsed lasers.
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P-CAD at LAMPF

R. Harris (Los Alamos)

Over the past few years MP-Division has begun to utilize CAD/CAM in
electronic drafting. At present there are six groups within the Division with
approximately 20 workstations. These stations consist of a PC/AT or PC/XT
with P-CAD software. P-CAD is a complete design system for generation of
electronic schematics through placement and routing of printed circuit boards.

The P-CAD system consists of two main editors—PC-CAPS for schemat-
ics and PC-CARDS for PCB's—and 12 utilities (see Table I). A P-CAD system
flowchart is shown in Fig. 1 that illustrates the multiple paths accommodated.
The system flow begins with the creation of a schematic using PC-CAPS, which
is used to generate both the electronic schematic symbols, depicting components
or parts of components, and the detailed schematic diagrams. Symbol libraries
are complemented by parts libraries that describe the physical parts used on a
PCB. These libraries must be maintained in parallel for efficient CAD production,
and to alleviate incompatibility problems.

Table I. System Program Elements.

Program Function

PC-CAPS Schematic capture program
PC-NODES Net list extraction utility
PC-LINK Net list linker/compiler utility
PREPACK Cross-reference packaging library compiler
PC-PACK PCB packaging utility
PC-CARDS PCB editor program
PC-ROUTE PCB autorouting program
PC-DRC/NLC PCB design rule and net list continuity checking utility
PC-BACK Back annotation file generator utility
PC-PRINT Plot file conversion for dot matrix conversions utility
PC-PLOTS Plot file to pen plotter driver utility
PC-PHOTO Plot file to photo plotter file creation utility
PC-FORM Net list to report file generator utility

PC-CAPS begins the schematic diagram by placing copies of symbol li-
brary files into a schematic data base along with graphic, intelligent connection
data, called wires, and annotation information. The wiring connections on the
schematics identify each group of component pins hooked together with one
common wire as a distinct entity, a net. Each wire or group of wire segments
with the same net name is treated as one net. Even bus structures are nothing
more than intelligent wire segments with the same net name attributes that have
been connected by a drawn, nonintelligent line representing the bus highway.

Generally speaking, the required symbols are copies into a schematic data
base, using PC-CAPS, where the symbols are wired together and notes are added.
The schematic net list is extracted by PC-NODES, then the symbols are packaged
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Fig. 1. P-CAD system flowchart

as a PCB data base by PC-PACK. PC-PACK also creates annotation files that
supply reference designators and pin numbers for use by PC-CARDS and PC-
FORM the report generator.

This PCB data base is loaded into PC-CARDS where the PCB outline is added
and the parts placed within the outline. Then PC-PLACE processes the data base
for placement optimization. The result is processed through PC-ROUTE to route
most or all of the design automatically. The "autorouted" data base is loaded
into PC-CARDS for manual completion. The final design is checked with PC-
DRC/NLC, the design rule checker. After final modifications with PC-CARDS,
film and documentation plot files are extracted. The schematic is back-annotated
using PC-BACK and PC-CAPS to add the reference designators and pin numbers
to the schematic. Final schematic documentation plot files are extracted using
PC-CAPS.

At present there are five "D" or roll size plotters utilized by LAMPF. Two
are located in the LOB and three in the experimental area. Some of the plotters
are hard wired to the PC's and for others, plotting is through a utility on the
VAX. Group Cl supports our photo plotting requirements with their model 41
Gerber plotter. Turnaround for photo plots is within one or two days at most.

The P-CAD system may be utilized differently by the users as they find a
procedure that fits their needs. Overall, the users are able to create schemtics in
about half the time it takes to draw them on paper or vellum. The only time this
process is slowed down is when many symbols and parts not in the data base
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are created. The old method for making sepias for originals is no longer needed.
The existing file is renamed and modifications for the new drawing are made.
New drawings can also be created using the "block save" command; this allows
use of one section of a drawing on another. PC-CARD layout time savings vary
depending on the layout procedure used. It can be from two to five times faster
using P-CAD over taping. The layout process also depends on whether you use
PC-ROUTE or PC-CARDS only.

The P-CAD system as a whole is more cost effective in all aspects of elec-
tromechanical drafting.
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Proton Storage Ring
(PSR) Development

R. Macek (Los Alamos)

The Proton Storage Ring (PSR) has greatly enhanced the capabilities for
pulsed neutron beams at LAMPF. When it achieves design performance, it will
provide 25 times more average current (100 /iA) than previously available at
WNR, a time compression to 270 ns, and a reduction in repetition rate to 12-
20 Hz, resulting in neutron beams of much higher peak and average intensity,
which are well suited to the requirements of neutron scattering in materials
science.

Construction of the PSR was completed during the spring of 1985, and first
beam was circulated in the ring on April 26,1985. With the advent of the PSR, the
WNR/PSR neutron facility has been renamed the Los Alamos Neutron Scattering
Center (LANSCE), and MP Division has taken responsibility for the LANSCE the
beam delivery system, consisting of the injector, chopper, accelerator, primary
beam lines, and the PSR. Since first beam in the PSR, a strong effort has been
devoted to the commissioning of LANSCE, and this effort will continue until the
design goals are met or exceeded.

By 1986, peak intensities of 3.4 x 1013 protons per pulse had been demon-
strated (65% of design goal) and average currents of around 25 ft A were available
to users for part of the run cycle However, activation of ring components by
high beam losses, 2-3% during accumulation and 4-7% at extraction, was a very
serious problem and limited the iiverage current that could be run for LANSCE
users.

The cause of the extraction loss was found to be a restricted aperture (due
to a construction error) in the ring dipole just ahead of the extraction septa. The
aperture restriction was removed during the shutdown and, when operation
commenced in mid-June 1987, the extraction losses were reduced dramatically
by more than a factor of ten to levels of 0.1-0.3%. The period of the LAMPF
shutdown for January 1987 to June 15, 1987, was used to make a number of
other improvements that would increase reliability or improve beam develop-
ment capabilities.

The LAMPF and PSR operation resumed June 17, 1987. After a period of
about a month to re-establish the closed orbit in the PSR, thoroughly check out the
shutdown improvements, and some sole-use time for WNR, the LANSCE beam
delivery system was available for LANSCE users. However, construction of ihe
Neutron Scattering Hall prohibited operation of LANSCE during the daytime
hours Monday through Friday, and often on Saturday, so LANSCE ran mainly
on weekends. This reduced the fraction of the schedule that could be devoted
to LANSCE production to about 30%. The overhead for setup and tuning was
a sizeable fraction of the small block (5-8 shifts) of running time represented by
a weekend. Despite these difficulties, LANSCE users received 15,000 ftA hours
of beam during the 1987 run cycle. The average current on the ER-1 target was
26.7 nA.

PSR development studies continued to focus on the twin goals of under-
standing and reducing beam losses in the ring, and understanding the instability
encountered at high peak intensities. A new record of 3.8 x 1013 protons per
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pulse (70% of design goal) was achieved, limited by the maximum current avail-
able from the H~ injector. The instability was encountered in the high intensity
studies, but it was possible to eliminate it by careful tuning of the buncher and
use of sextupoles and octupoles to enhance Landau damping of the instability.

Improved loss monitoring instrumentation enabled us to thoroughly char-
acterize the beam losses during accumulation. First turn losses were measured
to be 0.1-0.3%, and losses of the stored beam were measured to be 1-2 x 10"5

per turn. It is now clear that the beam at injection more than fills the available
aperture, and that scattering in the foil continues to drive protons out of the
acceptance of the ring on subsequent turns.

The injection system uses two-stage stripping, first H~ to H° in a magnet,
then H° to H + in a foil in the ring, and apparently is the root cause of the problem.
The H° stripper magnet introduces a factor 3 growth in the rms emittance in the
horizontal plane, plus introduces non-Gaussian "tails" in the beam distribution.
The scheme also constrains the optics so that the beam is badly "mismatched"
to the ring, causing a further increase of a factor of 33 in the rms emittance of
the beam in the ring plus adding non-Gaussian tails to the beam distributions.
Our studies, both experimental and computational, all strongly support these
conclusions.

A plan is being developed that includes several measures to reduce accu-
mulation losses. Direct H~ injection will greatly reduce the emittance of the
injected beam and provide much greater flexibility for matching to the ring and
reducing the number of foil traversals. At present, the extraction septum is the
limiting aperture for the coasting beams, and the location of highest loss. A fer-
rite extraction kicker will produce a larger kick and, along with a larger aperture
extraction channel, eliminate the septum magnet location as the limiting aperture
for the accumulated beam. By making a scraper/collimator the limiting aperture
of the PSR, we can control the location of the beam losses to a passive system
where the activation is more easily handled. To reach the design goal of 5.4 x
1013 protons per pulse, a new source with at least 50% higher intensity and a
transverse damper to control the transverse instability are probably required.

During the 1988 running period, development studies will focus on machine
studies to firm up the beam physics basics for a decision to undertake H~ in-
jection. We want to be very certain that this measure will solve the problem
and that there is not another effect just below the surface that would still cause
unacceptable losses at 100 /iA.

Efforts during the winter shutdown, which began December 1, 1987, are
focused on obtaining safe access to ER-1 and on improving beam reliability,
availability, and predictability, The problem with access to ER-1 is the hign
radiation levels possible in ER-1 cauied by errant beam spills in the beam runnel
above ER-1. Because of this possibiLtv. the area has been kept locked up during
any Line D beam operation. Although radiation levels would permit occupancy
during normal operation, there are a number of ways the beam can go astray and
cause unacceptable levels in ER-1. The heart of the new Personnel Safety System
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(PSS) being developed to solve this problem is a layered system of redundant,
fail-safe instrumentation that will detect errant beam conditions and shut off
the beam promptly and reliably. It consists of fail-safe neutron detectors (the
so-called Albatross) placed in the occupied areas, fail-safe beam spill detectors
(ion chambers) placed in the beam tunnel above ER-1, and fail-safe beam current
limiters that trip on current exceeding present levels in particular sections of the
beam transport. It is planned to have the system operational by the beginning
of the 1988 running period.

Much work is under way to improve beam reliability and availability. The
vacuum envelope of Section 9 of the PSR is being redone and will include re-
placement of the extraction septum magnet and enlarging one of the limiting
apertures. Magnet power supplies that caused the most trouble in the past year
are being upgraded to be more reliable, and efforts to improve H~ source and
injection reliability continue. The controls computer is being upgraded to a Mi-
cro Vax 3500, which will greatly speed up the CPU-bound controls functions.

Continued development of the beam delivery system is possible technically
and is likely to be highly desired by the user communities. Incremental improve-
ments in facility performance, reliability, and operational efficiency are expected
with accumulated operating experience and ongoing operational improvement
programs. Other interesting uses for the unique capabilities of the PSR beam
have been suggested, such as proposals for pulsed muon beams for condensed
matter physics, and generation of neutrino beams.
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Servo-Steering in
LineB

M. W. McNaughton (Los
Alamos)

A servo-steering system has been implemented in Line B. The performance
is illustrated by Figs. 1 and 2 from a typical run. Figure 1 shows the X centroid
of the beam as measured by the segmented ion chamber LBII6 for successive
spin reversals at two minute intervals. The centroid is held constant to better
than 0.1 mm. Figure 2 shows the control voltage (D to A) output from CAMAC
which is used to correct the beam steering. The variation from 385 to 400 counts
corresponds to about 0.1 milliradians of steering or 1 mm at LBII6. Some runs
show jumps equivalent to 5 mm. In other runs systematic effects of about 0.3 mm
are observed every time the beam spin reverses. All of these are minimized by
the servo-steering.

TIME (Spin Reversal Number)

Fig. 1. Beam centroid X (mm) vs time (counting spin reversals at 2-min
intervals).

X D to A

•e. so. -». 4«. s*. e».
TIME (Spin Reversal Number)

Fig. 2. Control voltage output (D to A) vs time for the same run as Fig. 1. 20
counts in the "D to A" corresponds to about 1 mm of beam steering correction.
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The system uses the Line B MicroVax-2 to control the steering. The program
(written in VAX-ELN Pascal) runs at low priority, using otherwise idle computer
time to continually read x and y profiles from the segmented ion chamber LBII6.
The mean and standard deviation of the beam centroids are continually cal-
culated until a statistically significant deviation from the required centroid is
detected. At this time the CAMAC D to A is used to correct the steering.

The system is capable of reading a beam profile every LAMPF macropulse
(typically 40 Hz for Line B), calculating a mean and standard deviation from two
profiles, and correcting the steering in about 0.1 s. More typically the program
is instructed to accumulate profiles for 8 macropulses, to read at 5 Hz, and
to require at least 4 readings for a statistically significant result, giving a time
constant of 1 s. Whenever the beam goes off, however, the system instantly
freezes.

Various monitors of system performance (such as those in Figs. 1 and 2,
as well as beam width) are accumulated in the Line B MicroVax and are trans-
mitted to the experiment over Ethernet on request. A major deficiency of the
system is that if the beam width and centroid both change simultaneously then
the centroid as determined and corrected for by the computer may be different
from the effective beam centroid to which the experiment is sensitive (though
in principle it would be conceivable that the computer could correct for this by
some algorithm).

Traditional servo-steering systems use analog electronics rather than digital
computers, and exponential time constants rather than quantum jumps. Early
versions of the computer program simulated such exponential time constants, but
more stable performance resulted from the standard digital computer approach,
namely to make a decision based on statistics and then make a quantum jump
in steering.

The digital computer offers the following advantages over analog electronics.

1. The signal from the segmented ion chamber can be conditioned and
checked by the computer.

2. The system incorporates several simultaneous buffers, each with its own
time constant. Major steering errors are detected and corrected quickly,
while small errort which require more data for a statistically significant
result are searched for in different buffers.

3. When the polarized beam spin changes sign, the computer switches to a
different set of buffers in order to eliminate systematic changes between
+ and - spin.

4. The performance of the system may be monitored and logged from any
computer on the netwo k.
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Stopped-Muon Beam
Development

C. Pillai, B. M. K. Nefkens,
J. Doornbos, D. Barlow,
and G. Kim (UCLA),
and M. D. Cooper (Los
Alamos)

Stopped-muon beam development for MEGA was conducted in the SMC
channel of LAMPF. The main objectives were: (1) the optimization of the channel
tune for surface muons, and to measure the muon rate, the muon to electron
ratio, and the beam profile at full LAMPF intensity; (2) to optimize the A2 target
location with respect to the LAMPF proton beam for the maximum surface muon
flux.

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. All elements
of the beam line needed for the final experiment were in place. The detector
system consisted of a Beam-Prcfile Monitor (BPM) 50 cm downstream of the last
quadrupole magnet, a collimator, and an Ionization Chamber (IC) to measure
the beam intensity. The advantage of using the special, thin-walled BPM in the
setup is that one can monitor the beam size while optimizing the flux through the
collimator. The separation between the muons and the electrons at the position of
the BPM was about 6 cm for 110 kV on the separator (Fig. 2). The 2-in collimator
helped to eliminate most of the electrons otherwise entering the IC.

The rate for Doombos's tune 1 was found to be 1.0 x 108 /i/s for 1 mA beam
current, a substantial improvement from the previous tunes. The beam size was
about 5 x 6 cm for this tune at the BPM position (Fig. 2). Doornbos's tune 3
yielded a rate of ~6.5 x 107 fi/s and the spot size was 3 x 3 cm (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 1. Setup for the MEGA beam devebpment run of July 1987.
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Fig. 2. Beam profile at the position of the BPM for tune 1. The separation of
the muons and electrons is clearly seen in the vertical distribution.
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Fig. 3. Beam profile for tune 3, which gives a smaller spot size at reduced
intensity.
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The central value and spread of the muon-beam momentum were inves-
tigated using the range-curve technique. The IC was used for measuring the
number of beam particles that passed through absorbers of different thickness
placed in front of the IC. The results for 28.5 MeV/c (tune 1) and 30.6 MeV/c
(tune 3) are shown in Fig. 4. The differential range curve is obtained by folding
in the theoretical response function of the IC for muons (Fig. 5). The upper scale
gives the momentum, which is calculated from the range thickness plus the ma-
terial in the beam. The centroid gives P^ = 28.3 MeV/c and AP/P = 9.0%. A
fi/e ratio of 10 to 12 was obtained using the scintilla tor and the IC.
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Fig. 4. Range curve for nominal 28.5 MeV/c / i + , tune 1, measured with
the ionization chamber. The figure also includes the range curve for nominal
30.6 MeV/c, tune 3.
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Fig. 5. The differential curve for 285 MeVfc showing the momentum accep-
tance of the channel

In the second phase of the run, we used a primary proton beam current of
about 10 fiA. The main objective of this part was to find the optimum position of
the muon production target with respect to the proton beam for the production
of surface muons in the SMC channel. This was achieved by moving the target
from the original position in 2 mm steps and measuring the intensity. We found
that the target position at - 6 mm from the original position increases the muon
flux by 30% and decreases the electron by a factor of 2.5 (Fig. 6), both good
news. TV unfortunate aspect is that in this configuration about 20% of the
primary proton beam misses the target, which is unacceptable for running at
full beam intensity. We also moved the primary proton beam with respect to
the target at - 6 mm. The surface muon beam intensity remained constant for
the ^-position of the primary proton beam from 0 to +2 mm and the intensity
decreased rapidly for ^-positions below and above these values. A brief effort to
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reshape the primary proton beam was not successful. Future efforts in this area
appear useful.
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Fig. 6. Relative beam rates for fi+ and e+ as a function of the target position.
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Accelerator
Operations

Joe Bergstein (Los Alamos)

This report covers operating cycles 48, 49, and 50. The accelerator was
in operation from June 17 until December 4, 1987. Beams were provided for
research use for 133 days, and two days were used for facility development. A
summary of information on beams provided for research is given in Table I.

Table I. Beam Statistics for Cycles 48,49, and

No. of experiments served

H+ scheduled beam hours
H~ scheduled beam hours
P~ scheduled beam hours

H+ beam availability (%)
H~ beam availability (%)b

P~ beam availability (%)

H+ average current (^iA)a

P~ average current (nA)a

H+ beam duty factor (%)
P- beam duty factor (%)

Cycle 48

29

1059
1085
1095

82
75
72

916
23

6.4
3-6.4

aAveraged over entire cycle.
b Availability at entrance to Beam Line D.

50.

Cycle 49

30

1205
1126
1092

71
81
75

925
17

6.4
3^6.4

Cycle 50

33

961
945
957

93
83
83

960
10

6.4
3

Two new experimental facilities in the NPL became operational during the
year, the Neutron Time-of-Flight spectrometer (NTOF), and the High-Resolution
Atomic Beam facility (HIRAB). A beam bunching system, using two or more
805-MHz linac tanks, was developed and successfully employed on a 500-MeV
P~ beam run to NTOF. Commissioning of PSR progressed sufficiently to permit
research use of the LANSCE facility at the 30-/*A level, although beam operation
was limited by ongoing construction associated with the LANSCE experimental
hall.

Significant changes were made in operating schedules. Intervals between
operating cycles were increased from one week to two. Biweekly scheduled
maintenance days during operating periods were eliminated in favor of 4-day
maintenance periods between operating cycles. Refurbishing of negative ion
sources was done as needed rather than on schedule. Savings in electrical en-
ergy costs were realized by reducing machine duty factor during single-energy
operation. Despite some of the changes and perhaps because of others, beam
availability was significantly improved over last year's. H+ beams of 1 mA
average current at 6% duty factor were delivered to Experimental Area A for
extended periods.
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A summary of unscheduled facility downtime during research shifts is given
in Table II. Ion sources and 201 MHz rf systems continued to be the major
contributors, although both were significantly better than last year. Because
some of the outages were concurrent, and because some affected only a single
beam, the total is much greater than the downtime seen in any one beam line.

Table n. Unscheduled Machine Downtime.

Category

201-MHz amplifiers and transmission lines

805-MHz amplifier systems

Vacuum systems

Magnets

Magnet power supplies

Interlocks

Ion sources and Cockcroft-Walton
high-voltage supplies

Cooling water systems

Computer control and data acquisition

Production targets

Beam diagnostics

Pulse-timing systems

Miscellaneous (utilities, power
interruptions from lightning, etc.)

TOTAL

Downtime
(h)

217

74

37

28

84

18

680

15

24

137

14

5

26

1359

Percent
of Total

16

5

3

2

6

1

50

1

2

10

1

1

2
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MILESTONES

MILESTONES

CLiNTON P. ANDERSON
MESON PHYSICS
FACILITY

1968

Official Ground Breaking
Spinoff: Adoption of LAMPF Accelerating Structure

for X-Ray Therapy and Radiography Machines ca 1968

February 15,1968

1970

5-MeV Beam Achieved
Adoption of a LAMPF Standard Data-Acquisition

System

June 10,1970

August 1970

1971

100-MeV Beam Achieved
211-MeV Beam Achieved

June 21,1971
August 27,1971

1972

800-MeV Beam Achieved
Spinoff: First Use of Electrosurgical Forceps in

Open-Heart Surgery (University of New Mexico)
Discovery of 236Th (Experiment Zero)
Dedication to Senator Clinton P. Anderson
Spinoff: First Hyperthermic Treatment of

Animal Tumors

June 9,1972

September 13,1972
September 25,1972
September 29,1972

October 1972

1973

First H~ Injector Beam
First Simultaneous H+ and H~ Beams
Beam to Area B
First Experiment (#56) Received Beam
First Meson Production, Beam to Area A

March 28,1973
May 4,1973
July 15,1973
August 24,1973
August 26, 1973

1974

Beam to Area A-East
First Medical Radioisotope Shipment
Usable 100-,uA Beam to Switchyard
Pi-Mesic Atoms with 'Ticklish" Nuclei
First Experimental Pion Radiotherapy
First Tritium Experiment (80 000 Ci)
Start of Great Shutdown

February 6,1974
July 30,1974
September 5,1974
October 13,1974
October 21,1974
November 1974
December 24,1974
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1975

New Precise Measurements of Muonium Hyperfine
Structure Interval and fi+ Magnetic Moment

Q Data-Acquisition Software Operational
Spinoff: Firet Use of 82Rb for Myocardial Imaging

in Humans (Donner Lab, Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory)

Spinoff: First Hyperthermic Treatment of
Human Cancer (University of New Mexico)

Accelerator Turnon
Acceptable Simultaneous IOO-/1A H+ and 3-/xA H"

Beams to Switchyard
Production Beam to Area B

1975-77-80
June 1975

June 1975

July 11,1975
August 1,1975

September 14, 1975
October 7, 1975

1976

First Pions Through EPICS
Production Beam in Areas A and A-East:

End of Great Shutdown
Muon-Spin-Relaxau'on Program
Spinoff: First Hyperthermic Treatment of

Cancer Eye in Cattle (Jicarilla Reservation)
100-^A Production Beam in Area A
Experiment in Atomic Physics (H~ + laser beam):

Observation of Feshbach and Shape Resonances
inH"

Double Charge Exchange in 16O: LEP Channel
Startup of Isotope Production Facility
HRS Operation Begins
Maintenance by "Monitor" System of

Remote Handling

March 18,1976

April 5,1976
June 1976

June 3,1976
August 1976

October 1976
October 5,1976
October 15,1976
November 1976

Fall 1976

1977

Proton Beam to WNR
Polarized-Proton Beam Available
Spinoff: First Practical-Applications Patent

Licensed to Private Industry
Pion Radiotherapy with Curative Intent
Proton-Computed Tomography Program
Experimental Results at Neutrino Facility
Cloud and Surface Muon Beams: SMC
EPICS Operation Begins
300-fiA Production Beam in Area A

March 12,1977
April 1977

April 12, 1977
May 1977
June 1977
July 1977
July 1977
August 1977
Fall 1977
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I 1978

AT Division Established
ir° Spectrometer Begins Operation
Operation of Polarized-Proton Target
Successful Water-Cooled Graphite Production

Target

January 1,1978
February 1978
Spring 1978

November 1978

1979

Spinoff. First Thermal Modification of
Human Cornea (University of Oklahoma)

600-/tA Production Beam in Area A
New Limit on n —* e-y

July 11,1979
November 1979
December 1979

1980

Experimental Measurement of the Strong-Interaction
Shift in the 2p-ls Transition for Pionic Hydrogen

Commercial Production of Radioisotopes
Spin Precessor Begins Operation
Data-Analysis Center Operational
Variable-Energy Operation
Single-Isobaric-Analog States in Heavy Nuclei
Spinoff: First Use of 82Rb for Brain Tumor Imaging

in Humans (Donner Lab, Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory)

Production of Fast Muonium in Vacuum
Double-Isobaric-Analog States in Heavy Nuclei
Focal-Plane Polarimeter Operational at HRS
Safety Award to LAMPF Users Group, Inc., for

Working One Million Man-Hours Since 1975
Without a Disabling Injury

New Measurement of Pion Beta Decay—Improved
Test of Conserved-Vector Current

1980-81-82
January 1980
February 1980
April 1980
June 1980
June 1980

September 1980
Fall 1980
October 1980
October 1980

October 27,1980

November 1980

1981

First Excitation of Giant Dipole Resonance by
Pion Single Charge Exchange March 1981

First Observation of Isovector Monopole Resonance
in 120Sn and 90Zr by Pion Single Charge Exchange March 1981

Negative Evidence for Critical Opalescence in 40Ca September 1981
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1982

Average Beam Current of LAMPF Accelerator
Established at 750 /iA 1982

Staging Area Constructed 1982
"Dial-a-Spin" Capability on Line B Permits Different

Spin Orientations for HRS, line B, and EPB
Simultaneously

Improved Test of Time-Reversal Invariance in
Strong Interactions by Comparison of the
Polarization in the Reaction pd —• npp
with the Analyzing Power in the
Interaction n p*—» pn

dt Fusion Catalyzed by Muons

1982

1982
November 1982

1983

LAMPF Accelerator Produces Proton Beam
of 1.2 mA

First Observation of i/e-e~ Scattering
Result for Asymmetry in ~pp Scattering Caused by

Parity Violation: AL = (2.4 ± 1.1) x 10~7

at 800 MeV

February 7,1983
October 1983

November 1983

1984

Duty Factor > 9% Achieved
Total Cross Section for t/e-e~ Scattering

<TT = 10-44 Ev (GeV) cm2

Clamshell Spectrometer On Line
High-Intensity H~ Source Operational

February 1984

May 1984
June 1984
September 1984

1985

New Beam Stop Installed by Remote-Handling
System Spring 1985

High-Intensity H~ Injector Operational April 1985
New Switchyard Permits Three-Beam Operation April 1985
Proton Beam to Proton Storage Ring (PSR) May 1985
Routine Production at Beam Current of 1 mA Summer 1985
Precise Near-Threshold Measurements of

i(~p —> x°n Reaction July 1985
77-Meson Production on Nuclei Observed Near

Threshold August 1985
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17-mA Peak Current Achieved September 1985
Precise Test of the Relativistic Doppler Effect at

0.84c by Collision of an Atomic Beam with
Laser Light 1985

1986

Verification of Destructive Interference Between
the Charged-Weak and Neutral-Weak Amplitudes
in i/e Scattering <Exp. 225) 1986

Group MP-5 Formed to Maintain and Develop
line D and the Proton Storage Ring 1986

Masses of 12 New Isotopes Measured by
TOFI System 1986

Polarized Beam Delivered with 10-MHz
Micropulse Structure for Neutron Timing 1986

1987

Neutron Time-of-Flight Facility Short-Flight-Path
Commissioned (New Beam line in NPL) 1987

Linac Rebuncher Scheme Implemented to Produce
Time-Focused Micropulses at WNR and NTOF 1987

113-MeV Beam Delivered to WNR/Lowest Energy
Delivered by LAMPF to an Experimental Area 1987

Operation with Three Beam Energies to line A,
line D, and line X 1987

Development of Medium-Resolution (0.2%) Tune
for F 1987
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Experiments Run in 1987

APPENDIX A:
Experiments Run in
1987

Exp.
No.

645

769

870

Channel
Beam
Hours Title

267 ISORAD

899

907

911

Neutrino-A

REF

793 EPICS

818 MRS

820

854

856

p3

SMC

p3

869 SMC

TTA

872 TTA

877 SMC

LEP

HRS

EPICS

2688 Preparation of Radioisotopes for Medicine
and the Physical Sciences Using the LAMPF
Isotope Production Facility

2688 A Search for Neutrino Oscillations at LAMPF

2688 Proton Irradiation Effects on Candidate
Materials for the German Spallation Neutron
Source (SNQ)

444 Pion Double Charge Exchange on Self-
Conjugate Nuclei (continued)

943 Proton-Deuteron-Elastic Scattering at 800-MeV
Two- and Three- Spin Observables

370 Pion-Induced Pion Production on 3He

257 Muon Spin Research in Oxide Spin Glasses

495 Comparison of Double Charge Exchange and
Inclusive Scattering in 3He

1013 Higher Precision Measurement of the Lamb
Shift in Muonium

125 Search for New Magic Numbers—Direct Mass
Measurements of the Neutron-Rich Isotopes
with Z = 4 to 9

850 Direct Atomic Mass Measurements of Neutron-
Rich Isotopes in the Region Z = 13-17
Using the Time-of-Flight Isochronous
Spectrometer

67 The Microdosimetry of Error Induction in
Microelectronics

577 A Measurement of the Neutron Deformation of
165Ho by Pion Single Charge Exchange

215 Spin Excitations in 40Ca and 48Ca

159 A Systematic Study of JT+ and n~ Scattering
to 2f States in Ni, Zn, Ge, and Se
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Exp. Beam
No. Channel Hours Tide

916 HRS

919

932

HRS

REF

HRS

943 REF

945

954

956

957

959

960

963

969

970

EPICS

EPICS

HRS

P3

EPICS

BR

SMC

SMC

EPICS

975 LEP

47 Nuclear Information from Small Angle
p-Nucleus Elastic Scattering

110 Microscopic Structure of s-et Shell T = 1 Nuclei

869 Radiation Damage in Magnetically Soft
Crystalline and Amorphous Alloys

162 Measurement of Spin Transfer Observables in
the AHe(p, T'^He Reaction at 500 MeV

2529 Microstructural Evolution and Mechanical
Mechanical Changes in 316 SS Al and Mo Under
Irradiation with Different Displacement/Helium
Production Rates and Ratios

109 DCX on Nickel

176 Isospin Amplitudes For Giant Resonances in
58Ni and 64Ni

110 Microscopic Structure of the Calcium Isotopes

133 Inclusive Pion Double-Charge-Exchange in light
p-Shell Nuclei

262 Inelastic Pion Scattering from 20Ne

1292 Measurement of A<rL and AaT in Free Neutron-
Proton Scattering Between 300 and 800 MeV
and 800 MeV

695 Experimental Investigation of Muon Catalysis

422 MEGA—Search for the Rare Decay /i+ -> e+7

211 Measurement of the Delta-Nucleus Interaction
by Pion Inelastic Scattering to the 1+ Doublet
in12C

146 Single Charge Exchange with Stopped Negative
Pions
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Exp. Beam
No. Channel Hours Title

976 LEP 502 Study of the Charged Particle Decay of the Giant
Dipole Resonance Excited by Pion Single Charge
Exchange on 13C

979 EPICS 669 "A Search for T = 2 Dibaryon Production in the
d(x+,x-)X Reaction"

986 REF 2688 Spallation Neutron Irradiation of Non-Oxide
Ceramics for First-Wall Fusion Reactor
Application

987 REF 2688 Fast Neutron Irradiation Screening Test of
Polycrystalline Graphites Under First-Wall
Fusion Conditions

988 EPICS 108 Double-Isobaric-Analog Resonance in Heavy
Nuclei

993 LEP 240 Study of it Absorption Below the
^3/2,3/2 Resonance Region

1000 HRS 228 Cross Sections for the (p,ir+) Reaction on
12C, 13C, and 14N

1003 SMC 68 Production of Long-lived Radionuclides by
Stopped Negative Muons

1013 HRS 88 Pion Production in the Continuum with
Polarized Protons

1014 REF 2688 Proton, Spallation Neutron and Fission Neutron
Irradiation of Copper

1020 LEP 228 Low-Energy Pion Double-Charge Exchange on
42Ca and 44Ca

1022 P3 769 Studies of Eta-Nucleus Bound Systems

1024 TTA 442 Lifetime Measurements of Extremely
Neutron-Rich Nuclides by Delayed Neutron
Counting at TOFI
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Exp. Beam
No. Channel Hours Title

1027 HRS

1028 P3

1030 HRS

1035 MRS

1036 HRS

1039 EPICS

1043 LEP

1045 LEP

1046 LEP

1047 HRS

1053 HRS

1061 NTOF

1063 HRS

214 Development of a High-Energy Polarimeter
Based on Coulomb-Nuclear Interference and
Measurement of the Spin-Averaged Slope
Parameter for PP Elastic Scattering Between 1.1
and 15 GeV/c

875 Measurements of Double-Charge-Exchange and
Elastic Scattering on 14C and 16O at Energies
above the A Resonance

64 Preliminary Search for Recoil Free A
Production in the ^FWp^He) Reaction

339 Two- and Three-Spin Measurements in pp-pp

207 The Analyzing Power in the 9Be(p, x+) Reactions
at 800 MeV and its Relation to the Free Pion-
Nucleon Scattering Data

247 20sPb(ir,ir'p)M7Tl Coincidence Measurement
Near die Giant Resonance Region: An
Investigation of Structure and Charge Symmetry

139 A Dependence of Non-Analog DCX at Low
Energies

331 Low-Energy Pion Double Charge Exchange on
N = 28 Isotones

77 Neutron Emission from Pion Absorption Near
the A3/3,3/2 Resonance

289 Search for Low Lying Magnetic States in an
f7f2 Shell Nucleus

20 Feasibility Study for Detecting Gamma Rays in
Coincidence with Scattered Protons at the HRS

151 Polarization Transfer and Analyzing Power
Measurements for the 15N(p, n)15O
Reaction at Ep - 500 MeV

242 A Research Proposal for the High Resolution
Spectrometer Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility
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Exp. Beam
No. Channel Hours Tide

1068 LEP 197 Analog DCX on 42Ca at 50 MeV
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APPENDIX B:
New Proposals
During 1987

Exp.
No. Spokesperson Title

1069 M. J. Leitch
Los Alamos

1070 C S. Mishra
Los Alamos

J. C. Peng
Los Alamos

1071 C. L. Morris
Los Alamos

C. S. Mishra
Los Alamos

1072 M. W. McNaughton
Los Alamos

1073 H. J. Mundinger
Univ. of Heidelberg

H. R. Schaefer
Yale Univ.

V. W. Hughes
Yale Univ.

1074 D. W. MacArthur
Los Alamos

J. B. Donahue
Las Alamos

1075 H . C Bryant
Univ. of New Mexico

R. A. Reeder
Los Alamos

1076 A. H. Mohagheghi
Univ. of New Mexico

C. R. Quick
Los Alamos

R. A. Reeder
Los Alamos

1077 H. C. Bryant
Univ. of New Mexico

Low-Energy Pion Single-Charge Exchange
on 14C to Resolved Low-Lying States

Proton Induced Neutral Meson Production
in Nuclei

Study of Pion Absorption in 3He and 4He

pp Elastic Absolute Cross Section

Measurement of Muonium to Antiinuonium
Conversion with Improved Sensitivity

High Velocity Search for Small Deviations
from Special Relativity

Photodetachment of H~ Near Threshold
in an Electric Field, "An Atomic
Interferometer"

Interaction of Relativistic H~ Ions with
Matter

A Search for Spontaneous Electric Fields in
Near-Luminal Frames
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Exp.
No. Spokesperson

1078 G. Pauletta
Univ. of Texas, Austin

M. M. Gazzaly
Univ. of Minnesota

N. Tanaka
Los Alamos

1079 G.W.Hoffmann
Univ. of Texas, Austin

K. W. Jones
Los Alamos

R. L. Ray
Univ. of Texas, Austin

1080 C. Glashausser
Rutgers Univ.

K. W. Jones
Los Alamos

1081 C L . Morris
Los Alamos

H. T. Fortune
Univ. of Pennsylvania

J. D. Zumbro
MIT

1082 G.J. Igo
UCLA

M. Bleszyriski
UCLA

R. Machleidt
UCLA

T. Jaroszewicz
UCLA

1083 D. K. Dehnhard
Univ. of Minnesota

1084 D. K. Dehnhard
Univ. of Minnesota

L. C. Bland
Indiana Univ.
Cyclotron Facility

S. M. Sterbenz
Univ. of Minnesota

Title

Determination of the Real Part of The Double
Spin-Flip Amplitudes and the Inelasticities
for the Proton-Proton System at Intermediate
Energies

Development of Experimental Techniques to
Study Relativistic Effects in Proton-Nucleus
Elastic Scattering at Forward Angles

The Longitudinal/Transverse
Decomposition of the Enhanced Nuclear
Spin Response in 40Ca

Double Charge Exchange Within the
(f7/2)

n Shell-Model Space

Measurement of Spin Observables for Elastic
and Charge Exchange Reactions on the .4=3
Nuclei

Elastic Scattering of ic+ and *~ from
4 He at Far Forward Angles

Asymmetry of the 4He(p; p',t)p and
4He(p; p,3He)n Reactions at 800 MeV
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Exp.
No. Spokesperson Tide

1085 B. G. Ritchie
Arizona State Univ.

R. C. Minehart
Univ. of Virginia

1086 J. D. Silk
Univ. of Pennsylvania

M. G. Burlein
Univ. of Pennsylvania

1087 H. T. Fortune
Univ. of Pennsylvania

J. M. CDonnell
Univ. of Pennsylvania

1088 R. A. Loveman
Univ. of Colorado

1089 K. K. Seth
Northwestern Univ.

1090 J. D. Silk
Univ. of Pennsylvania

1091 K. K.Seth
Northwestern Univ.

1092 B.Parker
Northwestern Univ.

K. K. Seth
Northwestern Univ.

1093 C. F.Moore
Univ. of Texas, Austin

S. Mordehcai
Univ. of Texas, Austin

1094 F. T. Baker
Univ. of Georgia

Total and Differential Cross Sections for
nd-+pp Below 20 MeV

DCX to Excited 0+ States

DCX on 18O at Large Angles

Measurement of Light Fragment Emission
Spectra from Pion True Absorption

Mass Dependence of Analog DCX at 50 MeV

The (*-, 5r+2n) Reaction

A Study of the Pionic Fission Reaction
6Li + jr+ — 3He + 3He

Energy Evolution of the Mass Dependence of
Analog DCX

Search for Double Resonances Using
High-Energy Pion Double Charge Exchange

Extended Angular Range of Sn
Measurements in 40Ca
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Exp.
No. Spokesperson Title

1095 C.F.Moore
Univ. of Texas, Austin

C. L. Morris
Los Alamos

E. Piasetzky
Tel Aviv Univ.

1096 C L . Morris
Los Alamos

D. Ashery
Tel Aviv Univ.

1097 D.L.Adams
Univ. of Texas, Austin

G. Mutchler
Rice Univ.

N. E. Davison
Univ. of Manitoba

P. J. Riley
Univ. of Texas, Austin

1098 H. W. Baer
Los Alamos

M. J. Leitch
Los Alamos

Z. Weinfeld
Tel Aviv Univ.

1099 G.J. Igo
UCLA

1100 J. M. Wouters
Los Alamos

1101 A. Fazely
Louisiana State Univ.

A. I. Yavin
Tel Aviv Univ.

A Search for T — 2 Dibaryons via a
Coincidence Measurement of the
p(p,X+++)ir- Reaction

Study of (irNN)T=2 Bound System by

Single Pion Production in np Scattering

Energy Dependence of Low-Energy Double-
Charge Exchange

Unpolarized Differential Cross Section for
Proton-Deuteron Elastic Scattering at
Intermediate Energies

Mass Measurements of Neutron-Rich Nuclei
with Z = 18-32

A Search for a Possible (?r AO Bound System
with Pion Double Charge Exchange Reaction
on a Proton
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Exp.
No. Spokesperson Title

1102 A. Fazely
Louisiana State Univ.

H. T. Fortune
Univ. of Pennsylvania

L. C. Liu
Los Alamos

1103 A. L. Williams
Univ. of Texas, Austin

C. F. Moore
Univ. of Texas, Austin

S. Mordechai
Univ. of Texas, Austin

1104 S. J. Seestrom-Morris
Los Alamos

1105 C L. Morris
Los Alamos

S. H. Yoo
Univ. of Texas, Austin

1106 J. A. McGffl
Los Alamos

K. S. Dhuga
George Washington
Univ.

1107 G. R. Burleson
New Mexico State Univ.

1108 C.F.Moore
Univ. of Texas, Austin

C. L. Morris
Los Alamos

J. Lichtenstadt
Tel Aviv Univ.

1109 R. J. Peterson
Univ. of Colorado

Study of Pion Double Charge Exchange
Reactions on Se Isotopes

Measurement of the Ratio of (ir+, ir+')
versus (»-,*•-') at T» = 450 MeV on
13C, 14C, and 15N

Study of the Giant Quadrupole Resonance
by High-Energy Pion Scattering

Or, ir'p) Coincidence Measurement Above
Particle Emission Threshold

Study of Pion-Nucleus Elastic Scattering at
Energies Above the A Resonance

Studies of Pion Double Charge Exchange
Scattering at Energies Above the A
Resonance

The p(p, ir~)X+++ Reaction—A Search
for T = 2 Dibaryons

Pion-Induced Fission
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Exp.
No. Spokesperson Title

1110 J. D. Bowman
Los Alamos

R. J. Peterson
Univ. of Colorado

1111 D. K. Dehnhard
Univ. of Minnesota

L. J. Rybarcyk
Los Alamos

S. K. Nanda
CEBAF

S. M. Sterbenz
Univ. of Minnesota

1112 K.K.Seth
Northwestern Univ.

1113 J. D. Silk
Univ. of Pennsylvania

1114 C. Pillai
UCLA

C. S. Mishra
Los Alamos

D. B. Barlow
UCLA

J. A. Wightman
UCLA

Spin-Isospin Studies with a High-Resolution
Neutral Meson Spectrometer

The 4He(pt n*)4U Reaction at 500 MeV

Analog DCX on ^Ca at 50 MeV

The 12C(w, irpp) reaction

Production of Tagged Eta Mesons by the
Reaction p + 3He —> 4He +1?
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APPENDIX C:
LAMPF Visitors
During 1987

David Adams, Univ. of Texas

Gary Adams, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Steven Adrian, George Washington Univ.

Hyo Ahn, Yale Univ.

Gabriel Alba, Rutgers Univ.

Dimitris Alexandreas, Univ. of Maryland
W. Alf ord, Univ. of Western Ontario
Richard Allen, Univ. of California, Irvine

John Allred, Nonaffiliated, New Mexico

Walter Amos, Univ. of Pennsylvania

Alan Anderson, Nonaffiliated

G. Anderson, George Washington Univ.

Matthew Anderson, Ohio State Univ.

Katsushi Arisaka, Univ. of Pennsylvania

Richard Arndt, VPI/State Univ.

Daniel Ashery, Tel-Aviv Univ.

Naf tali Auerbach, Tel-Aviv Univ.

Richard Baartman, TRIUMF

F. Baker, Univ. of Georgia

Janise Baldo, Drexel Univ.

R. Baltrusaitis, Univ. of Utah

Martin Barlett, Univ. of Texas

David Barlow, UCLA
David Beatty, Rutgers Univ.
Michael Beddo, New Mexico State Univ.

Shelton Beedoe, UCLA
Michael Begala, Univ. of Texas

Jean-Jean Benoit, Univ. of New Mexico

Robert Bent, Indiana Univ.

Donald Benton, Princeton Univ.

Bruce Berger, Argonne

Barry Berman, George Washington Univ.

Hans Bethe, Cornell Univ.

Louis Bimbot Univ. of Paris

Azizuddin Biyabani, MIT
Terry Black, Abilene Christian Univ.
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Marek Bleszynski, UCLA
David Blevins, Nonaffiliated

Paul Boberg, Univ. of Maryland

Carolus Boekema, San Jose State Univ.

Scott Bonham, College of William & Mary

Brent Boyer, Univ. of Texas

Jeffrey Brack, Univ. of Colorado

John Bradick, Phillips Scientific

Michael Braunstein, Univ. of Colorado

Rolf Brockmann, Univ. of Maine

Mary Dell Brockway, Los Alamos

B. Brooks, Abilene Christian Univ.

Michael Bryan, Univ. of Texas

Howard Bryant, Univ. of New Mexico

Michael Burlein, Univ. of Pennsylvania

George Burleson, New Mexico State Univ.

Mary Burns, Los Alamos

Jiri Bystricky, DPHPE-SEPH
Pavel Bystricky, Ecole Nationale Superieure d'Electrochiuie

Augustine Caffrey, EG&G, Idaho, Inc.
Simon Capstick, Univ. of Guelph

Staff an Carius, Los Alamos

Daniel Carman, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Kent Carroll, Abilene Christian Univ.
Kevin Carroll, Abilene Christian Univ.

Gordon Cates, Princeton Univ.

Joseph Cavanaugh, Los Alamos

Kwai-Chow Chan, Texas Tech Univ.

Naipor Cheung, College of William & Mary

Katherine Choi, Univ. of Virginia

Connel Chu, Univ. of Houston

Aleksandr Chudakov, Academy of Sciences of the USSR

Gary Chulick, Los Alamos

Timothy Chupp, Harvard Univ.

Douglas Ciskowski, Univ. of Texas

Francis Close, SERC
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Jeromeo Cobbs, Univ. of Arkansas

Joseph Cohen, Los Alamos

Stanley Cohen, Drexel Univ.

Joseph Comfort, Arizona State Univ.

David Cook, Univ. of Minnesota

Peter Cooper, Yale Univ.

Kevin Coulter, Princeton Univ.

Gregory Crawford, Case Western Reserve Univ.

William Cummings, Stanford Univ.

Vernon Cupps, Los Alamos

Dorothy Davidson, Jomar Systems, Inc.

Steven Dawson, Rutgers Univ.

R. DeLay, Univ. of California, Irvine

Dietrich Dehnhard, Univ. of Minnesota

Daniel Deptuck, Princeton Univ.

Kalvir Dhuga, George Washington Univ.

John Dicello, Jr., Cbrkson Univ.

Brenda Dingus, Un!v. of Maryland

Ned Dixon, Franklin & Marshall College

Chaden Djalali, Michigan State Univ.

Gail Dodge, Stanford Univ.

Peter Doe, Univ. of California, Irvine

Donald Dohan, TRIUMF

Jacob Doornbos, TRIUMF
Maria Dowell, MIT

Lloyd Durkin, Ohio State Univ.

Steven Dytman, Univ. of Pittsburg

E. Earle, Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd.

Morton Eckhause, College of WilHam & Mary

Tor Ekenberg, Univ. of Pennsylvania

Morten Eldrup, Riso National Laboratory

Juan Elizando, Univ. of New Mexico

Robert Ellsworth, George Mason Univ.

Terry Enegren, TRIUMF

Jon Engelage, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Peter Englert, San Jose State Univ.
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Ivan Entchevitch, TRIUMF

David Ernst, TRIUMF
John Faucett, New Mexico State Univ.

Ali Fazely, Louisiana State Univ.

Alan Feldman, Univ. of Maryland

Xi Zhang Feng, Institute of High Energy Physics

Raymond Fergerson, CEN-Saclay

Bruce Flanders, Univ. of Maryland

Gottfried Flik, Max-Planck-Institute

Jeffrey Flint, San Jose State Univ.

H. Fortune, Univ. of Pennsylvania

Michael Franey, Univ. of Minnesota

Stuart Freedman, Argonne

James Freeman, Fermilab

Linda Fritz, Franklin & Marshall College

Alvaro Fuentes, Univ. of Texas

Brian Fujikawa, Caltech

Herbert Funsten, College of William & Mary

Norman Fuqua, Virginia State Univ.

Carl Gagliardi, Texas A&M Univ.

Avraham Gal, Hebrew Univ.

Susan Gardner, New Mexico State Univ.

Robert Garnett, New Mexico State Univ.

J. Gasser, Univ. of Bern

Evangelos Gavathas, Florida State Univ.

M. Gazzaly, Univ. of Minnesota

Giovanni Gelato, CERN

Hartmut Gemmeke, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory

Vahe Ghazikhanian, UCLA
Robert Giannelli, Arizona State Univ.

Dane Gillespie, Univ. of Texas

Ronald Gilman, Argonne

Camille Ginsburg, Northwestern Univ.

Charles Glashausser, Rutgers Univ.

George Glass, Texas A&M Univ.

Roy Glauber, Harvard Univ.
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Johann Goergen, Arizona State Univ.

Charles Goodman, Indiana Univ.

Jordan Goodman, Univ. of Maryland

Kaleen Graessle-Smith, Abilene Christian Univ.

Andrew Green, Rutgers Univ.

David Grosnick, Argonne

Willy Gruebler, Institute F. Mittelenerglephysik

Gilbert Guignard, CERN

Erhan Gulmez, UCLA

William Haberichter, Argonne

Kevin Hahn, Yale Univ.

Todd Haines, Univ. of Maryland

Aksel Hallin, Princeton Univ.

Stanley Hanna, Stanford Univ.

Niels Hansen, Riso National Laboratory

Ronnie Harper, Ohio State Univ.

Jeffrey Harris, Brigham Young Univ.

Philip Harris, Univ. of New Mexico

Gillian Hayes, Univ. of York

Ju He, Institute of High Energy Physics

Walter Hensley, Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory

Christopher Herbert, Franklin & Marshall College

Daniel Hill, Argonne

Norton Hintz, Univ. of Minnesota

Thomas Hippchen, Kernforschunjeanlage Juelich Gambh

Gerald Hoffmann, Univ. of Texas

Steinar Hoibraten, MIT

Bo Hoistad, Gustaf Werner Institute

Karl Holinde, Univ. of Bonn

Charles Horowitz, Indiana Univ.

Andy Horsewell, Riso National Laboratory

Weidong Huang, Indiana Univ.

E. Hughes, Stanford Univ.

Vernon Hughes, Yale Univ.

Ed Hungerf ord, Univ. of Houston

Ahmed Hussein, King Fahd Univ. of Petroleum and Minerals
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Mirth Huynh, Franklin & Marshall College

Scott Hyman, Univ. of Maryland

George Igo, UCLA

Richard Imlay, Louisiana State Univ.

Larry Isenhower, Abilene Christian Univ.

Masahiko Iwasaki, Univ. of Tokyo

Mark Jakobson, Univ. of Montana

Tomasz Jaroszewicz, UCLA

B. Jennings, TRIUMF

Randolph Jeppesen, Univ. of Montana

Kevin Johnson, Univ. of Texas

Johnston, Kathleen, Univ. of Houston

Frederick Jones, TRIUMF

Mark Jones, Univ. of Minnesota

Steven Jones, Brigham Young Univ.

Charles Jui, Stanford Univ.

George Kahrimanis, Univ. of Texas

Ju Hwan Kang, Univ. of New Mexico

Sergei Kapitza, Institute for Physical Problems

Peter Karen, Univ. of Virginia

Thomas Kasprzyk, Argonne

James Kelly, Univ. of Maryland

Robert Kenefick, Texas A&M Univ.

Steve Kettell, Yale Univ.

Mahbubul Khandaker, Univ. of Maryland

William Kielhorn, Univ. of Texas

George Kim, UCLA

Jaewan Kim, Univ. of Houston

Yi-Kyung Kim, Utah State Univ.

Bruce King, Univ. of Virginia

Edward Kinney, MIT

Leonard Kisslinger, Carnegie-Mellon Univ.

Andres Klein, Los Alamos

Jeffrey Klein, Univ. of Philadelphia

Donald Koetke, Valparaiso Univ.

Shane Koscielniak, TRIUMF
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Ashutosh Kofwal, Univ. of Pennsylvania

Franz Krafft, Max-PIanck-Institute

Robert Kraus, Los Alamos

Jack Kraushaar, Univ. of Colorado

Sig Krewald, Max-Planck-Institute

Ynnan Kuang, Yale Univ.

A. Knnselman, Univ. of Wyoming

KeMchi Kuioda, CNRS

Peter Kutt Univ. of Pennsylvania

Slawomir Kwiatkowsld, TRIUMF

Gary Kyle, New Mexico State Univ.

Mark Laffoon, Univ. of California, San Diego

Derek Lane, Abilene Christian Univ.

K. Larson, Univ. of New Mexico

Juergen Last Physikalisches Institute de Universitat

Renzo Leonard], Universita' di Trento

Kevin Lesko, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

Jediiel Lichtenstadt Univ. of Vizginia

Roger Iichti, Texas Tech Univ.

R. l ieb, George Mason Univ.

Jit Ning Lim, Louisiana State Univ.

Shaoxei Lin, Institute of Atomic Energy

David Iind, Univ. of Colorado

V. Iind, Utah State Univ.

Alan Ling, UCLA

Ta-Yuug Ling, Ohio State Univ.

John linsley, Univ. of New Mexico

Jianyang Ltu, Institute of Atomic Energy

Jeremy Lloyd-Evans, Los Alamos

KE.G. Lobner, Univ. of Munich

Augusta Lombardi, CERN

Michael Loos, Argonne

David Lopiano, Aigonne

Robert Loveman, Univ. of Colorado

Gregory Ludwig, Valparaiso Univ.

Christopher Lyndon, College of William & Mary
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Malcolm MacFarlane, Indiana Univ.

Ruprecht Machleidt, UCLA

Anthony Mack, Univ. of Minnesota

George MacKenzie, TRIUMF

John MacKenzie, College of William & Mary

Christopher Maher, MIT

John Manley, Nonaffiliated

Robert Manweiler, Valparaiso Univ.

Donald Marchlenski, Ohio State Univ.

John Markey, Yale Univ.

Richard Marshall, Univ. of Virginia

William Marterer, Louisiana State Univ.

Charles Martoff, Stanford Univ.

Qark Maruyama, Univ. of California, Los Angeles

Akira Masaike, KEK

Douglas Mathis, Arizona State Univ.

Teiichiro Matsuzaki, Univ. of Tokyo

Edward Matthews, George Washington Univ.

June Matthews, MIT

Bjorn Matthias, Yale Univ.

Bill Mayes, Univ. of Houston

Tim McDaniels, Arizona State Univ.

Arthur McDonald, Princeton Univ.

Joseph McDonald, Univ. of Texas

Marilyn McDonald, Univ. of Texas

W. McFarlane, Temple Univ.

Kok-Heong McNaughton, Univ. of Texas

James McNeil, Univ. of Pennsylvania

William Metcalf, Louisiana State Univ.

Thomas Meyer, Univ. of Maryland

Aaron Michalowkz, CNRS

Richard Michel, Univ. of Colorado

Amir Mohagheghi, Univ. of New Mexico

C Moore, Univ. of Texas

Snow Moore, Univ. of New Mexico, Los Alamos

Shaul Mordechai, Ben-Gurion Univ.
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Yoshiharu Mori, KEK
Marcel Morlet, CNRS

Sheila Morris, Univ. of Texas

Sanjoy Mukhopadhyay, Northwestern Univ.

Hans Muller, CERN
Klaus Muller, Univ. of Wuppertal

Hans Mundingerr, Yale Univ.

Michael Murillo, Univ. of New Mexico

Tomofumi Nagae, KEK
Kanetada Nagamine, Univ. of Tokyo

Ramesan Nair, Florida State Univ.

Sirish Nanda, Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility

James Napolitano, Argonne

Mohammed Nasser, King Fahd Univ. of Petroleum and Minerals

Subrata Nath, Texas A&M Univ.

Bernard Nefkens, UCLA

James Nelson, Argonne

Benwen Ni, Yale Univ.

Philip Nickel, Valparaiso Univ.

Kunihiko Nishiizumi, Univ. of California, San Diego

Tetsuo Noro, Osaka Univ.

Lee Northcliffe, Texas A&M Univ.

Blaine Norum, Univ. of Virginia

Sean O'Connor, Univ. of Hawaii

John O'Donnell, Univ. of Pennsylvania

John O'Reilly, Northwestern Univ.

David Oakley, Univ. of Colorado

Shoroku Ohnuma, Univ. of Houston

Ronald Olschlager, Nonaffiliated

Jean Oostens, Univ. of Cincinnati
Herbert Orth, Gesellschafi fur Schwerioueuforschung

Eulogio Oset, Universitat de Valencia
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Progress at LAMPF is the progress report of MP Division of Los Alamos
National Laboratory. In addition, it includes brief reports on research done at
LAMPF by researchers from other institutions and Los Alamos National Labo-
ratory divisions.

Progress at LAMPF is published annually on April 1. This schedule requires
that manuscripts be received by December 1.

Published material is edited to the standards of the Style Manual of the
American Institute of Physics. Papers are not refereed, hence presentation in
this report does not constitute professional publication of the material nor does
it preempt publication in other journals. Readers should recognize that results
reported in Progress at LAMPF are sometimes preliminary or tentative and that
authors should therefore be consulted in the event that these results are dted.

Contributors can expedite the publication process by giving special care to
the following specifics:

1. When possible, furnish computer files for text and MAPPER files for illus-
trations, together with a hardcopy of your paper. Progress at LAMPF can
accept files from computers, stand-alone word processors, and personal
computers. TgX files are especially welcome.

2. Drawings and figures submitted should be of quality suitable for direct
reproduction after reduction to single-column width, 55 mm (2-1/4 in.).
MAPPER files should be printed on laser printers.

3. Figure captions and table headings must be furnished. The AIP Style
Manual requires that every figure have a caption that is "complete and
intelligible in itself without reference to the text."

4. References must be complete and accurate. If a reference cites a paper
submitted for publication, the title of the paper and the journal where
it has been submitted or where it is to be published must be given.
Laboratory standards prefer that six authors be listed before et al. is
used in reference lists.

5. Abbreviations and acronyms should be avoided if possible (in figures
and tables as well as text), and when used must be defined.

6. All numerical data should be given in Systeme International (SI) units.

7. Authors are reminded that it helps the reader to have an introduction
that states the purpose(s) of the experiment before presentation of the
data.

Research reports should be brief but complete. A list of recent publications relat-
ing to the experiment, for separate tabulation in this report, is much appreciated.

Contributors are encouraged to include as authors all participants in exper-
iments so that they may receive credit for authorship and participation.

Questions and suggestions should be directed to Karen Poelakker, Los
Alamos National Laboratory, MS H846, Los Alamos, NM 87545.
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